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ABSTRACT 

The present invention includes biochips for the measure 
ment of cellular ion channels and methods of use and 
manufacture. The biochips of the present invention have 
enhanced Sealing capabilities provided in part by chemically 
modifying the Surface of the biochip Surface or Substrate or 
by exposure to an ionized gas. The present invention also 
includes novel cartridges for biochips. 
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Effect of Hole Diameter and Hole Depth on Ra 
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Break-in Pressure 
Break-in Pressure is an important parameter for cell condition. During the tests, our 
break-in pressures were tightly distributed between -100 to -130 torrs (Figure 5). Our 
previous findings suggest that seals with more negative break-in pressure are likely to 
have higher and unstable Ra, while seals with lower break-in pressure are likely to 
have lower and unstable Rim. 
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Figure 5 Pressure (Torr) 
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Membrane Resistance (Rm) 
After break-in, Rim was mostly between 0.5 to 2MOhm (Figure 6). Ending Rim had a 
Similar distribution, but more skewed to lower values. This is consistent with the 
deterioration of Rnn over time. However, the amount of Runn deterioration was 
Surprisingly small, which suggests that the seals were very stable during the 15 
minutes test periods. 
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Figure 6. Rm-begin(blue).Rm-end(red) (GOhm) 

'Access Resistance (Ra) 
Initial Ra has a normal distribution centered at 7MOhm, 80% of the seals had Ra 
Starting from below 10 MOhm. In most cases, Ra increases during the 15 minutes 
with an ending value near 11~13MOhm. In order to minimize disruption of the seals, 
best effort was not made trying to maintain minimal possible Ra. It is not known what 
the ending Ra would be and what percentage of seals would lose Rim if such efforts 
were made. Further testing of this kind should be done on 16x automated systems. 
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Figure 7. Ra-begin (blue):Ra-end(red) (MOhm) 

Typical Recordings 
Figure 8 shows the recordings from a typical experiment. The top panel shows 
recordings right after break-in, while the bottom panel shows recordings at the end of 
15 minutes. Middle graph plots the Rm and Ra values over the 15-minute period. 
There is no observable decrease in current in most of the cells recorded. The decrease 
in Rm and increase in Ra are typical. In addition, Rm and Ra typically plateau out 
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after -10 minutes to steady levels. We recorded the last cell (#58) for an extended 
period of time. The cell lasted for about 30 minutes within the constraint of our test 
parameters. 
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Discussion 

This discusses exceptions and analyzes non-seal cases. 

Osmolarity 
Three chips (#13, 14, 15) were excluded from calculating statistics because wrong 
intracellular solutions were used. Throughout the 50-cell tests, PBS complete (Gibco 
14287-080) was used as extracellular (bath) solutions and had osmolarity values 
between 285 to 290mosm. Intracellular solutions had osmolarity of 279mosm for 
chips #1-#12. At this point we began to use a new preparation of intracellular 
solution, which was later measured to have osmolarity of ~320mosm (multiple 
measurements). Sealability started to deteriorate and seals did not last for more than a 
few minutes. Pipette tests showed that cells became swollen a couple of minutes after 
break-in, and Rim dropped to <200MOhm in a few minutes. After the osmolarity 
measurements, we diluted the same intracellular solution by 10% using did water. This 
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HIGH-DENSITY ON TRANSPORT 
MEASUREMENT BOCHIP DEVICES AND 

METHODS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/033,015 filed on Jan. 10, 
2005, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/858,339 filed on Jun. 1, 2004, which 
claims benefit of priority to U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 
60/474.508 filed on May 31, 2003; U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/033,015 is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/760,886 filed on Jan. 20, 
2004, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/428,565 filed on May 2, 2003, which 
claims benefit of priority to U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 
60/380,007 filed on May 4, 2002; U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/033,015 is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/642,014 filed on Aug. 16, 
2003, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/351,019 filed on Jan. 23, 2003, which 
claims benefit of priority of U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 
60/351,849 filed on Jan. 24, 2002; U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/033,015 is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/104,300 filed on Mar. 22, 
2002, which claims benefit of priority to U.S. Patent Appli 
cation Ser. No. 60/311,327 filed on Aug. 10, 2001 and claims 
benefit of priority to U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 
60/278,308 filed on Mar. 24, 2001; U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/033,015 also claims benefit of priority of U.S. 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/535,461 filed on Jan. 10, 
2004 and claims benefit of priority of U.S. Patent Applica 
tion Ser. No. 60/585,822 filed on Jul. 6, 2004; this applica 
tion is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/153,825 filed on Jun. 15, 2005; the present 
application incorporates by reference herein each of the 
above referenced U.S. patent applications. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates generally to the field 
of ion transport detection ("patch clamp') systems and 
methods, more particularly the present invention includes a 
novel ion channel chip including a high resistance Seal for 
use with automated or high throughput Systems and meth 
ods. 

BACKGROUND 

0.003 Ion transports are channels, transporters, pore 
forming proteins, or other entities that are located within 
cellular membranes and regulate the flow of ions acroSS the 
membrane. Ion transports participate in diverse processes, 
Such as generating and timing of action potentials, Synaptic 
transmission, Secretion of hormones, contraction of muscles 
etc. Ion transports are popular candidates for drug discovery, 
and many known drugs exert their effects via modulation of 
ion transport functions or properties. For example, antiepi 
leptic compounds Such as phenytoin and lamotrigine which 
block Voltage dependent Sodium ion transports in the brain, 
anti-hypertension drugs. Such as nifedipine and diltiazem 
which block Voltage dependent calcium ion transports in 
Smooth muscle cells, and Stimulators of insulin release Such 
as glibenclamide and tolbutamine which block an ATP 
regulated potassium ion transport in the pancreas. 
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0004 One popular method of measuring an ion transport 
function or property is the patch-clamp method, which was 
first reported by Neher, Sakmann and Steinback (Pflueger 
Arch. 375:219-278 (1978)). This first report of the patch 
clamp method relied on pressing a glass pipette containing 
acetylcholine (Ach) against the Surface of a muscle cell 
membrane, where discrete jumps in electrical current were 
attributable to the opening and closing of Ach-activated ion 
transports. 

0005 The method was refined by fire polishing the glass 
pipettes and applying gentle Suction to the interior of the 
pipette when contact was made with the Surface of the cell. 
Seals of very high resistance (between about 1 and about 100 
giga ohms) could be obtained. This advancement allowed 
the patch clamp method to be Suitable over Voltage ranges 
which ion transport Studies can routinely be made. 

0006 A variety of patch clamp methods have been devel 
oped, Such as whole cell, vesicle, outside-out and inside-out 
patches (Liem et al., Neurosurgery 36:382-392 (1995)). 
Additional methods include whole cell patch clamp record 
ings, pressure patch clamp methods, cell free ion transport 
recording, perfusion patch pipettes, concentration patch 
clamp methods, perforated patch clamp methods, loose 
patch Voltage clamp methods, patch clamp recording and 
patch clamp methods in tissue Samples Such as muscle or 
brain (Boulton et al., Patch-Clamp Applications and Proto 
cols, Neuromethods V. 26 (1995), Humana Press, New 
Jersey). 

0007. These and later methods relied upon interrogating 
one sample at a time using large laboratory apparatus that 
require a high degree of operator skill and time. Attempts 
have been made to automate patch clamp methods, but these 
have met with little Success. Alternatives to patch clamp 
methods have been developed using fluorescent probes, Such 
as cumarin-lipids (cu-lipids) and oxonol fluorescent dyes 
(Tsien et al., U.S. Pat. No. 6,107,066, issued August 2000). 
These methods rely upon change in polarity of membranes 
and the resulting motion of Oxonol molecules acroSS the 
membrane. This motion allows for the detection of changes 
in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between 
cu-lipids and OXOnol molecules. Unfortunately, these meth 
ods do not measure ion transport directly but measure the 
change of indirect parameters as a result of ionic flux. For 
example, the characteristics of the lipid used in the cu-lipid 
can alter the biological and physical characteristics of the 
membrane, Such as fluidity and polarizability. 

0008 Thus, what is needed is a simple device and method 
to measure ion transport directly. Preferably, these devices 
would utilize patch clamp detection methods because these 
types of methods represent a gold Standard in this field of 
Study. The present invention provides these devices and 
methods particularly miniaturized devices and automated 
methods for the Screening of chemicals or other moieties for 
their ability to modulate ion transport functions or proper 
ties. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. The present invention recognizes that the determi 
nation of one or more ion transport functions or properties 
using direct detection methods, Such as patch-clamp, whole 
cell recording, or Single channel recording, are preferable to 
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methods that utilize indirect detection methods, Such as 
fluorescence-based detection Systems. 
0.010 The present invention provides biochips for ion 
transport measurement, ion transport measuring devices that 
comprise biochips, and methods of using the devices and 
biochips that allow for the direct analysis of ion transport 
functions or properties. The present invention provides 
biochips, devices, apparatuses, and methods that allow for 
automated detection of ion transport functions or properties. 
The present invention also provides methods of making 
biochips and devices for ion transport measurement that 
reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of manufacture, 
as well as improve the performance of the biochips and 
devices. These biochips and devices are particularly appro 
priate for automating the detection of ion transport functions 
or properties, particularly for Screening purposes. 

0.011) A first aspect of the present invention is a biochip 
device for ion transport measurement. A biochip device 
comprises an upper chamber piece that comprises one or 
more upper chambers, and a biochip that comprises at least 
one ion transport measuring means. In one preferred 
embodiment of this aspect of the present invention, a biochip 
device also comprises at least one conduit that that can be 
positioned to engage the one or more upper chambers, where 
the conduit comprises an electrode or can provide an elec 
trolyte bridge to an electrode. 
0012. A second aspect of the present invention is a 
biochip device having one or more flow-through lower 
chambers. The device comprises an upper chamber piece 
that comprises one or more upper chambers, a biochip that 
comprises at least one ion transport measuring means, and at 
least one lower chamber base piece that comprises at least 
two conduits that connect with at least one lower chamber. 

0013 A third aspect of the invention is biochip devices 
that are adapted for microScope Stages. The devices com 
prise an upper chamber piece that comprises one or more 
upper chambers, a biochip that comprises at least one ion 
transport measuring means, and at least one lower chamber 
base piece, in which the bottom surface of the lower 
chamber base piece is transparent. Preferably, the device 
also includes a base-plate adapted to a microScope Stage into 
which a lower chamber base piece can fit. 
0.014) A fourth aspect of the invention is methods of 
making an upper chamber piece for a biochip device for ion 
transport measurement. In one preferred embodiment of this 
aspect of the present invention, an upper chamber piece can 
be molded as two pieces, an upper well portion piece and a 
well hole portion piece. Preferably, a well hole portion piece 
comprises at least one groove into which at least one 
electrode can be inserted. After insertion of the electrode, the 
upper well portion piece and the well hole portion piece are 
attached to form an upper chamber piece. In another 
embodiment of this aspect, an upper chamber piece can be 
molded as a single piece, where an electrode, Such as a wire 
electrode, can be positioned in a mold and then the upper 
chamber piece can be molded around it. In yet another 
preferred embodiment of this aspect, an upper chamber 
piece can be molded as a Single piece without an electrode. 

0.015 A fifth aspect of the invention is methods for 
making chips comprising ion transport measuring holes. An 
ion transport measuring hole can be fabricated by laser 
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drilling one or more counterbores, and then laser drilling a 
through hole through the one or more counterbores. 
0016 A sixth aspect of the invention is ion transport 
measuring devices that comprise an inverted chip compris 
ing ion transport measuring holes. A chip used in inverted 
orientation can comprise one or more ion transport measur 
ing holes that are fabricated by laser drilling of one or more 
counterbores and a through hole through the one or more 
counterbores. 

0017. A seventh aspect of the invention is methods of 
treating ion transport measuring chips to enhance their 
Sealing properties. In one aspect of the present invention, the 
chip or Substrate comprising an ion transport measuring 
means is modified to become more electronegative and/or 
Smoother. In another aspect of the present invention, the chip 
or Substrate comprising the ion transport measuring means is 
modified chemically, Such as with acids, bases, or a com 
bination thereof. Treatment of chips of the present invention 
with chemical Solution can be performed using treatment 
racks that fit into vessels that hold the chemical Solutions and 
can hold multiple glass chips while allowing access of the 
chemical Solutions to the chip Surfaces. 
0018. An eighth aspect of the invention is a method to 
measure Surface energy on a Surface, Such as the Surface of 
a chemically-treated ion transport measurement biochip. 
The Surface energy measurement can be used to evaluate the 
hydrophilicity of a biochip biochip of the present invention 
that has been chemically treated to improve its electrical 
Sealing properties, Such as, for example, at chip that has been 
treated with base. It can also be used for any Surface 
characterization purpose where a measurement of Surface 
energy or hydrophilicity is desired. 

0019. A ninth aspect of the invention is the substrates, 
biochips, devices, apparatuses, and/or cartridges comprising 
ion transport measuring means with enhanced electric Seal 
properties. In preferred embodiments, at least a portion of at 
least one chip that comprises at least one ion transport 
measuring means has been treated with at least one base, at 
least one acid, or both. 

0020. A tenth aspect of the present invention is a method 
for Storing the Substrates, biochips, cartridges, apparatuses, 
and/or devices comprising ion transport measuring means 
with enhanced electrical Seal properties. 
0021. An eleventh aspect of the present invention is a 
method for Shipping the Substrates, biochips, cartridges, 
apparatuses, and/or devices comprising ion transport mea 
Suring means with enhanced electrical Seal properties. 

0022. A twelfth aspect of the invention is methods for 
assembling devices and cartridges of the present invention. 
The methods include attaching an upper chamber piece to a 
biochip that comprises at least one ion transport measuring 
means using a UV adhesive. Preferably, the chip has been 
chemically treated to enhance its electrical Sealing proper 
ties. During UV activation of the adhesive, at least a portion 
of the biochip is masked to prevent UV irradiation of ion 
transport measuring means on the chip. 

0023. A thirteenth aspect of the present invention is a 
method of producing biochips comprising ion transport 
measuring means by fabricating the biochips as detachable 
units of a large sheet. Ion transport measuring holes can be 
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made by wet etching and laser drilling appropriate Sub 
Strates, and the sheet can be Scored with a laser Such that 
portions of the sheet having a desired number of ion trans 
port measuring holes can be separated along the Score lines. 
In Some embodiments, upper chamber pieces are attached to 
the Substrate sheet after the fabrication of holes and before 
Separation of Sections of the sheet. In this case, the detach 
able units that are separated to produce devices comprise 
cartridges having upper chambers attached to an ion trans 
port measuring chip. 
0024. A fourteenth aspect of the invention is a method of 
producing high density ion transport measuring chips. The 
ion transport measuring chips preferably have more than 16 
ion transport measuring holes, and wells can be fabricated in 
a chip using wet etching, followed by laser drilling of ion 
transport measuring holes through the bottoms of the Wells. 
0.025 A fifteenth aspect of the invention is a biochip 
device for ion transport measurement comprising fluidic 
channel upper and lower chambers. The fluidic channels 
have apertures that are aligned with ion transport measuring 
holes on the chip. The fluidic channels can be connected to 
Sources for generating or promoting fluid flow, Such as 
pumps, pressure Sources, and valves. The fluidic channels 
preferably provide electrolyte bridge to one or more elec 
trodes that can be used in ion transport measurement. 
0026. A sixteenth aspect of the present invention is 
methods of preparing cells for ion transport measurement. 
The methods include the use of filters that can allow the 
passage of Single cells through their pores and monitoring of 
cell health parameters important for electrophysiological 
measurementS. 

0027. A seventeenth aspect of the present invention is a 
logic and program that uses a preSSure profile to direct an ion 
transport measurement apparatus to achieve and maintain a 
high-resistance electrical Seal. The logic can follow decision 
pathways based on information from electrical measure 
ments made by ion transport measuring electrodes in a 
feedback System. 
0028. An eighteenth aspect of the present invention is an 
ion channel chip having a plastic Substrate or Surface that is 
chemically modified and methods of use. Chemical modi 
fication may provide enhanced Sealing properties. Modifi 
cation of the plastic Substrate or Surface may occur by 
treatment with an ionized gas, by interaction with laser or 
other high energy radiation, by chemical reaction, or by any 
combination of these. 

0029. A nineteenth aspect of the present invention is an 
ion channel chip or biochip utilizing a lipid layer or lipid 
bilayer for enhancing the Sealing properties. The lipid 
bilayer is capable of interacting with the membrane of a cell 
having to facilitate measurement of a cell's ion channel. 
0.030. A twentieth aspect of the present invention is a 
method of making a pre-assembled ion transport measure 
ment cartridge and method of use. A chip without a hole or 
aperture may be provided in the cartridge. The cartridge may 
be oriented Such that a drill may form an aperture through 
the chip. The cartridge may then be treated for Surface 
modification to promote the formation of tight Seals for ion 
transport measurement. 
0.031) A twenty-first aspect of the present invention is a 
method of layering a plastic chip with a thin sheet of glass 
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and method of use. Holes or apertures may be drilled 
through the layered chip using a laser drill or wet etching. 
0032. A twenty-second aspect of the present invention is 
a method of protecting fragile devices and parts by packing 
and Shipping the devices or parts in a fluid Such as water. 
0033. A twenty-third aspect of the present invention is a 
method of laser beam Splitting and method of use to laser 
drill holes in ion channel chips and methods of use. The 
method may utilize a homogenizer to obtain a "top hat' 
power profile from a laser beam Source. The laser beam may 
optionally be masked to provide additional profiles. The 
laser beam may then be split to form two or more laser 
beamlets. 

0034. A twenty-fourth aspect of the present invention is 
a method of making glass more readily wet etched, ion 
channel chips made using this method and methods of use 
thereof. The method may include exposing the glass to a 
laser beam in the ultra-violet (UV) range. 
0035 A twenty-fifth aspect of the present invention are 
methods for bonding glass to glass and products produced 
by these methods. The methods may include treating one or 
more Surfaces of the glass with an acid or base, contacting 
the glass Surfaces together and heating the glass. Alterna 
tively, NaSiO4 may be applied between the glass surfaces 
and heated. 

0036) A twenty-sixth aspect of the present invention is an 
in Situ method of making a cartridge for use in ion transport 
measurement and methods of use. The cartridge may include 
a chip with gaskets defining top and bottom chamber perim 
eterS. 

0037. A twenty-seventh aspect of the present invention is 
a gasket for use ion transport measurement and methods of 
use thereof. The gasket may engage the chip and define a 
boundary of a chamber. 
0038 A twenty-eighth aspect of the present invention is 
a System for automated processing of chips for use in ion 
transport measurement. The method may include exposing 
the chip to a treatment Solution and exposing the chip to a 
negative or positive pressure. 

0039. A twenty-ninth aspect of the present invention is a 
method for making a Silicon-based chip with laser-drilled 
holes and Surface modifications. The method may include 
providing a Silicon based chip, drilling holes in the chip and 
treating the chip to form Surface modifications. 
0040. A thirtieth aspect of the present invention is a 
device that can hold chips for methods of treating chips 
and/or for Storage of chips. The device may include a bottom 
Structure having chip holding Structures, and a hinged top 
Structure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0041 FIG. 1 depicts views an upper chamber piece of the 
present invention comprising glue Spillage grooves and 
alignment bump. 

0042 FIG. 2 depicts a biochip device of the present 
invention that is adapted to a microscope stage. (A) Top 
view and (B) bottom view of a base plate cut from aluminum 
stock. The holes are threaded except for the four holes 
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closest to the corners of the Square-cut carve-out. The four 
unthreaded holes are sized to accept a press-in 1 mm Socket 
COnnectOr. 

0.043 FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the 
present invention having a flow through lower chamber. 

0044 FIG. 4 provides drawings of a design of a flow 
through chamber lower base piece of a device of the present 
invention. 

004.5 FIG. 5 depicts a biochip device of the present 
invention having flow through lower chambers that is 
adapted to fit a microscope Stage. A) view of a plastic lower 
chamber piece from behind the electrodes, B) a zoomed-in 
Side view of the lower chamber piece to demonstrate cuts in 
the top Side, inflow and outflow tubes, and an edge for gasket 
alignment, C) the lower chamber piece installed in a base 
late. 

0046 FIG. 6A) depicts the lower chamber piece of FIG. 
5 viewed from behind the electrode array with connectors on 
top (brass inserts) and wires extending into the fluidics of 
each chamber below. B) A Schematic demonstrates shows 
the 16x device fully assembled with a cartridge within. 

0047 FIG. 7 shows glass tubing inserted into the plastic 
lower chamber piece shown in FIG. 6. The tubing has been 
cemented into place with 20 minute epoxy glue. Silicone 
tubing is ten pressed over the glass tubing to complete the 
conduit to deliver fluids into the lower chambers. 

0048 FIG.8 depicts a PDMS gasket viewed from the top 
(A), from the Side (B) and (C) a Schematic demonstrating the 
formation of the inner wells by the holes within the gasket. 
0049 FIG. 9 shows a cartridge of the present invention 
(black item) is shown in relation to the rest of the parts of a 
device adapted for a microscope (A) and after installation 
into the device (B). 
0050 FIG. 10 (A) shows a clamp part upside down to 
illustrate the cutout that fits the cartridge. The top view of the 
clamp on the cartridge (B) reveals the presence of an array 
of top chamber electrodes that reach into the cartridge wells 
(C). 
0051 FIG. 11 depicts an upper chamber piece of the 
present invention that is made from an upper well portion 
piece and a well hole portion piece. (A) is the upper well 
portion piece is shown above the well hole portion piece. (B) 
is the upper well portion piece is shown fitted on the well 
hole portion piece, with the groove visible along the back of 
the wells. 

0.052 FIG. 12 is a graph that illustrates that a decreasing 
hole depth and widening the exit hole decreases Ra. 

0.053 FIG. 13 is a graph illustrating that thinner chips 
(“K-configuration chips”) have a lower Re than those with 
greater hole depth. 

0.054 FIG. 14 depicts treatment fixtures for chemically 
treating chips and devices. (A) shows a single layer treat 
ment fixture that can fit into a glassjar containing acid, base, 
or other chemical solutions. (B) shows the stacked fixture. 
0055 FIG. 15 shows a shipping fixture for cartridges of 
the present invention. 
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0056 FIG. 16 shows a shipping fixture for chips of the 
present invention. 
0057 FIG. 17 depicts a glass chip with multiple ion 
transportunits (below) that can be attached to a multicham 
ber upper chamber piece. Cartridges with a Smaller number 
of units (above) can be separated from the larger multicar 
tridge unit. 
0.058 FIG. 18 depicts a high density array chip of the 
present invention. 
0059 FIG. 19 depicts a cross sectional view of a high 
density array chip of the present invention. 
0060 FIG. 35 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring chip made from an MCP A) Top view. B) 
croSS-Sectional view showing etched microWells and 
through-holes. 

0061 FIG. 36 depicts a cross-sectional view of a portion 
of a chip having a hydrophobic coating and microWells. 

0062 FIG. 37 depicts two embodiments of a flexible 
chip of the present invention. A) the chip extends between 
two spools, with the assay area localized to the extended 
portion of the chip between them. B) the assay area of the 
chip corresponds to a portion chip that curves over a spool, 
which can comprise or engage lower chambers for ion 
transport assayS. 

0063 FIG. 38 depicts preferred embodiments of the 
present invention: ion channel measuring devices that com 
prise theta tubing. A) a segment of theta tubing shown "face 
on' in which the opening for laser access (used in making 
the hole) is shown. B) an ion transport measuring device 
comprising multiple theta units arranged vertically. The 
upper and lower chambers of each unit have Separate con 
duit attachments for ES and IS, respectively. “U” labels 
conduits leading to and away from upper chambers. "L' 
labels conduits leading to and away from lower chambers. 
Pressure can be applied from either the inflow or outflow 
lower chamber conduits. C) an ion transport measuring 
device comprising multiple theta units arranged Side-by 
Side. Although conduits connecting with only one of the 
units are shown, each of the upper and lower chambers of 
each unit have Separate conduit attachments for ES and IS, 
respectively. 

0064 FIG. 39 is a top view of one embodiment of the 
present invention comprising a chip having a fluidic channel 
on its upper Surface that has openings localized to ion 
transport measuring holes. 

0065 FIG. 40 is a cross-sectional depiction of one 
embodiment of an ion transport measuring device compris 
ing a fluidic pipe compound delivery System. 

0066 FIG. 41 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device having a nozzle compound delivery 
System. 

0067 FIG. 42 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device having a compound delivery plate 
that delivers compounds to cells Sealed at ion transport 
measuring hole on the lower Side of a chip. 
0068 FIG. 43 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device in which compound is delivered by 
fluid dispensing tips at ion transport measuring Sites. In this 
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embodiment, an electrode traverses the Surface of the chip. 
A hydrophobic layer coats the electrode, except in the 
immediate vicinity of microwells. A) cells have been added 
to an upper chamber channel comprising ES. B) cells Seal to 
ion transport measuring holes within microWells that acceSS 
the channel. C) compound drops are dispensed directly over 
the ion transport measuring sites. D) compound Solution 
floods the microwell, but does not flow into neighboring 
microWells. 

0069 FIG. 44 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device having a single flow-through upper 
chamber. 

0070 FIG. 45 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device having a single flow-through upper 
chamber and a Single flow-through lower chamber. 
0071 FIG. 46 depicts one embodiment of an ion trans 
port measuring device having a single flow-through upper 
chamber and a multiple lower chambers. A) cross Sectional 
view. B) top view. 
0.072 FIG. 47 depicts one embodiment of a single use 
chip of the present invention. A) top view. B) cross Sectional 
view. 

0073 FIG. 48 depicts one embodiment of a chip of the 
present invention in which wax forms the upper chambers. 
A) top view. B) cross Sectional view. 
0074 FIG. 49 depicts one embodiment of a chip of the 
present invention in which O-rings form the upper cham 
bers. A) top view. B) cross sectional view. 
0075 FIG. 50 depicts a schematic of a (A) 16x24 hole 
array at a pitch of 4.5 mm for an ion channel chip design and 
(B) a 16x1 hole array at a pitch of 4.5 mm for an ion channel 
chip design. 
0076 FIG. 51 depicts the production of 4 laser drilled 
holes at one time to make a plurality of holes for ion channel 
chip designs, such as in FIG. 50(A). 
0077 FIG. 52 depicts the production of 9 laser drilled 
holes at one time to make a plurality of holes for ion channel 
chip designs, such as in FIG. 50(A). 
0078 FIG. 53 depicts one aspect of the present invention 
wherein a chip engaged with gaskets to form upper cham 
bers and lower chambers. 

007.9 FIG. 54 depicts one aspect of the present invention 
wherein a gasket is for use in ion transport measurement. (A) 
represents a top view of one aspect of the present invention 
wherein the gasket includes o-ring structures and holes for 
use in engaging a chip for use in ion transport measurement 
and for providing negative pressure to Secure the chip to the 
gasket to assist in preventing or reducing cross-talk between 
recording sites during ion transport measurement. Vents can 
be provided to assist in modulating the negative pressure 
used to Secure the chip to the gasket and remove fluids from 
the gasket. (B) depicts a partial cross Section along A-A. 
0080 FIG.55 depicts one aspect of the present invention 
wherein a System, device and method of processing, han 
dling and assembling chips for use in ion transport mea 
Surement are provided. 
0.081 FIG. 56 depicts on aspect of the present invention 
wherein a device for holding chips for Storage and/or 
treatment are provided. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Definitions 

0082 Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scien 
tific terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly 
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this 
invention belongs. Generally, the nomenclature used herein 
and the manufacture or laboratory procedures described 
below are well known and commonly employed in the art. 
Conventional methods are used for these procedures, Such as 
those provided in the art and various general references. 
Terms of orientation such as “up' and “down”, “top” and 
“bottom”, “upper” or “lower” and the like refer to orienta 
tion of parts during use of a device. Where a term is provided 
in the Singular, the inventors also contemplate the plural of 
that term. Where there are discrepancies in terms and 
definitions used in references that are incorporated by ref 
erence, the terms used in this application shall have the 
definitions given herein. AS employed throughout the dis 
closure, the following terms, unless otherwise indicated, 
shall be understood to have the following meanings: 

0083) “Ion transport measurement” is the process of 
detecting and measuring the movement of charge and/or 
conducting ions across a membrane (such as a biological 
membrane), or from the inside to the outside of a particle or 
Vice versa. In most applications, particles will be cells, 
organelles, vesicles, biological membrane fragments, artifi 
cial membranes, bilayerS or micelles. In general, ion trans 
port measurement involves achieving a high resistance elec 
trical Seal of a membrane or particle with a Surface that has 
an aperture, and positioning electrodes on either side of the 
membrane or particle to measure the current and/or Voltage 
acroSS the portion of the membrane Sealed over the aperture, 
or “clamping Voltage acroSS the membrane and measuring 
current applied to an electrode to maintain that Voltage. 
However, ion transport measurement does not require that a 
particle or membrane be Sealed to an aperture if other means 
can provide electrode contact on both sides of a membrane. 
For example, a particle can be impaled with a needle 
electrode and a Second electrode can be provided in contact 
with the Solution outside the particle to complete a circuit for 
ion transport measurement. Several techniques collectively 
known as “patch clamping can be included as “ion trans 
port measurement'. 

0084. An “ion transport measuring means” refers to a 
Structure that can be used to measure at least one ion 
transport function, property, or a change in ion channel 
function, property in response to various chemical, bio 
chemical or electrical Stimuli. Typically, an ion transport 
measuring means is a Structure with an opening that a 
particle can Seal against, but this need not be the case. For 
example, needles as well as holes, apertures, capillaries, and 
other detection Structures of the present invention can be 
used as ion transport measuring means. An ion transport 
measuring means is preferably positioned on or within a 
biochip or a chamber. Where an ion transport measuring 
means refers to a hole or aperture, the use of the terms “ion 
transport measuring means”"hole' or “aperture' are also 
meant to encompass the perimeter of the hole or aperture 
that is in fact a part of the chip or Substrate (or coating) 
Surface (or Surface of another structure, for example, a 
channel) and can also include the Surfaces that Surround the 
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interior space of the hole that is also the chip or Substrate (or 
coating) material or material of another structure that com 
prises the hole or aperture. 
0085 A“hole” is an aperture that extends through a chip. 
Descriptions of holes found herein are also meant to encom 
pass the perimeter of the hole that is in fact a part of the chip 
or Substrate (or coating) Surface, and can also include the 
Surfaces that Surround the interior Space of the hole that is 
also the chip or Substrate (or coating) material. Thus, in the 
present invention, where particles are described as being 
positioned on, at, near, against, or in a hole, or adhering or 
fixed to a hole, it is intended to mean that a particle contacts 
the entire perimeter of a hole, Such that at least a portion of 
the Surface of the particle lies across the opening of the hole, 
or in Some cases, descends to Some degree into the opening 
of the whole, contacting the Surfaces that Surround the 
interior Space of the hole. 
0.086 A “patch clamp detection structure” refers to a 
Structure that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is 
capable of measuring at least one ion transport function or 
property via patch clamp methods. 
0.087 A“chip” is a solid substrate on which one or more 
processes Such as physical, chemical, biochemical, biologi 
cal or biophysical processes can be carried out. Such pro 
ceSSes can be assays, including biochemical, cellular, and 
chemical assays, ion transport or ion channel function or 
activity determinations, Separations, including Separations 
mediated by electrical, magnetic, physical, and chemical 
(including biochemical) forces or interactions, chemical 
reactions, enzymatic reactions, and binding interactions, 
including captures. The micro Structures or micro-Scale 
Structures Such as, channels and wells, electrode elements, 
electromagnetic elements, may be incorporated into or fab 
ricated on the Substrate for facilitating physical, biophysical, 
biological, biochemical, chemical reactions or processes on 
the chip. The chip may be thin in one dimension and may 
have various shapes in other dimensions, for example, a 
rectangle, a circle, an ellipse, or other irregular shapes. The 
Size of the major Surface of chips of the present invention 
can vary considerably, for example, from about 1 mm to 
about 0.25 m. Preferably, the size of the chips is from about 
4 mm to about 25 cm with a characteristic dimension from 
about 1 mm to about 5 cm. The chip surfaces may be flat, or 
not flat. The chips with non-flat surfaces may include wells 
fabricated on the Surfaces. 

0088 A“biochip” is a chip that is useful for a biochemi 
cal, biological or biophysical process. In this regard, a 
biochip is preferably biocompatible. 

0089. A “chamber” is a structure that comprises or 
engages a chip and that is capable of containing a fluid 
Sample. The chamber may have various dimensions and its 
volume may vary between 0.001 microliters and 50 milli 
liters. In devices of the present invention, an “upper cham 
ber' is a chamber that is above a biochip, Such as a biochip 
that comprises one or more ion transport measuring means. 
In the devices of the present invention, a chip that comprises 
one or more ion transport measuring means can Separate one 
or more upper chambers from one or more lower chambers. 
During use of a device, an upper chamber can contain 
measuring Solutions and particles or membranes. An upper 
chamber can optionally comprise one or more electrodes. In 
devices of the present invention, a “lower chamber” is a 
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chamber that is below a biochip. During use of a device, a 
lower chamber can contain measuring Solutions and par 
ticles or membranes. A lower chamber can optionally com 
prise one or more electrodes. 
0090. A “lower chamber piece” is a part of a device for 
ion transport measurement that forms at least a portion of 
one or more lower chambers of the device. A lower chamber 
portion piece preferably comprises at least a portion of one 
or more walls of one or more lower chambers, and can 
optionally comprise at least a portion of a bottom Surface of 
one or more lower chambers, and can optionally comprise 
one or more conduits that lead to one or more lower 
chambers, or one or more electrodes. 
0091 A“lower chamber base piece” is a part of a device 
for ion transport measurement that forms the bottom Surface 
of one or more lower chambers of the device. A lower 
chamber base piece can also optionally comprise one or 
more walls of one or more lower chambers, one or more 
conduits that lead to one or more lower chambers, or one or 
more electrodes. 

0092. As used herein, a “platform' is a surface on which 
a device of the present invention can be positioned. A 
platform can comprises the bottom Surface of one or more 
lower chambers of a device. 

0093. An “upper chamber piece” is a part of a device for 
ion transport measurement that forms at least a portion of 
one or more upper chambers of the device. An upper 
chamber piece can comprise one or more walls of one or 
more upper chambers, and can optionally comprise one or 
more conduits that lead to an upper chamber, and one or 
more electrodes. 

0094. An “upper chamber portion piece” is a part of a 
device for ion transport measurement that forms a portion of 
one or more upper chambers of the device. An upper 
chamber portion piece can comprise at least a portion of one 
or more walls of one or more upper chambers, and can 
optionally comprise one or more conduits that lead to an 
upper chamber, or one or more electrodes. 
0095. A “well' is a depression in a substrate or other 
Structure. For example, in devices of the present invention, 
upper chambers can be wells formed in an upper chamber 
piece. The upper opening of a well can be of any shape and 
can be of an irregular conformation. The walls of a well can 
extend upward from the lower Surface of a well at any angle 
or in any way. The walls can be of any shape and can be of 
an irregular conformation, that is, they may extend upward 
in a Sigmoidal or otherwise curved or multi-angled fashion. 
0096. A “well hole” is a hole in the bottom of a well. A 
well hole can be a well-within-a well, having its own well 
shape with an opening at the bottom. 
0097. A “well hole piece” is a part of a device for ion 
transport measurement that comprises one or more well 
holes of the wells of the device. 

0098. When wells or chambers (including fluidic channel 
chambers) are “in register with ion transport measuring 
means of a chip, there is a one-to-one correspondence of 
each of the referenced wells or chambers to each of the 
referenced ion transport measuring means, and an ion trans 
port measuring means is positioned So that it is exposed to 
the interior of the well or chamber it is in register with, such 
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that ion transport measurement can be performed using the 
chamber as a compartment for measuring current or Voltage 
through or acroSS the ion transport measuring means. 
0099. A "port” is an opening in a wall or housing of a 
chamber through which a fluid Sample or Solution can enter 
or exit the chamber. A port can be of any dimensions, but 
preferably is of a shape and size that allows a Sample or 
Solution to be dispensed into a chamber by means of a 
pipette, Syringe, or conduit, or other means of dispensing a 
Sample. 

0100. A “conduit' is a means for fluid to be transported 
from one area to another area of a device, apparatus, or 
System of the present invention or to another Structure, Such 
as a dispensation or detection device. In Some aspects, a 
conduit can engage a port in the housing or wall of a 
chamber. In Some aspects, a part of a device, Such as, for 
example, an upper chamber piece or a lower chamber piece 
can comprise conduits in the form of tunnels that pass 
through the upper chamber piece and connect, for example, 
one area or compartment with another area or compartment. 
A conduit can be drilled or molded into a chip, chamber, 
housing, or chamber piece, or a conduit can comprise any 
material that permits the passage of a fluid through it, and 
can be attached to any part of a device. In one preferred 
aspect of the present invention, a conduit extends through at 
least a portion of a device, Such as a wall of a chamber, or 
an upper chamber piece or lower chamber piece, and con 
nects the interior Space of a chamber with the outside of a 
chamber, where it can optionally connect to another conduit, 
Such as tubing. Some preferred conduits can be tubing, Such 
as, for example, rubber, Teflon, or Tygon tubing. A conduit 
can be of any dimensions, but preferably ranges from 10 
microns to 5 millimeters in internal diameter. 

0101. A “device for ion transport measurement” or an 
“ion transport measuring device' is a device that comprises 
at least one chip that comprises one or more ion transport 
measuring means, at least a portion of at least one upper 
chamber, and, preferably, at least a portion of at least one 
lower chamber. A device for ion transport measurement 
preferably comprises one or more electrodes, and can 
optionally comprise conduits, particle positioning means, or 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). 
0102) A “cartridge for ion transport measurement” com 
prises an upper chamber piece and at least one biochip 
comprising one or more ion transport measuring means 
attached to the upper chamber piece, Such that the one or 
more ion transport measuring means are in register with the 
upper chambers of the upper chamber piece. 
0103) An “ion transport measuring unit' is a portion of a 
device that comprises at least a portion of a chip having an 
ion transport measuring means and an upper chamber, where 
the ion transport measuring means connects the upper cham 
ber with a portion of a lower chamber. 
0104. A “measuring solution” is an aqueous solution 
containing electrolytes, with pH, osmolarity, and other 
physical-chemical traits that are compatible with conducting 
function of the ion transports to be measured. 
0105. An “intracellular solution” is a measuring solution 
used in the upper or lower chamber that is compatible with 
the electrolyte composition and physical-chemical traits of 
the intracellular content of a living cell. 
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0106 An “extracellular solution” is a measuring solution 
used in the upper or lower chamber that is compatible with 
the electrolyte composition and physical-chemical traits of 
the extracellular content of a living cell. 
0107 To be “in electrical contact with means one com 
ponent is able to receive and conduct electrical Signals 
(voltage, current, or change of Voltage or current) from 
another component. 
0108. An “ion transport' can be any protein or non 
protein moiety that modulates, regulates or allows transfer 
of ions acroSS a membrane, Such as a biological membrane 
or an artificial membrane. Ion transport include but are not 
limited to ion channels, proteins allowing transport of ions 
by active transport, proteins allowing transport of ions by 
passive transport, toxins Such as from insects, Viral proteins 
or the like. Viral proteins, such as the M2 protein of 
influenza virus can form an ion channel on cell Surfaces. 

0109) A “particle' refers to an organic or inorganic par 
ticulate that is Suspendable in a Solution and can be manipu 
lated by a particle positioning means. A particle can include 
a cell, Such as a prokaryotic or eukaryotic cell, or can be a 
cell fragment, Such as a vesicle or a microSome that can be 
made using methods known in the art. A particle can also 
include artificial membrane preparations that can be made 
using methods known in the art. Preferred artificial mem 
brane preparations are lipid bilayers, but that need not be the 
case. A particle in the present invention can also be a lipid 
film, Such as a black-lipid film (see, Houslay and Stanley, 
Dynamics of Biological Membranes, Influence on Synthe 
sis, Structure and Function, John Wiley & Sons, New York 
(1982)). In the case of a lipid film, a lipid film can be 
provided over a hole, Such as a hole or capillary of the 
present invention using methods known in the art (see, 
Houslay and Stanley, Dynamics of Biological Membranes, 
Influence on Synthesis, Structure and Function, John Wiley 
& Sons, New York (1982)). Aparticle preferably includes or 
is Suspected of including at least one ion transport or an ion 
transport of interest. Particles that do not include an ion 
transport or an ion transport of interest can be made to 
include Such ion transport using methods known in the art, 
Such as by fusion of particles or insertion of ion transports 
into Such particles Such as by detergents, detergent removal, 
detergent dilution, Sonication or detergent catalyzed incor 
poration (See, Houslay and Stanley, Dynamics of Biological 
Membranes, Influence on Synthesis, Structure and Function, 
John Wiley & Sons, New York (1982)). A microparticle, 
Such as a bead, Such as a latex bead or magnetic bead, can 
be attached to a particle, Such that the particle can be 
manipulated by a particle positioning means. 

0110 A“cell” refers to a viable or non-viable prokaryotic 
or eukaryotic cell. A eukaryotic cell can be any eukaryotic 
cell from any Source, Such as obtained from a Subject, human 
or non-human, fetal or non-fetal, child or adult, Such as from 
a tissue or fluid, including blood, which are obtainable 
through appropriate Sample collection methods, Such as 
biopsy, blood collection or otherwise. Eukaryotic cells can 
be provided as is in a Sample or can be cell lines that are 
cultivated in vitro. Differences in cell types also include 
cellular origin, distinct Surface markers, Sizes, morphologies 
and other physical and biological properties. 
0111 A“cell fragment” refers to a portion of a cell, such 
as cell organelles, including but not limited to nuclei, 
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endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria or Golgi apparatus. 
Cell fragments can include vesicles, Such as inside out or 
outside out vesicles or mixtures thereof Preparations that 
include cell fragments can be made using methods known in 
the art. 

0112 A “population of cells' refers to a sample that 
includes more than one cell or more than one type of cell. 
For example, a Sample of blood from a Subject is a popu 
lation of white cells and red cells. A population of cells can 
also include a Sample including a plurality of Substantially 
homogeneous cells, Such as obtained through cell culture 
methods for a continuous cell lines. 

0113 A“population of cell fragments” refers to a sample 
that includes more than one cell fragment or more than one 
type of cell fragments. For example, a population of cell 
fragments can include mitochondria, nuclei, microSomes 
and portions of Golgi apparatus that can be formed upon cell 
lysis. 
0114 A“microparticle' is a structure of any shape and of 
any composition that is manipulatable by desired physical 
force(s). The microparticles used in the methods could have 
a dimension from about 0.01 micron to about ten centime 
ters. Preferably, the microparticles used in the methods have 
a dimension from about 0.1 micron to about several hundred 
microns. Such particles or microparticles can be comprised 
of any Suitable material, Such as glass or ceramics, and/or 
one or more polymers, Such as, for example, nylon, poly 
tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon"M), polystyrene, polyacrylamide, 
Sepaharose, agarose, cellulose, cellulose derivatives, or dex 
tran, and/or can comprise metals. Examples of micropar 
ticles include, but are not limited to, plastic particles, 
ceramic particles, carbon particles, polystyrene microbeads, 
glass beads, magnetic beads, hollow glass spheres, metal 
particles, particles of complex compositions, microfabri 
cated free-standing microstructures, etc. The examples of 
microfabricated free-standing microstructures may include 
those described in “Design of asynchronous dielectric 
micromotors' by Hagedorn et al., in Journal of ElectroStat 
ics, Volume: 33, Pages 159-185 (1994). Particles of complex 
compositions refer to the particles that comprise or consists 
of multiple compositional elements, for example, a metallic 
Sphere covered with a thin layer of non-conducting polymer 
film. 

0115 “A preparation of microparticles” is a composition 
that comprises microparticles of one or more types and can 
optionally include at least one other compound, molecule, 
Structure, Solution, reagent, particle, or chemical entity. For 
example, a preparation of microparticles can be a Suspension 
of microparticles in a buffer, and can optionally include 
Specific binding members, enzymes, inert particles, Surfac 
tants, ligands, detergents, etc. 
0116 “Coupled” means bound. For example, a moiety 
can be coupled to a microparticle by Specific or nonspecific 
binding. AS disclosed herein, the binding can be covalent or 
non-covalent, reversible or irreversible. 
0117 “Micro-scale structures” are structures integral to 
or attached on a chip, wafer, or chamber that have charac 
teristic dimensions of Scale for use in microfluidic applica 
tions ranging from about 0.1 micron to about 20 mm. 
Example of micro-Scale Structures that can be on chips of the 
present invention are wells, channels, Scaffolds, electrodes, 
electromagnetic units, or microfabricated pumps or valves. 
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0118. A “particle positioning means” refers to a means 
that is capable of manipulating the position of a particle 
relative to the X-Y coordinates or X-Y-Z coordinates of 
a biochip. Positions in the X-Y coordinates are in a plane. 
The Z coordinate is perpendicular to the plane. In one aspect 
of the present invention, the X-Y coordinates are Substan 
tially perpendicular to gravity and the Z coordinate is 
Substantially parallel to gravity. This need not be the case, 
however, particularly if the biochip need not be level for 
operation or if a gravity free or gravity reduced environment 
is present. Several particle positioning means are disclosed 
herein, Such as but not limited to dielectric structures, 
dielectric focusing Structures, quadrupole electrode Struc 
tures, electrorotation Structures, traveling wave dielectro 
phoresis Structures, concentric electrode Structures, Spiral 
electrode Structures, circular electrode Structures, Square 
electrode Structures, particle Switch Structures, electromag 
netic structures, DC electric field induced fluid motion 
Structure, acoustic Structures, negative preSSure Structures 
and the like. A “dielectric focusing Structure” refers to a 
Structure that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is 
capable of modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y 
or X-Y-Z coordinates of a biochip using dielectric forces or 
dielectrophoretic forces. 
0119) A “horizontal positioning means” refers to a par 
ticle positioning means that can position a particle in the 
X-Y coordinates of a biochip or chamber wherein the Z 
coordinate is Substantially defined by gravity. 
0120 A“vertical positioning means” refers to a particle 
positioning means that can position a particle in the Z 
coordinate of a biochip or chamber wherein the Z coordinate 
is Substantially defined by gravity. 
0121. A “quadrupole electrode structure” refers to a 
Structure that includes four electrodes arranged around a 
locus Such as a hole, capillary or needle on a biochip and is 
on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates of a biochip using dielectrophoretic forces or 
dielectric forces generated by Such quadrupole electrode 
StructureS. 

0122) An “electrorotation structure” refers to a structure 
that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
producing a rotating electric field in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates that can rotate a particle. Preferred electrorota 
tion Structures include a plurality of electrodes that are 
energized using phase offsets, Such as 360/N degrees, where 
N represents the number of electrodes in the electroroation 
Structure (see generally U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
09/643,362 entitled “ Apparatus and Method for High 
Throughput Electrorotation Analysis' filed Aug. 22, 2000, 
naming Jing Cheng et al. as inventors). A rotating electrode 
Structure can also produce dielectrophoretic forces for posi 
tioning particles to certain locations under appropriate elec 
tric Signal or excitation. For example, when N=4 and elec 
trorotation Structure corresponds to a quadrupole electrode 
Structure. 

0123. A “traveling wave dielectrophoresis structure” 
refers to a structure that is on or within a biochip or a 
chamber that is capable of modulating the position of a 
particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z coordinates of a biochip 
using traveling wave dielectrophoretic forces (see generally 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/686,737 filed Oct. 10, 
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2000, to Xu, Wang, Cheng, Yang and Wu, and U.S. appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/678,263, entitled “ Apparatus for Switch 
ing and Manipulating Particles and Methods of Use 
Thereof filed on Oct. 3, 2000 and naming as inventors 
Xiaobo Wang, Weiping Yang, Junquan Xu, Jing Cheng, and 
Lei Wu). 
0.124 A“concentric circular electrode structure” refers to 
a structure having multiple concentric circular electrodes 
that are on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable 
of modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or 
X-Y-Z coordinates of a biochip using dielectrophoretic 
forces. 

0.125. A “spiral electrode structure” refers to a structure 
having multiple parallel spiral electrode elements that is on 
or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of modu 
lating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates of a biochip using dielectric forces. 
0126. A “square spiral electrode structure” refers to a 
Structure having multiple parallel Square spiral electrode 
elements that are on or within a biochip or a chamber that is 
capable of modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y 
or X-Y-Z coordinates of a biochip using dielectrophoretic 
or traveling wave dielectrophoretic forces. 

0127. A “particle Switch structure” refers to a structure 
that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
transporting particles and Switching the motion direction of 
a particle or particles in the X-Y or X-Y-Z coordinates of 
a biochip. The particle Switch Structure can modulate the 
direction that a particle takes based on the physical proper 
ties of the particle or at the will of a programmer or operator 
(see, generally U.S. application Ser. No. 09/678.263, entitled 
"Apparatus for Switching and Manipulating Particles and 
Methods of Use Thereof filed on Oct. 3, 2000 and naming 
as inventors Xiaobo Wang, Weiping Yang, Junquan Xu, Jing 
Cheng, and Lei Wu. 
0128. An “electromagnetic structure” refers to a structure 
that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates of a biochip using electromagnetic forces. See 
generally U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/685,410 filed 
Oct. 10, 2000, to Wu, Wang, Cheng, Yang, Zhou, Liu and Xu 
and WO 00/54882 published Sep. 21, 2000 to Zhou, Liu, 
Chen, Chen, Wang, Liu, Tan and Xu. 

0129. A “DC electric field induced fluid motion struc 
ture' refers to a structure that is on or within a biochip or a 
chamber that is capable of modulating the position of a 
particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z coordinates of a biochip 
using DC electric field that produces a fluidic motion. 

0130. An “electroosomosis structure” refers to a structure 
that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates of a biochip using electrooSmotic forces. Pref 
erably, an electroosmosis Structure can modulate the posi 
tioning of a particle Such as a cell or fragment thereof with 
an ion transport measuring means Such that the particle's 
Seal (or the particle's Sealing resistance) with Such ion 
transport measuring means is increased. 

0131) An “acoustic structure” refers to a structure that is 
on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
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coordinates of a biochip using acoustic forces. In one aspect 
of the present invention, the acoustic forces are transmitted 
directly or indirectly through an aqueous Solution to modu 
late the positioning of a particle. Preferably, an acoustic 
Structure can modulate the positioning of a particle Such as 
a cell or fragment thereof with an ion transport measuring 
means Such that the particle's Seal with Such ion transport 
measuring means is increased. 

0132 A“negative pressure structure” refers to a structure 
that is on or within a biochip or a chamber that is capable of 
modulating the position of a particle in the X-Y or X-Y-Z 
coordinates of a biochip using negative pressure forces, Such 
as those generated through the use of pumps or the like. 
Preferably, a negative pressure Structure can modulate the 
positioning of a particle Such as a cell or fragment thereof 
with an ion transport measuring means Such that the parti 
cle's Seal with Such ion transport measuring means is 
increased. 

0.133 “Dielectrophoresis” is the movement of polarized 
particles in electrical fields of nonuniform Strength. There 
are generally two types of dielectrophoresis, positive dielec 
trophoresis and negative dielectrophoresis. In positive 
dielectrophoresis, particles are moved by dielectrophoretic 
forces toward the Strong field regions. In negative dielec 
trophoresis, particles are moved by dielectrophoretic forces 
toward weak field regions. Whether moieties exhibit posi 
tive or negative dielectrophoresis depends on whether par 
ticles are more or less polarizable than the Surrounding 
medium. 

0.134 A“dielectrophoretic force' is the force that acts on 
a polarizable particle in an AC electrical field of non 
uniform Strength. The dielectrophoretic force F dep acting 
on a particle of radius r Subjected to a non-uniform electrical 
field can be given, under the dipole approximation, by: 

FDep-2TearxdepVE, 
where E is the RMS value of the field strength, the 
Symbol V is the Symbol for gradient-operation, e, is the 
dielectric permittivity of the medium, and X is the par 
ticle polarization factor, given by: 

8, -8, 
Aber-Rs f 2s.) 8, +2e, 

“Re” refers to the real part of the “complex number'. The 
Symbol e =e-jo/2tf is the complex permittivity (of the 
particle X=p, and the medium X=m) and j=V-1. The param 
eterse, and O, are the effective permittivity and conductivity 
of the particle, respectively. These parameters may be fre 
quency dependent. For example, a typical biological cell 
will have frequency dependent, effective conductivity and 
permittivity, at least, because of cytoplasm membrane polar 
ization. Particles Such as biological cells having different 
dielectric properties (as defined by permittivity and conduc 
tivity) will experience different dielectrophoretic forces. The 
dielectrophoretic force in the above equation refers to the 
Simple dipole approximation results. However, the dielec 
trophoretic force utilized in this application generally refers 
to the force generated by non-uniform electric fields and is 
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not limited by the dipole simplification. The above equation 
for the dielectrophoretic force can also be written as 

where p(x,y,z) is the Square-field distribution for a unit 
voltage excitation (Voltage V=1 V) on the electrodes, V is 
the applied Voltage. 
0135) “Traveling-wave dielectrophoretic (TW-DEP) 
force” refers to the force that is generated on particles or 
molecules due to a traveling-wave electric field. An ideal 
traveling-wave field is characterized by the distribution of 
the phase values of AC electric field components, being a 
linear function of the position of the particle. In this case the 
traveling wave dielectrophoretic force Frw-dep On a par 
ticle of radius r Subjected to a traveling wave electrical field 
E=E cos(2-c(ft-Z/o) a (i.e., a x-direction field is traveling 
along the z-direction) is given, again, under the dipole 
approximation, by 

4tten 3 2 - -r (TWDEPE - d. 
O 

FTW DEP = - 

where E is the magnitude of the field strength, e, is the 
dielectric permittivity of the medium. Tw-DEP is the particle 
polarization factor, given by 

st -s. p -n 4TW-DEP = In 8, +2e, 

“Im” refers to the imaginary part of the “complex number”. 
The Symbol e =e-jo/2 if is the complex permittivity (of 
the particle X=p, and the medium X=m). The parameterse, 
and e are the effective permittivity and conductivity of the 
particle, respectively. These parameters may be frequency 
dependent. 

0.136 A traveling wave electric field can be established 
by applying appropriate AC signals to the microelectrodes 
appropriately arranged on a chip. For generating a traveling 
wave-electric field, it is necessary to apply at least three 
types of electrical Signals each having a different phase 
value. An example to produce a traveling wave electric field 
is to use four phase-quadrature signals (0,90, 180 and 270 
degrees) to energize four linear, parallel electrodes patterned 
on the chip Surfaces. Such four electrodes may be used to 
form a basic, repeating unit. Depending on the applications, 
there may be more than two Such units that are located next 
to each other. This will produce a traveling-electric field in 
the Spaces above or near the electrodes. AS long as electrode 
elements are arranged following certain Spatially Sequential 
orders, applying phase-Sequenced signals will result in 
establishing traveling electrical fields in the region close to 
the electrodes. 

0137) “Electric field pattern” refers to the field distribu 
tion in Space or in a region of interest. An electric field 
pattern is determined by many parameters, including the 
frequency of the field, the magnitude of the field, the 
magnitude distribution of the field, and the distribution of 
the phase values of the field components, the geometry of 
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the electrode Structures that produce the electric field, and 
the frequency and/or magnitude modulation of the field. 
0.138 “Dielectric properties” of a particle are properties 
that determine, at least in part, the response of a particle to 
an electric field. The dielectric properties of a particle 
include the effective electric conductivity of a particle and 
the effective electric permittivity of a particle. For a particle 
of homogeneous composition, for example, a polystyrene 
bead, the effective conductivity and effective permittivity 
are independent of the frequency of the electric field at least 
for a wide frequency range (e.g. between 1 Hz to 100 MHz). 
Particles that have a homogeneous bulk composition may 
have net Surface charges. When Such charged particles are 
Suspended in a medium, electrical double layerS may form 
at the particle/medium interfaces. Externally applied electric 
field may interact with the electrical double layers, causing 
changes in the effective conductivity and effective permit 
tivity of the particles. The interactions between the applied 
field and the electrical double layers are generally frequency 
dependent. Thus, the effective conductivity and effective 
permittivity of Such particles may be frequency dependent. 
For moieties of nonhomogeneous composition, for example, 
a cell, the effective conductivity and effective permittivity 
are values that take into account the effective conductivities 
and effective permittivities of both the membrane and inter 
nal portion of the cell, and can vary with the frequency of the 
electric field. In addition, the dielectrophoretic force expe 
rience by a particle in an electric field is dependent on its 
size; therefore, the overall size of particle is herein consid 
ered to be a dielectric property of a particle. Properties of a 
particle that contribute to its dielectric properties include but 
are not limited to the net charge on a particle; the compo 
Sition of a particle (including the distribution of chemical 
groups or moieties on, within, or throughout a particle); Size 
of a particle, Surface configuration of a particle, Surface 
charge of a particle; and the conformation of a particle. 
Particles can be of any appropriate shape, Such as geometric 
or non-geometric shapes. For example, particles can be 
Spheres, non-spherical, rough, Smooth, have Sharp edges, be 
Square, oblong or the like. 
0.139 “Magnetic forces” refer to the forces acting on a 
particle due to the application of a magnetic field. In general, 
particles have to be magnetic or paramagnetic when Suffi 
cient magnetic forces are needed to manipulate particles. For 
a typical magnetic particle made of Super-paramagnetic 
material, when the particle is Subjected to a magnetic field 
B, a magnetic dipole is induced in the particle 

-X B 

pi = V (Yp - Xm). 

where V is the particle volume, X and X, are the volume 
Susceptibility of the particle and its Surrounding medium, u, 
is the magnetic permeability of medium, H. is the magnetic 
field Strength. The magnetic force Fmagnetic acting on the 
particle is determined, under the dipole approximation, by 
the magnetic dipole moment and the magnetic field gradient: 

Financis--0.5 V,0-X)HOVB., 
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where the symbols “O'” and “V” refer to dot-product and 
gradient operations, respectively. Whether there is magnetic 
force acting on a particle depends on the difference in the 
Volume Susceptibility between the particle and its Surround 
ing medium. Typically, particles are Suspended in a liquid, 
non-magnetic medium (the volume Susceptibility is close to 
Zero) thus it is necessary to utilize magnetic particles (its 
Volume Susceptibility is much larger than Zero). The particle 
velocity varies under the balance between magnetic force 
and Viscous drag is given by: 

Finagnetic 
67trin 

Vparticle 

where r is the particle radius and m is the Viscosity of the 
Surrounding medium. 
0140 AS used herein, “manipulation” refers to moving or 
processing of the particles, which results in one-, two- or 
three-dimensional movement of the particle, in a chip for 
mat, whether within a single chip or between or among 
multiple chips. Non-limiting examples of the manipulations 
include transportation, focusing, enrichment, concentration, 
aggregation, trapping, repulsion, levitation, Separation, iso 
lation or linear or other directed motion of the particles. For 
effective manipulation, the binding partner and the physical 
force used in the method should be compatible. For 
example, binding partner Such as microparticles that can be 
bound with particles, having magnetic properties are pref 
erably used with magnetic force. Similarly, binding partners 
having certain dielectric properties, for example, plastic 
particles, polystyrene microbeads, are preferably used with 
dielectrophoretic force. 
0.141. A “sample” is any sample from which particles are 
to be separated or analyzed. A Sample can be from any 
Source, Such as an organism, group of organisms from the 
Same or different species, from the environment, Such as 
from a body of water or from the soil, or from a food source 
or an industrial Source. A Sample can be an unprocessed or 
a processed Sample. A Sample can be a gas, a liquid, or a 
Semi-Solid, and can be a Solution or a Suspension. A Sample 
can be an extract, for example a liquid extract of a Soil or 
food Sample, an extract of a throat or genital Swab, or an 
extract of a fecal Sample. Samples are can include cells or a 
population of cells. The population of cells can be a mixture 
of different cells or a population of the Same cell or cell type, 
Such as a clonal population of cells. Cells can be derived 
from a biological Sample from a Subject, Such as a fluid, 
tissue or organ Sample. In the case of tissueS or organs, cells 
in tissueS or organs can be isolated or Separated from the 
Structure of the tissue or organ using known methods, Such 
as teasing, rinsing, Washing, passing through a grating and 
treatment with proteases. Samples of any tissue or organ can 
be used, including mesodermally derived, endodermally 
derived or ectodermally derived cells. Particularly preferred 
types of cells are from the heart and blood. Cells include but 
are not limited to Suspensions of cells, cultured cell lines, 
recombinant cells, infected cells, eukaryotic cells, prokary 
otic cells, infected with a virus, having a phenotype inherited 
or acquired, cells having a pathological Status including a 
Specific pathological Status or complexed with biological or 
non-biological entities. 
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0.142 “Separation” is a process in which one or more 
components of a Sample is spatially Separated from one or 
more other components of a Sample or a process to Spatially 
redistribute particles within a Sample Such as a mixture of 
particles, Such as a mixture of cells. A Separation can be 
performed Such that one or more particles is translocated to 
one or more areas of a separation apparatus and at least Some 
of the remaining components are translocated away from the 
area or areas where the one or more particles are translocated 
to and/or retained in, or in which one or more particles is 
retained in one or more areas and at least Some or the 
remaining components are removed from the area or areas. 
Alternatively, one or more components of a Sample can be 
translocated to and/or retained in one or more areas and one 
or more particles can be removed from the area or areas. It 
is also possible to cause one or more particles to be trans 
located to one or more areas and one or more moieties of 
interest or one or more components of a Sample to be 
translocated to one or more other areas. Separations can be 
achieved through the use of physical, chemical, electrical, or 
magnetic forces. Examples of forces that can be used in 
Separations include but are not limited to gravity, mass flow, 
dielectrophoretic forces, traveling-wave dielectrophoretic 
forces, and electromagnetic forces. 
0.143 “Capture” is a type of separation in which one or 
more particles is retained in one or more areas of a chip. In 
the methods of the present application, a capture can be 
performed when physical forces Such as dielectrophoretic 
forces or electromagnetic forces are acted on the particle and 
direct the particle to one or more areas of a chip. 
0144. An “assay” is a test performed on a sample or a 
component of a Sample. An assay can test for the presence 
of a component, the amount or concentration of a compo 
nent, the composition of a component, the activity of a 
component, the electrical properties of an ion transport 
protein, etc. ASSays that can be performed in conjunction 
with the compositions and methods of the present invention 
include, but not limited to, biochemical assays, binding 
assays, cellular assays, genetic assays, ion transport assay, 
gene expression assays and protein expression assayS. 
0145 A “binding assay” is an assay that tests for the 
presence or the concentration of an entity by detecting 
binding of the entity to a Specific binding member, or an 
assay that tests the ability of an entity to bind another entity, 
or tests the binding affinity of one entity for another entity. 
An entity can be an organic or inorganic molecule, a 
molecular complex that comprises, organic, inorganic, or a 
combination of organic and inorganic compounds, an 
organelle, a virus, or a cell. Binding assays can use detect 
able labels or signal generating Systems that give rise to 
detectable signals in the presence of the bound entity. 
Standard binding assays include those that rely on nucleic 
acid hybridization to detect specific nucleic acid Sequences, 
those that rely on antibody binding to entities, and those that 
rely on ligands binding to receptorS. 

0146 A“biochemical assay” is an assay that tests for the 
composition of or the presence, concentration, or activity of 
one or more components of a Sample. 
0147 A “cellular assay” is an assay that tests for or with 
a cellular process, Such as, but not limited to, a metabolic 
activity, a catabolic activity, an ion transport function or 
property, an intracellular Signaling activity, a receptor-linked 
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Signaling activity, a transcriptional activity, a translational 
activity, or a Secretory activity. 

0.148. An “ion transport assay” is an assay useful for 
determining ion transport functions or properties and testing 
for the abilities and properties of chemical entities to alter 
ion transport functions. Preferred ion transport assays 
include electrophysiology-based methods which include, 
but are not limited to patch clamp recording, whole cell 
recording, perforated patch or whole cell recording, vesicle 
recording, outside out and inside out recording, Single 
channel recording, artificial membrane channel recording, 
Voltage gated ion transport recording, ligand gated ion 
transport recording, stretch activated (fluid flow or osmotic) 
ion transport recording, and recordings on energy requiring 
ion transporters (Such as ATP), non energy requiring trans 
porters, and channels formed by toxins Such a Scorpion 
toxins, viruses, and the like. See, generally Neher and 
Sakman, Scientific American 266:44-51 (1992); Sakmann 
and Heher, Ann. Rev. Physiol. 46:455-472 (1984); Cahalan 
and Neher, Methods in Enzymology 207:3-14 (1992); Levis 
and Rae, Methods in Enzymology 207:14-66 (1992); Arm 
strong and Gilly, Methods in Enzymology 207:100-122 
(1992); Heinmann and Conti, Methods in Enzymology 
207:131-148 (1992); Bean, Methods in Enzymology 
207:181-193 (1992); Leim et al., Neurosurgery 36:382-392 
(1995); Lester, Ann. Rev. Physiol 53:477-496 (1991); 
Hamill and McBride, Ann. Rev. Physiol 59:621-631 (1997); 
Bustamante and Varranda, Brazilian Journal 31:333-354 
(1998); Martinez-Pardon and Ferrus, Current Topics in 
Developmental Biol. 36:303-312 (1998); Herness, Physiol 
ogy and Behavior 69:17-27 (2000); Aston-Jones and Sig 
gins, www.acnp.org/GA/GN40100005/CH005.html (Feb. 8, 
2001); U.S. Pat. No. 6,117,291; U.S. Pat. No. 6,107,066; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,041 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,661,035; 
Boulton et al., Patch-Clamp Applications and Protocols, 
Neuromethods V. 26 (1995), Humana Press, New Jersey; 
Ashcroft, Ion Channels and Disease, Cannelopathies, Aca 
demic Press, San Diego (2000); Sakmann and Neher, Single 
Channel Recording, second edition, Plenuim Press, New 
York (1995) and Soria and Cena, Ion Channel Pharmacol 
ogy, Oxford University Press, New York (1998), each of 
which is incorporated by reference herein in their entirety. 

0149 An “electrical seal' refers to a high-resistance 
engagement between a particle Such as a cell or cell mem 
brane and an ion transport measuring means, Such as a hole, 
capillary or needle of a chip or device of the present 
invention. Preferred resistance of Such an electrical Seal is 
between about 1 mega ohm and about 100 giga ohms, but 
that need not be the case. Generally, a large resistance results 
in decreased noise in the recording Signals. For Specific 
types of ion channels (with different magnitude of recording 
current) appropriate electric Sealing in terms of mega ohms 
or giga ohms can be used. 

0150. An “acid” includes acid and acidic compounds and 
solutions that have a pH of less than 7 under conditions of 
Sc. 

0151. A “base' includes base and basic compounds and 
Solutions that have a pH of greater than 7 under conditions 
of use. 

0152 “More electronegative” means having a higher 
density of negative charge. In the methods of the present 
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invention, a chip or ion transport measuring means that is 
more electronegative has a higher density of negative Sur 
face charge. 
0153. An “electrolyte bridge” is a liquid (such as a 
Solution) or a Solid (Such as an agar Salt bridge) conductive 
connection with at least one component of the electrolyte 
bridge being an electrolyte So that the bridge can pass 
current with no or low resistance. 

0154) A “ligand gated ion transport” refers to ion trans 
porterS Such as ligand gated ion channels, including extra 
cellular ligand gated ion channels and intracellular ligand 
gated ion channels, whose activity or function is activated or 
modulated by the binding of a ligand. The activity or 
function of ligand gated ion transports can be detected by 
measuring Voltage or current in response to ligands or test 
chemicals. Examples include but are not limited to GABAA, 
Strychnine-Sensitive glycine, nicotinic acetylcholine (Ach), 
ionotropic glutamate (iGlu), and 5-hydroxytryptamine 
(5-HT) receptors. 
O155 A“voltage gated ion transport” refers to ion trans 
porterS Such as Voltage gated ion channels whose activity or 
function is activated or modulated by Voltage. The activity 
or function of Voltage gated ion transports can be detected by 
measuring Voltage or current in response to different com 
manding currents or Voltages respectively. Examples include 
but are not limited to Voltage dependent Na channels. 
0156 "Perforated” patch clamp refers to the use of per 
foration agents Such as but not limited to nyStatin or ampho 
tericin B to form pores or perforations that are preferably 
ion-conducting, which allows for the measurement of cur 
rent, including whole cell current. 
O157 An “electrode” is a structure of highly electrically 
conductive material. A highly conductive material is a 
material with conductivity greater than that of Surrounding 
Structures or materials. Suitable highly electrically conduc 
tive materials include metals, Such as gold, chromium, 
platinum, aluminum, and the like, and can also include 
nonmetals, Such as carbon, conductive liquids and conduc 
tive polymers. An electrode can be any shape, Such as 
rectangular, circular, castellated, etc. Electrodes can also 
comprise doped Semi-conductors, where a Semi-conducting 
material is mixed with Small amounts of other “impurity” 
materials. For example, phosphorous-doped Silicon may be 
used as conductive materials for forming electrodes. 
0158 A“channel” is a structure with a lower surface and 
at least two walls that extend upward from the lower surface 
of the channel, and in which the length of two opposite walls 
is greater than the distance between the two opposite walls. 
A channel therefore allows for flow of a fluid along its 
internal length. A channel can be covered (a "tunnel’) or 
Open. 

0159) “Continuous flow” means that fluid is pumped or 
injected into a chamber of the present invention continu 
ously during the Separation process. This allows for com 
ponents of a Sample that are not Selectively retained on a 
chip to be flushed out of the chamber during the Separation 
proceSS. 

0160 “Binding partner” refers to any substances that 
both bind to the moieties with desired affinity or specificity 
and are manipulatable with the desired physical force(s). 
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Non-limiting examples of the binding partners include cells, 
cellular organelles, viruses, particles, microparticles or an 
aggregate or complex thereof, or an aggregate or complex of 
molecules. 

0.161. A “specific binding member” is one of two differ 
ent molecules having an area on the Surface or in a cavity 
that specifically binds to and is thereby defined as comple 
mentary with a particular Spatial and polar organization of 
the other molecule. A Specific binding member can be a 
member of an immunological pair Such as antigen-antibody, 
can be biotin-avidin or biotin Streptavidin, ligand-receptor, 
nucleic acid duplexes, IgG-protein A, DNA-DNA, DNA 
RNA, RNA-RNA, and the like. 

0162. A “nucleic acid molecule” is a polynucleotide. A 
nucleic acid molecule can be DNA, RNA, or a combination 
of both. A nucleic acid molecule can also include Sugars 
other than ribose and deoxyribose incorporated into the 
backbone, and thus can be other than DNA or RNA. A 
nucleic acid can comprise nucleobases that are naturally 
occurring or that do not occur in nature, Such as Xanthine, 
derivatives of nucleobases, Such as 2-aminoadenine, and the 
like. A nucleic acid molecule of the present invention can 
have linkages other than phosphodiester linkages. A nucleic 
acid molecule of the present invention can be a peptide 
nucleic acid molecule, in which nucleobases are linked to a 
peptide backbone. A nucleic acid molecule can be of any 
length, and can be single-Stranded, double-Stranded, or 
triple-Stranded, or any combination thereof. The above 
described nucleic acid molecules can be made by a biologi 
cal process or chemical Synthesis or a combination thereof. 

0163 A “detectable label” is a compound or molecule 
that can be detected, or that can generate readout, Such as 
fluorescence, radioactivity, color, chemiluminescence or 
other readouts known in the art or later developed. Such 
labels can be, but are not limited to, photometric, colori 
metric, radioactive or morphological Such as changes of cell 
morphology that are detectable, Such as by optical methods. 
The readouts can be based on fluorescence, Such as by 
fluorescent labels, such as but not limited to, Cy-3, Cy-5, 
phycoerythrin, phycocyanin, allophycocyanin, FITC, 
rhodamine, or lanthanides, and by fluorescent proteins Such 
as, but not limited to, green fluorescent protein (GFP). The 
readout can be based on enzymatic activity, Such as, but not 
limited to, the activity of beta-galactosidase, beta-lactamase, 
horseradish peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase, or luciferase. 
The readout can be based on radioisotopes (such as P, H, 
'C, S, "I, PP or 'I). A label optionally can be a base 
with modified mass, Such as, for example, pyrimidines 
modified at the C5 position or purines modified at the N7 
position. Mass modifying groups can be, for examples, 
halogen, ether or polyether, alkyl, ester or polyester, or of the 
general type XR, wherein X is a linking group and R is a 
mass-modifying group. One of skill in the art will recognize 
that there are numerous possibilities for mass-modifications 
useful in modifying nucleic acid molecules and oligonucle 
otides, including those described in Oligonucleotides and 
Analogues: A Practical Approach, Eckstein, ed. (1991) and 
in PCT/US94/OO193. 

0164. A “signal producing system” may have one or more 
components, at least one component usually being a labeled 
binding member. The Signal producing System includes all 
of the reagents required to produce or enhance a measurable 
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Signal including Signal producing means capable of inter 
acting with a label to produce a signal. The Signal producing 
System provides a Signal detectable by external means, often 
by measurement of a change in the wavelength of light 
absorption or emission. A signal producing System can 
include a chromophoric Substrate and enzyme, where chro 
mophoric Substrates are enzymatically converted to dyes 
which absorb light in the ultraviolet or visible region, 
phosphors or fluorophores. However, a signal producing 
System can also provide a detectable Signal that can be based 
on radioactivity or other detectable Signals. 

0.165. The signal producing system can include at least 
one catalyst, usually at least one enzyme, and can include at 
least one Substrate, and may include two or more catalysts 
and a plurality of Substrates, and may include a combination 
of enzymes, where the Substrate of one enzyme is the 
product of the other enzyme. The operation of the Signal 
producing System is to produce a product that provides a 
detectable Signal at the predetermined site, related to the 
presence of label at the predetermined Site. 

0166 In order to have a detectable signal, it may be 
desirable to provide means for amplifying the Signal pro 
duced by the presence of the label at the predetermined site. 
Therefore, it will usually be preferable for the label to be a 
catalyst or luminescent compound or radioisotope, most 
preferably a catalyst. Preferably, catalysts are enzymes and 
coenzymes that can produce a multiplicity of Signal gener 
ating molecules from a single label. An enzyme or coenzyme 
can be employed which provides the desired amplification 
by producing a product, which absorbs light, for example, a 
dye, or emits light upon irradiation, for example, a fluoro 
phore. Alternatively, the catalytic reaction can lead to direct 
light emission, for example, chemiluminescence. A large 
number of enzymes and coenzymes for providing Such 
products are indicated in U.S. Pat. No. 4,275,149 and U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,318,980, which disclosures are incorporated 
herein by reference. A wide variety of non-enzymatic cata 
lysts that may be employed are found in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,160,645, issued Jul. 10, 1979, the appropriate portions of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 

0.167 The product of the enzyme reaction will usually be 
a dye or fluorophore. A large number of illustrative fluoro 
phores are indicated in U.S. Pat. No. 4,275,149, which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

0168 Other technical terms used herein have their ordi 
nary meaning in the art that they are used, as exemplified by 
a variety of technical dictionaries. 
Introduction 

0169. The present invention recognizes that using direct 
detection methods to determine an ion transport function or 
property, Such as patch-clamps, is preferable to using indi 
rect detection methods, Such as fluorescence-based detection 
Systems. The present invention provides biochipS and meth 
ods of use that allow for the direct detection of one or more 
ion transport functions or properties using chips and devices 
that can allow for automated detection of one or more ion 
transport functions or properties. These biochips and meth 
ods of use thereof are particularly appropriate for automat 
ing the detection of ion transport functions or properties, 
particularly for Screening purposes. 
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0170 As a non-limiting introduction to the breath of the 
present invention, the present invention includes Several 
general and useful aspects, including: 

0171 1) a biochip device for ion transport measure 
ment that comprises at least one upper chamber piece 
and at least one biochip that comprises at least one ion 
transport measuring means. The device can comprise 
one or more conduits that provide an electrolyte bridge 
to at least one electrode. 

0172 2) a biochip ion transport measuring device 
having one or more flow-through lower chambers. 

0173 3) a biochip devices adapted for a microscope 
Stage. 

0174 4) methods of making an upper piece for a 
biochip device for ion transport measurement. 

0175 5) methods for making chips comprising ion 
transport measurement holes using laser drilling tech 
niques. 

0176 6) devices that include an inverted chip for ion 
transport measurement. 

0177 7) methods of treating ion transport measuring 
chips to enhance their Sealing properties. 

0178) 8) a method to measure surface energy, such as 
on the Surface of a chemically-treated ion transport 
measurement biochip. 

0179 9) substrates, biochips, cartridges, apparatuses, 
and/or devices comprising ion transport measuring 
means with enhanced electric Seal properties. 

0180 10) methods for storing the substrates, biochips, 
cartridges, apparatuses, and/or devices comprising ion 
transport measuring means with enhanced electrical 
Seal properties. 

0181. 11) methods for shipping the substrates, bio 
chips, cartridges, apparatuses, and/or devices compris 
ing ion transport measuring means with enhanced elec 
trical Seal properties. 

0182 12) methods for assembling devices and car 
tridges of the present invention using UV adhesives. 

0183) 13) a method of producing ion transport mea 
Suring chips by fabricating them as detachable units of 
a large sheet. 

0184) 14) a method of producing high density ion 
transport measuring chips. 

0185. 15) a biochip device for ion transport measure 
ment comprising fluidic channel upper and lower 
chambers. 

0186 16) methods of preparing cells for ion transport 
measurement. 

0187. 17) a software program logic that controls a 
preSSure profile to direct an ion transport measurement 
apparatus to achieve and maintain a high-resistance 
electrical Seal. 

0188 18) an ion channel chip having chemical surface 
modification on plastics and methods of use. Prefer 
ably, the plastic Surface is modified to improve the 
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chip's ability for form tight Seals for ion transport 
measurement. Preferably, plastic Surfaces can be 
plasma etched, which makes the Surface clean and 
creates chemical functional groups that can be used for 
further chemical reactions and/or polymerizations to 
provide functionalities on the Surface. These modifica 
tions are preferably made after holes are provided on 
the chip, Such as through laser drilling. A variety of 
formats of holes can be provided, preferably in a 
Standard format or footprint, Such as between 1 and 
1536 holes or more on a chip. These chips can be used 
in methods of determining ion channel activities, 
including high throughput methods. 

0189 19) a bilayer-bilayer junction for forming tight 
Seals and method of use. A lipid bilayer is provided to 
cover a hole in a chip used for ion transport measure 
ment. The lipid is probably attached to a surface of a 
chip, Such as through covalent or non-covalent attach 
ment. Preferably, head groups of a lipid bilayer are 
attached to the Surface. The Surface thus has a negative 
charge that would promote the formation of a tight Seal 
for use in ion transport measurement. 

0190. 20) a method of making a pre-assembled ion 
transport measurement cartridge and method of use. In 
this aspect of the present invention, a chip without a 
hole is provided in a cartridge, Such as described herein 
or in the applications incorporated by reference. The 
assembled cartridge is then oriented for drilling of the 
chip to form holes for use in ion transport measure 
ment. The resulting cartridge with a chip with holes can 
then be treated for Surface modification to promote the 
formation of tight Seals for ion transport measurement. 
The treatment can be any appropriate treatment, pref 
erably those described herein, the applications incor 
porated by reference herein, or as known or described 
in the art. These cartridges can be used to perform ion 
transport measurements as described herein, the appli 
cations incorporated by reference herein, or as known 
or described in the art. 

0191) 21) a method of coating a plastic chip with glass 
and method of use. Generally, a plastic chip is coated 
with glass. The glass coated chip is then laser drilled or 
wet-etched to form holes useful for determination of 
ion channel activity. 

0192) 22) a method of protecting fragile devices and 
parts by packing and Shipping in a fluid Such as water. 
Many of the chips, either alone or in combination with 
cartridge Structures, can be fragile and difficult to 
transport without breakage. By packaging, Storing and 
Shipping fragile Structures in a fluid Such as water, 
breakage can be reduced. 

0193 23) a method laser beam splitting and method of 
use to laser drill holes in ion channel chips and methods 
of use. The method utilizes a homogenizer to obtain a 
“top hat power profile from a laser beam source. The 
laser beam is then optionally masked at this point in 
order to provide one or more profiles for laser drilling 
a SubStrate for use as an ion channel detection Structure. 
The laser beam is then passed through a beam splitter 
to make two or more laser beamlets. The laser beamlets 
are then optionally masked to provide one or more 
profiles for laser drilling a Substrate for use as an ion 
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channel detection Structure. Either the first, Second or 
both of the masking Steps can be used. The laser 
beamlets are then focused through a single or multiple 
lenses onto a work-piece. The work-piece is in one or 
more parts and is laser drilled to form Structures for use 
in ion channel detection methods. 

0194 24) a method of making glass more readily wet 
etched, ion channel chips made using this method, and 
methods of use thereof Generally, the invention con 
verts glass to a form that is more readily wet etched by 
interaction with a laser in the UV range. The glass that 
is exposed to Such laser light changes Structure to 
become more readily wet etched. The methods are 
preferably used for making counter-bores, thinnings 
and through-holes. Glass appropriate for Such proce 
dures is an amorphous glass or glass ceramic that it 
thermal Sensitive. One example of Such glass is com 
mercially available from Invenions or Schott, and has 
a product name of Foturan. 

0195 25) methods for bonding glass to glass and 
products produced by such methods. The method 
makes use of flat Surfaces of glass that an operator is 
desires to bond together. The two pieces of glass can be 
untreated or treated independently with acid and/or 
base. The resulting laminate is heated to bond the two 
pieces of glass together. Alternatively, the two pieces of 
glass can be untreated or treated independently with 
acid and/or base. NaSiO4 powder is placed between the 
two pieces of glass. The laminate is heated to melt the 
NaSiO4 and thus bond the two pieces of glass together. 

0196. 26) an in situ method of making a cartridge for 
use in ion transport measurement and methods of use. 
A chip with at least one hole for use in ion transport 
measurement is provided to an instrument used to make 
ion transport measurement. The chip is placed Such that 
gaskets are provided on the top Surface of the chip and 
the bottom surface of the chip to form top and bottom 
chambers. The chambers leave the hole or holes 
exposed for use in ion transport measurement. A croSS 
Section of Such a configuration wherein the gaskets 
engage a chip with holes is provided in FIG. 53. 

0197) 27) a gasket for use in ion transport measure 
ment and methods of use thereof. One aspect of the 
present invention is depicted in FIG. 54. A gasket is 
provided to engage a chip for use in ion transport 
measurement. The gasket can be made of any appro 
priate material that can form a water tight or water 
resistant Seal with a chip. Preferred materials include, 
but are not limited to, plastics, rubbers, Silicones, gels 
and the like. The gasket includes a variety of Structures 
to engage a chip and form chambers for use in ion 
transport measurement. These Structures include 
0-rings, vacuum holes and vents. 

0198 28) a system for automated processing of chips 
for use in ion transport measurement. One aspect of the 
invention is provided in FIG. 55. Briefly, a chip is 
provided in a treatment Storage Solution. A treated chip 
is picked up by a structure having negative pressure to 
engage a chip. The chip is passed over Structures 
providing negative and positive preSSure to dry the 
chip. The chip is then further dried in a structure having 
negative pressure and optionally moving the chip from 
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Side to Side. The chip is then removed using the 
Structure having negative pressure and assembled into 
a cartridge, a Storage Structure or an instrument for use 
in ion transport measurement. 

0199. 29) a device that can hold chips for methods of 
treating chips and/or for Storage of chips. One aspect of 
the present invention is provided in FIG. 56. The 
Structure has a hinged top Structure that engages a 
bottom Structure, wherein the top structure and bottom 
Structure are reversibly engaged using a clip. The 
bottom Structure includes Separate Structures to hold or 
otherwise engage chips of the present invention at a 
location for chips. In the structure set forth in FIG. 56, 
the location for chip is configured for long thin chips. 
Other configurations for other chip sizes can be readily 
designed and made within the Scope and Spirit of the 
present invention. In operation, the top structure is 
lifted away from the bottom structure via the hinge. 
One or more chips are placed individually in the 
location for chips. Preferably, only one chip is placed in 
one location for chip. The top Structure engages the 
bottom structure and is reversibly held in place by the 
clip. The Structure with the chips can be used to Store 
chips or be used to hold chips during treatment. Alter 
natively, the Structure with chips can be provided to 
instrumentation and/or robotics for movement of chips. 
The Structure can be made of any appropriate material, 
Such as but not limited to plastic, glass, rubber and the 
like. The structure is preferably made of plastic and is 
preferably made using injection molding. 

0200. These aspects of the invention, as well as others 
described herein, can be achieved by using the methods, 
articles of manufacture and compositions of matter 
described herein. To gain a full appreciation of the Scope of 
the present invention, it will be further recognized that 
various aspects of the present invention can be combined to 
make desirable embodiments of the invention. 

Device for Ion Transport Measurement 
0201 The present invention comprises devices for ion 
transport measurement and components of ion transport 
measuring devices that reduce the costs of manufacture and 
use and are efficient and convenient to use. The devices of 
the present invention are also designed for maximum ver 
Satility, providing for different assay formats within the same 
basic design. 
0202) In Some aspects, the present invention contem 
plates devices and apparatuses that have parts that are 
manufactured separately and can be assembled to form ion 
transport measuring devices that have at least one, and 
preferably multiple, ion transport measuring units, each of 
which comprises an upper chamber, at least a portion of a 
biochip that comprises an ion transport measuring means 
that connects the upper chamber with a lower chamber. 
These devices comprising ion channel measuring units can 
be assembled before the assay procedure, and pieces that 
make up the device can be reversibly or irreversibly attached 
to one another. In many preferred aspects of the present 
invention, one or more portions of an ion transport measur 
ing device will be permanent and reusable (for example, at 
least a portion of a lower chamber; one or more electrodes) 
and one or more parts of a device can be removed from an 
apparatus and can be disposable (for example, a chip com 
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prising ion transport measuring means, one or more upper 
chambers designed to contain cells). In Some aspects of the 
present invention, a device comprising one or more upper 
chamber pieces and at least one biochip (called a cartridge) 
are Single-use and disposable, and lower chamber pieces, 
one or more electrodes, and platforms or lower base pieces 
are reusable. In these aspects, upper chamber pieces and 
biochips can be reversibly or irreversibly attached to one 
another and during use of the device or apparatus, these 
attached upper chamber/biochip devices can be reversibly 
attached to or contacted with lower chamber pieces, con 
duits, or electrodes. 

0203. In one embodiment, the present invention contem 
plates an ion transport measuring device in the form of a 
cartridge that comprises an upper chamber piece that com 
prises at least one well that is open at its upper and lower 
ends, and a biochip that comprises at least one ion transport 
measuring means. The upper well or Wells are in register 
with the ion transport measuring means, providing indepen 
dent upper chambers each in contact with a single ion 
transport measuring means. Preferably a biochip that is part 
of anion transport measuring device of the present invention 
comprises one or more holes used as ion transport measuring 
means, and an upper chamber piece comprises multiple 
upper chamberS Such that upper chambers are in register 
with ion transport measuring means of the chip. 

0204 An upper chamber piece can be made of any 
Suitable material, but for ease of manufacturing is preferably 
made of a moldable plastic, Such as, for example, polyal 
lomer, polyethylene, polyimide, polypropylene, polySty 
rene, polycarbonate, cylco-olefin polymer, polyphenylene 
ether/PPO, NORYL(R), ZEONOR(R) or composite polymers. 
A croSS Section of one design of an upper base piece is 
shown in FIG. 1(D). A chip can be sealed to the lower 
Surface of the upper base piece to form a cartridge 

0205 The chip used in a device of the present invention 
is preferably a chip that comprises ion transport measuring 
means in the form of holes. Methods of fabricating such 
chips, including methods of fabricating ion transport mea 
Suring holes in chips, are disclosed herein. The chips are 
preferably chemically treated to have enhanced Sealing 
properties. Methods of treating ion transport measuring 
chips with basic solutions to enhance their ability to form 
electrical Seals with particles Such as cells are also disclosed 
herein. A preferred cartridge, known as the SEALCHIPTM, 
comprises a chip with enhanced electrical Sealing properties 
that is reversibly or irreversibly attached to an upper cham 
ber piece. 

0206. An upper chamber piece can optionally comprise 
one or more electrodes. An upper chamber piece that com 
prises multiple upper chambers can comprise multiple elec 
trodes, where each well contacts an independent electrode 
(Such as, for example, independent recording electrodes), or 
can have a single electrode that contacts all of the upper 
chambers of the device (which can be, for example, a 
reference electrode). Where the upper chamber piece does 
not comprise one or more electrodes, the upper chamber 
piece can optionally be used as part of an apparatus for ion 
transport measurement in which one or more electrodes can 
be introduced into one or more upper chambers (Such as, for 
example, introduced via a conduit that can be connected to 
or can be inserted into one or more chambers). In an 
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alternative configuration, conduits connected with or intro 
duced into one or more upper chambers can, during the use 
of the apparatus, be filled with a measuring Solution and 
provide electrolyte bridges to one or more electrodes. 
0207. A cartridge comprising an upper chamber piece and 
at least one biochip comprising one or more ion transport 
measuring means can be assembled with a lower chamber 
piece that comprises at least a portion of at least one lower 
chamber. The cartridge can be assembled with a lower 
chamber piece that comprises at least a portion of a Single 
lower chamber, Such as a dish, tray, or channel that provides 
a common lower chamber for ion transport measuring means 
that connect to Separate upper chambers. In one embodi 
ment, a lower chamber piece can be in the form of a gasket 
that seals around the bottom of the biochip that when sealed 
against a lower chamber base piece provides an inner Space 
as a lower chamber. 

0208 Alternatively, the device can be assembled with a 
lower chamber piece that comprises at least a portion of 
more than one lower chamber. In this case, each individual 
lower chamber would connect with a Single upper chamber 
via the ion transport measuring hole in the biochip. 

0209 Preferred embodiments encompass devices that 
comprise multiple ion transport measuring units, comprising 
an upper chamber piece that comprises at least two upper 
chambers that are open at both their upper and lower ends, 
a chip that comprises at least two ion transport measuring 
means in the form of holes through the chip that are in 
register with the upper chambers, and a lower chamber piece 
that comprises at least a portion of at least two lower 
chambers that are in register with the ion transport measur 
ing means and upper chambers. 
0210 Lower chamber pieces that comprise at least a 
portion of more than one lower chamber can be provided in 
a variety of designs. Lower chamber pieces can comprise 
complete chamber units, or can comprise all or a portion of 
the walls of the multiple chamber units, such that when the 
lower chamber piece is fixed to or pressed against the lower 
Side of a biochip and pressed down on a platform or lower 
chamber base piece, the lower chamber piece forms the 
walls and the platform or lower chamber base piece forms 
the bottoms of the lower chambers. 

0211 For example, a device for measuring ion transport 
function or activity can be a multiple unit device that 
comprises an upper chamber piece having multiple upper 
chambers in the form of wells that are open at both the top 
and bottom, a chip attached to the upper chamber piece, 
where the chip comprises multiple holes for ion transport 
measurement that are spaced Such that when the device is 
assembled each upper chamber is over a hole, and a lower 
chamber piece that can be held or fastened against the lower 
Side of the chip, in which the lower chamber piece comprises 
multiple openings that fit over the biochip holes to form 
lower chambers. 

0212. In this preferred embodiment, the lower chamber 
piece can comprise at least one compressible plastic or 
polymer on its upper Surface that can form a Seal with the 
bottom of the biochip. The lower chamber piece can also 
comprise at least one compressible polymer as a gasket on 
its upper Surface that can form a Seal with a platform or a 
lower base piece. When the device is positioned on a lower 
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base piece or platform So that the lower chamber piece is 
pressed against the lower base piece or platform, the lower 
base piece or platform forms the bottom of the lower 
chambers. Mechanical preSSure can provide a Seal between 
the biochip and the lower chamber piece, and between the 
lower chamber piece and the platform. Clamps can option 
ally be employed to hold the seal. The compressible plastic 
or polymer can comprise rubber, a plastic, or an elastomer, 
such as for example, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), silicon 
polyether urethane, polyester elastomer, polyether ester elas 
tomer, olefinic elastomer, polyurethane elastomer, polyether 
block amide, or Styrenic elastomer. Preferably, in cases 
where the compressible plastic or polymer contacts cells, the 
compressible plastic or polymer is made of a biocompatible 
material, Such as PDMS. Portions of the lower chamber 
piece that do not form a gasket can be of any Suitable 
material, including polymers, metals, and ceramics. Portions 
of the lower chamber piece that contact measuring Solutions 
preferably comprise materials that are not affected by elec 
trical current (Such as nonmetals). 
0213 For example, one preferred design of a device for 
ion transport measurement comprises an upper chamber 
piece, a chip comprising ion transport measuring holes, a 
lower chamber piece, and a lower base piece in the form of 
a platform. The chip has been chemically treated, preferably 
with at least one base, to enhance its Sealing properties. The 
lower chambers that are formed by a lower chamber piece 
that comprises an aluminum frame having a PDMS gasket 
on its upper Surface that fits over the lower Surface of a chip. 
PDMS is also used to coat the inner Surfaces of the holes that 
form the lower chambers, and is also used as a gasket on the 
bottom of the lower chamber piece. The lower chambers can 
be filled with a solution while the device is held in inverted 
orientation prior to positioning the device on the platform. 
During use of the device, mechanical pressure holds the 
lower chamber piece against the chip and against the plat 
form. 

0214. The lower base piece can optionally comprise one 
or more electrodes. For example, Separate individual elec 
trodes can be fabricated on or attached to the platform So that 
Separate lower chambers of the device have independent 
electrodes that can be attached to independent circuits and 
used as patch clamp recording electrodes. In an alternative 
design, the platform can comprise a common lower chamber 
with a reference electrode, or a common electrode that can 
contact all of the lower chambers of the device (optionally 
through Separate electrode extensions that meet a common 
connector outside of the chambers) and can be used as a 
reference electrode. 

0215. The lower base piece can optionally comprise or 
engage one or more conduits connected to tubing that can 
allow for the flow of fluids into and out of individual lower 
chambers. In this type of design the lower chambers can be 
filled with a measuring Solution (Such as an intracellular 
Solution) after the gasket is positioned on a lower base piece. 
The conduits can also be used for the eXchange of Solutions 
during the use of the device. For example, Solutions con 
taining test compounds, ionophores, inhibitors, drugs, dif 
ferent concentrations or combinations of ions or compounds, 
etc., can be delivered into and out of a chamber during ion 
transport measuring assayS. At least Some of the conduits or 
tubing can optionally comprise or lead to electrodes (Such 
as, but not limited to, recording electrodes). 
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0216) In one preferred design, a lower chamber piece 
having a platform that forms the bottom of lower chambers 
comprises conduits that engage each lower chamber from 
one side (one per chamber), and conduits that engage each 
lower chamber from the opposite Side. Conduits on one side 
of the lower chamber piece can be used for introducing 
Solutions, Such as “intracellular Solutions' that can option 
ally comprise test compounds, into the chambers, and con 
duits on the opposite Side of the lower chamber piece can be 
used for flushing solutions and/or air bubbles out of the 
lower chambers. At least one set of the conduits (Such as, for 
example, the inflow conduits) comprises wire electrodes that 
are independently connected (with respect to other ion 
transport measuring units) to a signal amplifier and used for 
ion transport activity recording. 

0217 Devices such as those described herein can be part 
of apparatuses that also comprise patch clamp signal ampli 
fiers and conduits, fluid dispensing means, pumps, elec 
trodes, or other components. The apparatuses are preferably 
mechanized, for automated fluid dispensing or pumping, 
preSSure generation for Sealing of particles, and ion transport 
recording. The apparatuses can be part of a biochip System 
for ion transport measurement, in which Software controls 
the automated functions. 

An Ion Channel Measurment Device Adapted for Micro 
Scopes 

0218. The present invention also includes a lower cham 
ber base piece for use in a device for ion transport measure 
ment that can optionally be used independently of a larger 
automated apparatus and can be used to observe cells and 
particles within the device using an inverted microScope. At 
least a portion of the lower chamber base piece is transpar 
ent, and preferably the lower chamber base piece comprises 
at least two conduits that are capable of transferring fluid 
from one surface of the lower chamber platform to another 
Surface of the base piece in a flow-through manner. AS part 
of a device for ion transport measurement, the base piece 
forms a bottom Surface of lower chambers. The conduits that 
extend through the base piece allow for fluids, and liquid 
Solutions in particular, to be delivered in and out of lower 
chambers of ion transport measuring devices. 
0219. The two or more conduits go through the base 
piece, with one opening on one Surface of the base piece, and 
the other opening on a different Surface of the base piece. In 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, the con 
duits extend from a side of the base piece essentially 
horizontally toward the center, and then turn or curve 
upward to end in an opening on the top Surface of the base 
piece. The Side opening can be the Site where the conduit 
connects with tubing connected to Solution reservoirs, pres 
Sure Sources, and/or electrodes, and the top opening of the 
conduits is the site where the conduit opens into a lower 
chamber. Each lower chamber of an ion transport measuring 
device preferably is connected to two Such conduits, and the 
conduits can provide for Solutions to be delivered into and 
washed out of a lower chamber. 

0220. The part or parts of a lower chamber base piece that 
will form the bottom of one or more lower chambers of an 
ion transport measuring device is preferably made of a 
transparent material that is impermeable to acqueous liquids 
So that cells or particles inside an ion transport measuring 
unit are visible using an inverted microScope. Although not 
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a requirement of the present invention, to simplify manu 
facture of the base piece, the entire base piece (with the 
exception of Separate attachments Such as connectors, pins, 
Screws, etc.) is preferably made of a single material by 
molding or machining. Glass and transparent polymers are 
preferred materials, with transparent polymerS Such as poly 
carbonate and polystyrene having the advantage of easier 
manufacture. 

0221) The conduits are molded or drilled through the base 
piece, and can be fitted with connectors. (Connectors can 
comprise glass, polymers, plastics, ceramics, or metals.) The 
connectors can be connected to tubing that can be used to 
provide in-flow and outflow of solutions to a lower chamber 
of an ion transport measuring unit. 

0222. The conduits can also be used to deliver pressure to 
the lower chamber and to an ion transport measuring hole of 
a chip exposed to the chamber. PreSSure can be generated, 
for example, by a pump or a pressure Source connected to the 
tubing that will be filled with an appropriate Solution in at 
least the Segment connecting the lower chamber. Preferably 
the pressure is regulatable and can be used for purging air 
bubbles and or other blocking micro-particles in the ion 
transport measuring hole, cell and particle positioning, Seal 
ing, and optionally, membrane rupture of an attached cell 
when carrying out ion transport measurement procedures. 

0223) In preferred embodiments, the conduits, or tubes 
leading to the conduits, can also comprise electrodes. For 
example, a wire electrode can be threaded through tubing 
that is connected to a conduit of a base piece. The wire 
electrode can optionally extend through the conduit to the 
upper surface of the base piece (which will be the lower 
Surface of a lower chamber of an ion transport measuring 
unit). 
0224. In the alternative, the base piece can comprise one 
or more electrodes on its upper Surface. Electrodes fabri 
cated or attached to the upper Surface of the base piece can 
be connected through leads to connectors on the outer edge 
of the base piece, and the connectors can be connected to a 
patch clamp amplifier. 

0225. In preferred aspects of the present invention, a 
lower chamber base piece is designed to fit a base plate that 
is adapted to fit the Stage of a microScope, Such as an 
inverted light microScope. The dimensions can be altered to 
fit a microScope of choice, Such as, for example, an inverted 
light microscope Sold by Leica, Nikon, Olympus, Zeiss, or 
other companies. 

0226. A base plate can be made of any suitable material, 
Such as glass, plastics, polymers, ceramics, or metals. Met 
als, Such as but not limited to StainleSS Steel, are preferred, 
because metal materials have high mechanical Strength 
needed during pressure Sealing of the lower chamber. A 
metal base plate can also, together with a grounded micro 
Scope Stage, form an electrical noise Shield around a lower 
chamber piece fitted to the base plate. 

0227. The base plate can be carved on the top side to 
catch any fluids that may leak or Spill and prevent the 
contamination of the microscope with the fluids. Preferably, 
the base plate is Sealed around the lower chamber base piece, 
for example, with Silicone glue, Silicone grease, Vaseline, 
etc. 
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0228. The base plate is preferably drilled and tapped so as 
to provide a mounting point for the lower chamber base 
piece and for a clamp that can hold additional components 
of the ion transport measuring device together (for example, 
gasket, chip, upper chamber piece) to form the upper and 
lower chambers of ion transport measuring units. The base 
plate is designed to hold an ion transport measuring device 
within a few millimeters of the level of the top of the 
microScope Stage So as to ensure that the chip function may 
be monitored within the focal range of the microscope. FIG. 
2 illustrates the design of a base plate as adapted for a Nikon 
MicroScope. 
0229. In preferred aspects of the present invention, a 
lower chamber base piece is designed to form the bottom of 
more than one lower chamber of an ion transport measuring 
device. Preferably, a lower chamber base piece is designed 
to form the bottoms of all the lower chambers of an ion 
transport measuring device that comprises at least two ion 
transport measuring units, more preferably at least three ion 
transport measuring units, and more preferably yet, at least 
Six ion transport measuring units. In a preferred embodiment 
described in detail in Example 5, a lower chamber base piece 
forms the bottom of 16 lower chambers of a 16 unit device. 
In many cases (as illustrated in the example) multiple lower 
chambers will be arranged linearly in a row, but this is not 
a requirement of the present invention. 
0230 Thus, in preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, a lower chamber base piece will comprise mul 
tiple conduits, two for each lower chamber that will occur in 
the ion transport measuring device (a first conduit for inflow 
of Solutions, and a second conduit for Outflow of Solutions). 
Across-sectional view of a chamber of one design of a lower 
base piece is shown in FIG. 3. One of each pair of conduits 
that leads to a single chamber of an ion transport measuring 
device can optionally contain or contact an electrode. 
0231. The present invention also includes devices for ion 
transport measurement that include a lower chamber base 
piece of the present invention. Such apparatuses include: a 
lower chamber base piece that comprises at least two 
conduits, where at least a portion of the lower chamber base 
piece is transparent; a chip comprising at least one ion 
transport measuring hole; at least one gasket that fits 
between the lower chamber base piece and the biochip and 
comprises at least one hole, Such that the gasket forms the 
walls of the one or more lower chambers and seals the lower 
chamber base piece to the chip Such that a lower chamber 
formed by the gasket comprises a lower Surface having the 
openings of two conduits, and an upper Surface comprising 
a portion of a chip having a single ion transport measuring 
hole; and an upper chamber piece that comprises at least one 
chamber that attaches to Said chip. Drawings of one pre 
ferred design of the present invention with flow-through 
lower chambers are provided as FIG. 4. 
0232 Preferably, tubing is attached to “out” openings of 
the conduits, and preferably at least one electrode is within 
one of the two tubes that engages a conduit that leads to a 
Single lower chamber, or an electrode is in electrical contact 
with the Solution in one or the two tubes that engages a 
conduit that leads to a single lower chamber. FIGS. 5-10. 
0233 Upper chambers of such devices can comprise 
electrodes. Such electrodes can be fabricated, positioned, or 
attached on a Surface of an upper chamber, Such as those 
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described in a later Section of this application on two-piece 
molding of upper chambers, or can be provided as within a 
tube or part of a tube that can be placed inside the upper 
chamber (Such as a tube that delivers Solutions or cell 
Suspensions). Preferably, electrodes of upper chambers are 
connected as a common reference electrode, but this is not 
a requirement of the present invention. It is also possible for 
each upper well to have an individual (recording) electrode, 
and to have the electrodes of the lower chambers connected 
as a common reference electrode. 

0234. The upper piece can optionally comprise one or 
more electrodes. In Some preferred embodiments, the upper 
piece comprises a common reference electrode that contacts 
all of the wells. In other preferred embodiments, an elec 
trode is not within or attached to the upper piece, but an 
electrode can be brought into electrical contact with an 
upper chamber by way of a conduit that comprises an 
electrode or can provide an electrolyte Solution bridge to an 
electrode. Electrodes that are connected through electrolyte 
bridges can be recording electrodes, but in most preferred 
embodiments are reference electrodes. 

0235. The present invention also encompasses composi 
tions and devices that incorporate novel elements of the 
compositions and devices described herein, including: trans 
parent platform beneath lower chambers, base-plate for 
microScope Stage, bottom chamber flow through tubing, 
reference or recording electrodes outside of upper or lower 
chambers and connected to chamber(s) through electrolyte 
bridge, reference or recording electrodes introduced into 
tubing attached to upper or lower chambers, manufacture 
procedures and features for enhancing efficiency or accuracy 
of manufacture, tapering of upper chamber Wells, geometry 
of holes drilled into chips, counterbore drilling of holes in 
chips, treatment of chips to enhance electrical Sealing of 
particles Such as cells, etc. 
Method of making an Upper Chamber Piece of a Device for 
Ion Transport Measurement 
0236. In ion transport measuring devices contemplated 
by the present invention, an upper chamber is designed to 
contain the cells or particles on which ion transport mea 
Surements are to be performed. In these embodiments, an 
upper chamber of an ion transport measuring device can 
comprise or engage at least a portion of an electrode used to 
monitor ion transport activity. In the alternative, an upper 
chamber, when filled with an ion transport measuring Solu 
tion, can be brought into electrical contact with at least a 
portion of an electrode. For example, an electrode (Such as, 
but not limited to, a metal wire) can be inserted into the well 
So that electrical current from the electrode would be trans 
mitted through the conductive measuring Solution. Alterna 
tively, a tube that comprises a measuring Solution (or oth 
erwise conductive Solution) that contains or contacts an 
electrode or a portion thereof can be put in contact with the 
upper chamber Solution. In the latter case, the electrode (or 
a portion thereof) need not be within the upper chamber at 
all, as long as it is electrically connected to the inner part of 
the upper chamber conductive Solution (electrolyte bridge). 
0237) Typically, an upper chamber electrode will be a 
reference electrode, although this need not be the case. In 
cases in which upper chamber electrodes are reference 
electrodes, electrode extensions or electrolyte bridges that 
contact individual upper chambers can be connected with 
one another either outside or inside the upper chamber piece. 
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0238. In many of the devices of the present invention, an 
upper chamber piece comprises at least one upper chambers 
in the form of a well. Preferably, an upper chamber piece 
comprises multiple upper chambers or wells that allow 
Several ion transport assays to be performed Simultaneously. 
The upper chamber piece can optionally comprise one or 
more electrodes. The present invention provides methods of 
making upper chamber pieces that increase the efficiency 
and reduce the cost of making devices that measure ion 
transport activity of cells and particles. 

Two-Piece Molding followed by Electrode Insertion 
0239). In one aspect of the present invention, an upper 
chamber piece that comprises one or more wells is made in 
two pieces, an upper well portion piece and a well hole 
portion piece, and the well hole portion piece has a groove 
into which a wire electrode can fit. An upper well portion 
piece comprises the upper portion of one or more wells. The 
upper well portions are open at both ends. The well hole 
piece comprises one or more well holes that will form the 
bottom portion of the one or more wells. A well hole is, in 
effect, the lower portion of a well and can have different 
dimensions (height, diameter, and taper angle) than the 
upper well portion. The well holes are also open at their 
upper and lower ends. The well holes have an upper diam 
eter that is equal or Smaller than the diameter of the lower 
opening of the upper well portion. When the upper well 
portion piece is attached on top of the well hole piece, the 
upper well portions are aligned over the well holes to form 
upper chambers (wells) that have well holes at their lower 
end. An example of this arrangement (upper well portion 
piece having upper portions of Wells and lower well piece 
having well holes) is depicted in FIG. 11. After manufac 
turing the upper well portion piece and the well hole piece, 
a wire electrode is inserted into the groove of the well hole 
piece, and then the upper well portion piece is attached, via, 
for example ultraSonic welding, to the well hole piece to 
form an upper chamber piece comprising one or more wells, 
each of which is in contact with a portion of a wire electrode. 
0240 The method includes: molding a well hole portion 
piece of an upper chamber piece of an ion transport mea 
Suring device, wherein Said well hole portion piece com 
prises: at least one well hole, and a groove that extends 
longitudinally from one end of the well hole portion piece 
toward the opposite end of the well hole portion piece, Such 
that the groove contacts the one or more well holes, molding 
an upper well portion piece of an upper chamber piece that 
comprises at least one upper well; inserting a wire electrode 
into the groove of the well hole portion piece; and attaching 
the upper well portion piece to the well hole portion piece to 
form an upper chamber piece that comprises one or more 
Wells, Such that the wire electrode is exposed to the interior 
of Said one or more wells. 

0241. In this embodiment, the upper piece is made from 
one or more plastics and comprises wells that are open at 
either end, and each well contacts or contains a portion of a 
common electrode that can be used as a reference electrode 
in ion transport measuring assays. This method of manu 
facture is particularly Suited embodiments where the upper 
piece comprises multiple wells (at least two) that will 
contact a common electrode, and wells are arranged linearly 
in a row. However, this is not a requirement of the present 
invention, and the principle of two-piece molding and wire 
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insertion can be adapted to the manufacture of device 
components in which multiple wells or chambers that will 
share a common electrode are arranged in different geom 
etries. In Such embodiments, the path of the groove can be 
designed Such that it contacts all of the Wells or chambers 
that are intended to be in contact with the electrode. This 
includes embodiments where there are multiple rows of 
Wells or chambers, arrangement of Wells or chambers in 
concentric circles or spirals as well as other arrangements of 
wells or chambers. 

0242. It is also possible to adapt the methods of the 
present invention to designs in which one or more wells are 
to be contacted by one electrode and one or more other wells 
are to be contacted by a different electrode. It is also possible 
that one well be contacted with more that one electrode. In 
Such cases, the well hole portion piece will comprise more 
than one continuous groove Such that more than one wire 
electrode can be inserted into the lower well portion piece. 
0243 Injection molding or compression molding tech 
niques as they are known in the art can be used to make the 
well hole portion piece and the upper well portion piece. In 
the methods of the present invention, the upper well portion 
piece comprises an upper portion of at least one well or 
chamber and the well hole portion piece comprises a lower 
portion of at least one well or chamber, Such that when the 
upper well portion piece is attached to the well hole portion 
piece, the two pieces together form at least one upper well 
or upper chamber. The well hole portion piece comprises at 
least one groove whose diameter corresponds to that of a 
wire electrode, and the groove contacts the well holes. 
Preferably, the well hole portion piece comprises a well hole 
whose upper diameter is equal to or Smaller than the lower 
diameter of the upper portion of the well that is part of the 
upper well portion piece. Thus, in preferred embodiments, 
the well hole portion piece will have a top Surface around the 
upper diameter of the well hole (see FIG. 11), that, when 
looking down into a well after the entire top chamber piece 
is assembled, appears as a ledge around the top of the well 
hole. The groove can be in this top Surface or ledge. In this 
way the wire electrode can be easily inserted into the groove, 
and its placement on this “ledge” ensures that it will be 
exposed to the interior of the well after attachment of the 
upper well portion piece. 

0244. The wire is easily inserted into the groove of the 
lower well portion piece, as the groove is totally accessible 
prior to attachment the upper and lower portion pieces. 

0245. After insertion of the wire electrode, the upper well 
portion piece and well hole portion piece are fused together 
to form a complete upper chamber piece. Any glues appro 
priate to the materials and applications of the devices can be 
used for this purpose. UV glues and other fast-curing glues 
are preferred for mass production of the upper chamber 
pieces, although slow-cure glues can also be used for mass 
production if a high capacity production proceSS is used. 
UltraSonic welding, pressuring, heating, or other bonding 
methods can also be used. 

Upper Chamber Pieces and Devices 
0246 The present invention includes upper chamber 
pieces that are made using the methods of the present 
invention, and devices that comprise Such pieces. Such 
pieces and devices can comprise wells or chambers that are 
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open or closed at one or both ends, can comprise other 
components, Such as, but not limited to, membranes, micro 
Structures, ports (optionally with attached conduits), fluidic 
channels, particles positioning means, Specific binding 
members, polymers, etc., and are not limited to use as ion 
transport measuring devices. In fact, the same design and 
manufacturing principles can be used to fabricate pieces that 
comprise wells or chambers that need not function as 
“upper pieces of devices or apparatuses. Two-piece mold 
ing, wire insertion, and attachment of two pieces can be used 
to make devices or components of devices that comprise 
Wells or chambers regardless of whether the components, 
chambers, or wells, can be considered “upper”. 

0247 Plastics that can be used in the manufacture of 
upper and lower pieces include, but are not limited to 
polyallomer, polypropylene, polystyrene, polycarbonate, 
cyclo-olefin polymer, polyimide, paralene, PDMS, polyphe 
nylene ether/PPO, Noryl(R), Zeonor(R), etc. A very large 
number and variety of moldable plastics and their properties 
are known. For example, a database of materials, including 
plastics and polymers useful in the present invention, can be 
found at http://www.matweb.com. 

0248 Electrodes can comprise conductive materials such 
as metals that can be shaped into wires. Various metals, 
including aluminum, chromium, copper, gold, nickel, pal 
ladium, platinum, Silver, Steel, and tin can be used as 
electrode materials. For electrodes used in ion channel 
measurement, wires made of Silver or other metal halides are 
preferred, Such as Ag/AgCl wires. 

0249. The design and dimensions of the upper and lower 
well pieces, as well as the dimension of the upper Wells and 
lower wells, can vary according to the preferences of the 
user and are not limiting to the present invention. 
Preferred Embodiments: 
Devices 

0250 In preferred embodiments of the present invention, 
the upper chamber piece comprises one or more upper Wells 
that can function as the upper chambers of ion transport 
measuring units of ion transport measuring devices. Prefer 
ably, an upper chamber piece of the present invention 
comprises more than one upper well, and more preferably 
more than two upper Wells. Even more preferably, an upper 
chamber piece comprises Six or more upper Wells, each of 
which can be a part of an ion transport measuring unit of an 
ion transport measuring device, where all of the Six or more 
upper Wells of the manufactured upper chamber piece con 
tact a portion of a common wire electrode that extends along 
the upper chamber piece. FIGS. 5 and 6 depict a preferred 
upper chamber piece of the present invention that comprises 
Sixteen Wells. 

Upper Chamber Pieces and 

0251 The wells of an upper chamber piece that can be 
part of an ion transport measuring device preferably can 
hold a volume of between about 5 microliters and about 5 
milliliters, more preferably between about 10 microliters 
and about 2 milliliters, and more preferably yet between 
about 25 microliters and about 1 milliliter. The depth, or 
height of a well can vary from about 1 to 25 millimeters, and 
more preferably will be from about 2 milliliters to about 10 
milliliters in depth. In preferred embodiments of the present 
invention in which an upper well portion and a lower well 
portion together make up the well, the upper well portion is 
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preferably from about 1 to about 25 milliliters in depth, and 
the lower well is preferably from about 100 microns to about 
10 milliliters in depth. 
0252) A low cell or particle density is often preferred for 
attaining a high Success rate when using the ion channel 
measuring device described herein. In order to reduce the 
cell or particle density required for optimal cell or particle 
landing to the recording apertures, it is desirable to have an 
accurate means for delivering the cells or particles to the 
recording aperture. For a more accurate delivery of cells or 
particles to the recording aperture, the upper chamber well 
can have one or more tapered walls, The walls can be 
contoured Such that the cells or particles, when delivered to 
the upper chamber well wall (Such as by robotic dispenser), 
are directed to the recording aperture. 

0253) In these preferred embodiments, the shape of the 
well can vary, and can be irregular or regular, and in many 
cases will be generally circular or oval at its circumference. 
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention depicted 
in FIG. 11 and FIG. 1, the wells of the upper chamber piece 
are horseshoe-shaped, and at least a portion of the Sides of 
the wells are tapered. FIG. 1c, for example, shows that the 
wall of the well corresponding to the rounded end of the 
horseshoe shape tapers toward the bottom of the upper 
portion of the well. In other preferred embodiments, the 
walls along entire well taper toward the bottom of the upper 
portion of the well. In these preferred embodiments, the 
diameter of a well at its upper end will generally be from 
about 2 millimeter to about 10 millimeters. 

0254. In some preferred embodiments of the present 
invention the angle of the taper of a portion of the walls of 
the well or the entire well walls (the difference from vertical) 
is from about one degree to about 80 degrees. More pref 
erably, the angle of the taper of the well walls is between 
about 5 degrees and 60 degrees from vertical. The taper can 
extend down the full height of the well, or the well can be 
tapered for only a portion of its height. The upper well 
portion can optionally be tapered, or the well hole can 
optionally be tapered, or both the upper well portion and the 
lower well portion can be tapered. Where both are tapered, 
the tapering need not be to the same degree or extend around 
the well to the same extent. 

Molding of Single Upper Chamber Piece around Electrode 
0255 In another aspect of the present invention, an upper 
chamber piece with at least one wire electrode can be 
manufactured as a Single piece by molding an upper piece 
around a wire electrode. In this case, the mold has a means 
for positioning the wire electrode Such that the upper cham 
ber piece that includes the Wells can be molded around it. 
The method includes: positioning an electrode in a mold; 
and injection molding an upper chamber piece using the 
mold Such that the electrode contacts one or more wells of 
the upper chamber piece. The electrode can be positioned in 
any of a number of ways, for example it can extend through 
the mold and be held by apertures that it is threaded through 
on either end of the mold. 

0256 The injection molded upper chamber piece can 
comprise one or more wells or upper chambers, preferably 
two or more, more preferably six or more wells. The wells 
can be of any dimension of Size, and can comprise a well 
hole within the well as described in the previous section. 
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Molding of Single Upper Piece without Electrode 
0257. In yet another aspect of the present invention, an 
upper chamber piece can be manufactured without an elec 
trode. In this case, an upper chamber piece with a desirable 
number of Wells is injection molded using a Suitable plastic, 
Such as, but not limited to, polyallomer, polypropylene, 
polystyrene, polycarbonate, polyimide, paralene, PDMS, 
cyclo-olefin polymer, polyphenylene ether/PPO, Noryl(R), or 
Zeonor(E). 

0258 When the upper chamber piece is integrated into a 
device for ion transport measurement, electrodes (for 
example, metal wires) can be inserted into the wells. Such 
electrodes are preferably reference electrodes and are pref 
erably connected outside the chambers, but inserted elec 
trodes can also be recording electrodes connected Separately 
to a power Source/Signal amplifier. 

0259. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
an electrode connection can be provided by a conduit that 
can be introduced into the upper chambers during use of the 
device. The conduit can comprise an electrode, or, when the 
conduit is filled with a conductive Solution, can be in 
electrical contact with an electrode. When both the upper 
chamber and the conduit contain a conductive Solution (Such 
as a measuring Solution), the upper chamber is in electrical 
contact with the electrode through the “electrolyte bridge” of 
solution provided by the conduit. 
Insert Molding of Glass Chip 
0260. In yet another embodiment, a pre-diced glass chip 
is insert-molded together with an upper chamber piece to 
make a one-piece cartridge. In this process, a glass chip is 
inserted into a mold, and the upper chamber piece is molded 
around the glass chip Such that it forms the bottoms of upper 
chambers of the upper chamber piece. Laser drilling of the 
recording apertures is done after the molding process, and 
then the cartridge is chemically treated to enhance its 
electrical Sealing properties. In this embodiment, materials 
that can be treated with acid and base (such as, for example, 
NORYL(R) and ZEONOR(R) are used for the construction of 
the cartridge other than the biochip. 
Additional Features 

0261. In some preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, the upper chamber pieces of the present invention 
or components of the upper chamber pieces of the present 
invention can have additional features that can aid in the 
manufacture of upper chamber pieces or of ion transport 
measuring devices. One Such feature is an alignment bump 
seen on the left of the chamber piece depicted in FIG. 1D. 
One or more alignment bumps on the lower Surface of an 
upper chamber piece can be used during attachment of a chip 
that comprises ion transport measuring means to the upper 
chamber piece. Attachment of the chip and the upper cham 
ber piece must occur Such that every ion transport measuring 
hole in the chip is aligned with a well hole. The alignment 
bump allows a perSon or machine assembling the device to 
detect the location where the edge of the chip must be 
positioned. 

0262 Another useful feature for the manufacture of ion 
transport measuring devices that can occur on upper cham 
ber piece of the present invention is a glue Spillage groove. 
This allows for overflow of glue that is used for the 
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attachment of a chip, Such as a chip that comprises ion 
transport measuring means. The glue Spillage groove is also 
shown as notches in the bottom Surface of the part shown in 
FIG 1C. 

0263 Yet another optional feature useful in the manufac 
turing process of an upper chamber piece is the presence of 
sinkholes. Depicted in FIG. 1D, these sinkholes allow for 
the escape of gas during the molding process. 
Methods of making a Chip Comprising Holes for Ion 
Transport Measurement 
Fabrication of Ion Transport Measuring Holes in a Chip 
0264. The present invention also comprises methods of 
making chips comprising holes for ion transport measure 
ment. The method includes: providing a Substrate; laser 
drilling at least one counterbore in Said Substrate, and laser 
drilling at least one hole in said substrate. Preferably, laser 
drilling is done with Sequential or Simultaneous measure 
ment of the glass thickness at the Site of the pore. 
0265 For optimal quality ion transport recording, ion 
transport measurement chips comprising holes for ion trans 
port measurement ideally should have a low hole resistance 
(Re) across the chip at the site of the hole. For chips having 
multiple holes, it is also desirable to have a high degree of 
uniformity of hole resistance from recording site to record 
ing site. The hole resistance decreases with decreasing depth 
of the hole in the chip and widening of the exit hole (see 
FIGS. 12 and 13). A wider tapering (greater angle from 
vertical) of the hole also decreases Re. 
0266 The methods of the present invention seek to 
reduce hole resistance by reducing hole depth. This is 
achieved by laser drilling holes in thin Substrates, Such as 
glass, quartz, Silicon, Silicon dioxide, or polymer Substrates. 
The graph provided in FIG. 13 illustrates that thinner chips 
(“K-configuration chips”) have a lower Re than those with 
greater hole depth. The graph provided in FIG. 12 illustrates 
that a decreasing hole depth and widening the exit hole 
decreases Ra. 

0267 A chip with shortened holes for ion transport 
measurement can be made by laser drilling one or more 
counterbores into a glass chip, and then laser drilling a 
through hole through the one or more counterbores. While a 
wide counterbore is preferred for lower Re, increased width 
of the counterbore can weaken the chip. It is also difficult to 
control the drilling of the counterbore as the bottom of the 
counterbore gets thinner and thinner. In addition, with 
increased (deeper) drilling, the peripheral areas of the coun 
terbores tend to be deeper than the more central portions of 
the counterbore due to optical waveguide effects (this is 
sometimes called the “Batman Effect”). To avoid these 
problems, a Second counterbore is laser drilled into the 
bottom of a first counterbore. This makes drilling to a greater 
depth easier control, and has the effect of reducing the 
thickness of the chip in the vicinity of the through hole. 
Thus, Synthesis of biochips for ion transport measurement 
can include laser drilling at least one counterbore through a 
Substrate, and then drilling a through hole through the one or 
more counterbores. Preferably two counterbores are laser 
drilled into a Substrate, Such that a Second counterbore is 
drilled through a first counterbore, that is, the counterbores 
are nested to form (along with a through hole) a single hole 
Structure. In Some embodiments of the present invention, 
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three, four, or more nested counterbores can be drilled into 
a Substrate prior to drilling a through hole through the 
counterbores. 

0268 Control of the depth of laser drilling can be done by 
using a separate laser device that can measure the thickneSS 
of the glass. In preferred aspects of this embodiment of the 
present invention, a measuring laser is used to measure the 
thickness of the Substrate before or as it is being drilled, and 
the laser used for drilling can be regulated by the thickness 
of the remaining Substrate at the bottom Surface of the 
counterbore. Laser-based measuring devices have been used 
for the determination of glass thickness to an accuracy of 0.1 
micron. Such a laser measurement device is available from 
the Keyence Company. A laser based measurement is made 
to determine the exact thickness of the Substrate. This 
measurement determines the number of pulses to be used by 
the drilling laser to drill a counterbore and thereby achieve 
uniformity of hole depth. To improve the consistency of 
through hole depth and hole resistance, the invention con 
templates the integration of a laser unit with an excimer laser 
drilling device, together with automated control Software. 
0269. In practice, a Substrate made of glass, quartz, 
Silicon, Silicon dioxide, polymers, or other Substrates that 
preferably ranges in thickness from 5 to 1000 microns, and 
more preferably from 10 to 200 microns, is provided. A first 
counterbore is laser drilled, where the entrance of the 
counterbore has a diameter from about 20 to about 200 
microns, preferably from about 40 to about 120 microns. 
The first counterbore can be drilled to a depth of from about 
100 microns to the thickness of the Substrate minus the 
through hole depth. Depending on the thickness of the 
Substrate and the number of counterbores that each ion 
transport measuring hole will have. Subsequent counter 
bores will have a smaller diameter than the first counterbore, 
and can be of lesser depth than the first counterbore. In 
general, after drilling of all of the counterbores that will be 
part of an ion transport measuring hole, the remaining 
thickness of the Substrate that is to be drilled out to form the 
through hole (that is, the depth of the through hole) will 
range from about 0.5 to about 200 microns, and preferably 
will range from about 2 to about 50 microns, more prefer 
ably from about 5 to about 30 microns. The diameter of the 
through hole can be from about 0.2 to about 8 microns, and 
preferably will be from about 0.5 to about 5 microns, and 
even more preferably, from about 0.5 to about 3 microns. 
0270 Counterbores can be tapered. Preferably, a coun 
terbore is tapered at an angle ranging from about 1 degree to 
about 80 degrees from vertical, and more preferably from 
about 3 degrees to about 45 degrees from Vertical. Ion 
transport measuring holes comprising multiple counterbores 
can have different taper angles for different counterbores. 
0271 Through holes can also be tapered. The angle of 
taper for a through hole can range from about 0 degree to 
about 75 degrees from vertical, and more preferably, where 
a through hole is tapered, is from about 0 degree to about 45 
degrees from Vertical. In general an exit hole of a through 
hole will have a narrower diameter than an entrance hole, 
although this is not a requirement of the present invention. 

Inverted Chip 
0272. The present invention also includes methods of 
using chips comprising ion transport measuring holes that 
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are in inverted orientation for ion transport measurement, 
that is, using chips in which the holes (or at least a portion 
of the holes, Such as a portion of the holes made by at least 
one counterbore) have a negative taper. 
0273. The method comprises: assembling a device for ion 
transport measurement that comprises: at least one upper 
chamber, wherein the one or more upper chambers comprise 
or are in electrical contact with at least one electrode, at least 
one chip that comprises a measuring hole, wherein the one 
or more chips are assembled in the device in inverted 
orientation; and at least one lower chamber, wherein the one 
or more lower chambers comprise or are in electrical contact 
with at least one electrode, connecting the electrodes with a 
power Supply/signal amplifier; introducing at least one par 
ticle or at least one cell into at least one upper chamber, and 
measuring ion transport activity of at least one cell or at least 
one particle. 
0274. By “inverted orientation” is meant that, for a chip 
which ion transport measuring holes are made by drilling, 
the chip is positioned Such that the Side of the chip having 
the laser entrance hole opening is exposed to a chamber that 
will contain cells or particles, instead of the Side having the 
laser exit hole. This is contrary to what has previously been 
done in the art. Thus, Sealing of a cell or particles against the 
ion transport measuring hole occurs on the Side of the chip 
opposite to the side that has Smaller hole size (the “back 
side” of the chip). 
0275. The inverted chip orientation has several advan 
tages. One advantage is that the chip does not require a laser 
polishing Step, Since the laser drilling performs this function 
as a “side-effect”. A Second advantage is that Sealing occurs 
with high efficiency due to the geometry of the particle-chip 
interaction. Yet another advantage is that a stable low Racan 
be produced using larger holes (for example, from about 2 
to about 5 microns in diameter), due to the position at which 
break-in occurs during whole cell recording. 
0276 When one or counterbores are used to reduced the 
through hole depth, the through hole can be drilled from 
either the same direction as the counterbores, or from the 
opposite direction to the counterbores. In the former case, 
the chips is produced just like the “normal” chips are 
produced, they are simply assembled up Side down. 
0277. The present invention includes devices and appa 
ratuses having chips comprising ion transport measuring 
holes that are in inverted orientation, as well as methods of 
using chips comprising ion transport measuring holes that 
are in inverted orientation for ion transport measurement. 
Methods of Treating Chips Comprising Ion Transport Mea 
Suring means to Enhance the Electrical Seal of a Particle 
0278. The present invention also includes methods of 
modifying an ion transport measuring means to enhance the 
electrical Seal of a particle or membrane with the ion 
transport measuring means. Ion transport measuring means 
includes, as non-limiting examples, holes, apertures, capil 
laries, and needles. “Modifying an ion transport measuring 
means' means modifying at least a portion of the Surface of 
a chip, Substrate, coating, channel, or other Structure that 
comprises or Surrounds the ion transport measuring means. 
The modification may refer to the Surface Surrounding all or 
a portion of the ion transport measuring means. For 
example, a biochip of the present invention that comprises 
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an ion transport measuring means can be modified on one or 
both Surfaces (e.g. upper and lower Surfaces) that Surround 
an ion transport measuring hole, and the modification may 
or may not extend through all or a part of the Surface 
Surrounding the portion of the hole that extends through the 
chip. Similarly, for capillaries, pipettes, or for channels or 
tube Structures that comprises ion transport measuring 
means (Such as apertures), the inner Surface, Outer Surface, 
or both, of the channel, tube, capillary, or pipette can be 
modified, and all or a portion of the Surface that Surrounds 
the inner aperture and extends through the Substrate (and 
optionally, coating) material can also be modified. 
0279. As used herein, "enhance the electrical seal', 
"enhance the electric Seal”, “enhance the electric Sealing” or 
"enhance the electrical Sealing properties (of a chip or anion 
transport measuring means)” means increase the resistance 
of an electrical Seal that can be achieved using an ion 
transport measuring means, increase the efficiency of obtain 
ing a high resistance electrical Seal (for example, reducing 
the time necessary to obtain one or more high resistance 
electrical Seals), or increasing the probability of obtaining a 
high resistance electrical Seal (for example, the number of 
high resistance Seals obtained within a given time period). 
0280 The method comprises: providing an ion transport 
measuring means and treating the ion transport measuring 
means to enhance the electrical Sealing properties of the ion 
transport measuring means. Preferably, treating an ion trans 
port measuring means to enhance the electrical Sealing 
properties results in a change in Surface properties of the ion 
transport measuring means. The change in Surface properties 
can be a change in Surface texture, a change in Surface 
cleanneSS, a change in Surface composition Such as ion 
composition, a change in Surface adhesion properties, or a 
change in Surface electric charge on the Surface of the ion 
transport measuring means. In Some preferred aspects of the 
present invention, a Substrate or Structure that comprises an 
ion transport measuring means is Subjected to chemical 
treatment (for example, treated in acid, and/or base for 
Specified lengths of time under specified conditions). For 
example, treatment of a glass chip comprising a hole through 
the chip as an ion transport measuring means with acid 
and/or base Solutions may result in a cleaner and Smoother 
Surface in terms of Surface texture for the hole. In addition, 
treating a Surface of a biochip or fluidic channel that 
comprises an ion transport measuring means (Such as a hole 
or aperture) or treating the Surface of a pipette or capillary 
with acid and/or base may alter the Surface composition, 
and/or modify Surface hydrophobicity and/or change Surface 
charge density and/or Surface charge polarity. 
0281 Preferably, the altered surface properties improve 
or facilitate a high resistance electric Seal or high resistance 
electric Sealing between the Surface-modified ion transport 
measuring means and a membranes or particle. In preferred 
embodiments of the present invention in which the ion 
transport measuring means are holes through one or more 
biochips, one or more biochips having ion transport mea 
Suring means with enhanced Sealing properties (or, Simply, 
a “biochip having enhanced Sealing properties”) preferably 
has a rate of at least 50% high resistance Sealing, in which 
a seal of 1 Giga Ohm or greater occurs at 50% of the ion 
transport measuring means takes place in under 2 minutes 
after a cell lands on an ion transport measuring hole, and 
preferably within 10 seconds, and more preferably, in 2 
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seconds or less. Preferably, for biochips with enhanced 
Sealing properties, a 1 Giga Ohm resistance Seal is main 
tained for at least 3 Seconds. 

0282. In practice, in preferred aspects of the present 
invention the method comprises providing an ion transport 
measuring means and treating the ion transport measuring 
means with one or more of the following: heat, a laser, 
microwave radiation, high energy radiation, Salts, reactive 
compounds, oxidizing agents (for example, peroxide, oxy 
gen plasma), acids, or bases. Preferably, an ion transport 
measuring means or a structure (as nonlimiting examples, a 
Structure can be a Substrate, chip, tube, or channel, any of 
which can optionally comprise a coating) that comprises at 
least one ion transport measuring means is treated with one 
or more agents to alter the Surface properties of the ion 
transport measuring means to make at least a portion of the 
Surface of the ion transport measuring means Smoother, 
cleaner, or more electronegative. 
0283 An ion transport measuring means can be any ion 
transport measuring means, including a pipette, hole, aper 
ture, or capillary. An aperture can be any aperture, including 
an aperture in a channel, Such as within the diameter of a 
channel (for example, a narrowing of a channel), in the wall 
of a channel, or where a channel forms a junction with 
another channel. (AS used herein, “channel' also includes 
Subchannels.) In Some preferred aspects of the present 
invention, the ion transport measuring means is on a biochip, 
on a planar Structure, but the ion transport measuring means 
can also be on a non-planar Structure. 
0284. The ion transport measuring means or surface 
Surrounding the ion transport measuring means modified to 
enhance electrical Sealing can comprise any Suitable mate 
rial. Preferred materials include Silica, glass, quartz, Silicon, 
plastic materials, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), or oxygen 
plasma treated PDMS. In some preferred aspects of the 
present invention, the ion transport measuring means com 
prises SiOM Surface groups, where M can be hydrogen or a 
metal, Such as, for example, Na, K, Mg, Ca, etc. In Such 
cases, the Surface density of said SiOM Surface groups (or 
oxidized SiOM groups (SiO)) is preferably more than about 
1%, more preferably more than about 10%, and yet more 
preferably more than about 30%. The SiOM group can be on 
a Surface, for example, that comprises glass, for example 
quartz glass or borosilicate glass, thermally oxidized SiO2 
on Silicon, deposited SiO, deposited glass, polydimethyl 
siloxane (PDMS), or oxygen plasma treated PDMS. 
0285) In preferred embodiments, the method comprises 
treating Said ion transport measuring means with acid, base, 
Salt Solutions, oxygen plasma, or peroxide, by treating with 
radiation, by heating (for example, baking or fire polishing) 
by laser polishing Said ion transport measuring means, or by 
performing any combinations thereof. 
0286 An acid used for treating an ion transport measur 
ing means can be any acid, as nonlimiting examples, HCl, 
HSO, NaHSO, HSO, HNO, HF, HPO, HBr, HCOOH, 
or CHCOOH can be. The acid can be of a concentration 
about 0.1 M or greater, and preferably is about 0.5 M or 
higher in concentration, and more preferably greater than 
about 1 M in concentration. Optimal concentrations for 
treating an ion transport measuring means to enhance its 
electrical Sealing properties can be determined empirically. 
The ion transport measuring means can be placed in a 
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Solution of acid for any length of time, preferably for more 
than one minute, and more preferably for more than about 
five minutes. Acid treatment can be done under any non 
frozen and non-boiling temperature, preferably at greater or 
equal than room temperature. 
0287. An ion transport measuring means can be treated 
with a base, Such as a basic Solution, that can comprise, as 
nonlimiting examples, NaOH, KOH, Ba(OH), LiOH, 
CsOH, or Ca(OH). The basic solution can be of a concen 
tration of about 0.01 M or greater, and preferably is greater 
than about 0.05 M, and more preferably greater than about 
0.1 M in concentration. Optimal concentrations for treating 
an ion transport measuring means to enhance its electrical 
Sealing properties can be determined empirically (see 
examples). The ion transport measuring means can be placed 
in a Solution of base for any length of time, preferably for 
more than one minute, and more preferably for more than 
about five minutes. Base treatment can be done under any 
non-frozen and non-boiling temperature, preferably at 
greater or equal than room temperature. 
0288 An ion transport measuring means can be treated 
with a Salt, Such as a metal Salt Solution, that can comprise, 
as nonlimiting examples, NaCl, KCl, BaCl, LiCl, CsCl, 
NaSO, NaNO, or CaCl, etc. The salt solution can be of a 
concentration of about 0.1 M or greater, and preferably is 
greater than about 0.5 M, and more preferably greater than 
about 1 M in concentration. Optimal concentrations for 
treating an ion transport measuring means to enhance its 
electrical Sealing properties can be determined empirically 
(see examples). The ion transport measuring means can be 
placed in a Solution of metal Salt for any length of time, 
preferably for more than one minute, and more preferably 
for more than about five minutes. Salt Solution treatment can 
be done under any non-frozen and non-boiling temperature, 
preferably at greater or equal than room temperature. 
0289 Where treatments such as baking, fire polishing, or 
laser polishing are employed, they can be used to enhance 
the Smoothness of a glass or Silica Surface. Where laser 
polishing of a chip or Substrate is used to make the Surface 
Surrounding an ion transport measuring means more Smooth, 
it can be performed on the front Side of the chip, that is, the 
side of the chip or substrate that will be contacted by a 
Sample comprising particles during the use of the ion 
transport measuring chip or device. 
0290 Appropriate temperatures and times for baking, 
and conditions for fire and laser polishing to achieve the 
desired Smoothness for improved Sealing properties of ion 
transport measuring means can be determined empirically. 
0291. In some aspects of the present invention, it can be 
preferred to rinse the ion transport measuring means, Such as 
in water (for example, deionized water) or a buffered Solu 
tion after acid or base treatment, or treatment with an 
oxidizing agent, and, preferably but optionally, before using 
the ion transport measuring means to perform electrophysi 
ological measurements on membranes, cells, or portions of 
cells. Where more than one type of treatment is performed 
on an ion transport measuring means, rinses can also be 
performed between treatments, for example, between treat 
ment with an oxidizing agent and an acid, or between 
treatment with an acid and a base. An ion transport mea 
Suring means can be rinsed in water or an aqueous Solution 
that has a pH of between about 3.5 and about 10.5, and more 
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preferably between about 5 and about 9. Nonlimiting 
examples of Suitable aqueous Solutions for rinsing ion 
transport measuring means can include Salt Solutions (where 
Salt Solutions can range in concentration from the micromo 
lar range to 5M or more), biological buffer solutions, cell 
media, or dilutions or combinations thereof. Rinsing can be 
performed for any length of time, for example from minutes 
to hours. 

0292 Some preferred methods of treating an ion trans 
port measuring means to enhance its electrical Sealing 
properties include one or more treatments that make the 
Surface more electronegative, Such as treatment with a base, 
treatment with electron radiation, or treatment with plasma. 
Not intending to be limiting to any mechanism, base treat 
ment can make a glass Surface more electronegative. This 
phenomenon can be tested by measuring the degree of 
electro-osmosis of dyes in glass capillaries that have or have 
not been treated with base. In Such tests, increasing the 
electronegativity of glass ion transport measuring means 
correlates with enhanced electrical Sealing by the base 
treated ion transport measuring means. Base treatment can 
optionally be combined with one or more other treatments, 
Such as, for example, treatment with heat (Such as by baking 
or fire polishing) or laser treatment, or treatment with acid, 
or both. Optionally, one or more rinses in water, a buffer, or 
a Salt Solution can be performed before or after any of the 
treatmentS. 

0293 For example, after manufacture of a glass chip that 
comprises one or more holes as ion transport measuring 
means, the chip can be baked, and Subsequently incubated in 
a base solution and then rinse in water or a dilution of PBS. 
In another example, after manufacture of a glass chip that 
comprises one or more holes as ion transport measuring 
means, the chip can optionally be baked, Subsequently 
incubated in an acid Solution, rinsed in water, incubated in 
a base Solution, and finally rinsed in water or a dilution of 
PBS. In some preferred embodiments, the surfaces of a chip 
Surrounding ion transport measuring means can be laser 
polished prior to treating the chip with acid and base. 

0294 To facilitate batch treatment of glass biochips, we 
have used the treatment fixtures illustrated in FIG. 14. FIG. 
14A shows a Single layer treatment fixture that can fit into 
a glassjar containing acid, base, or other chemical Solutions. 
FIG. 14B shows the stacked treatment fixture. The fixture is 
made of acid and base resistant materials Such as cyclo 
olefin polymer, polyphenylene ether/PPO, NORYL(R), 
ZEONOR(R), polytetrafluoroethylene, TEFLONTM, etc. 
Glass pins are inserted and held in the holes, So that one 
piece of glass biochip to be treated is fit into one slot 
between two glass pins. Multiple layers of these racks can be 
Stacked up to fit into one glass container. This design also 
allows mechanisms of moving fluid to occur Such as that 
brought about by a rotary or reciprocal Shaker or a magnetic 
stir bar. 

0295). In some aspects of the present invention, it can be 
preferable to Store an ion transport measuring means that has 
been treated to have enhanced Sealing capacity in an envi 
ronment having decreased carbon dioxide relative to the 
ambient environment. This can preserve the enhanced elec 
trical Sealing properties of the ion transport measuring 
means. Such an environment can be, for example, water, a 
Salt Solution (including a buffered Salt Solution), acetone, a 
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Vacuum, or in the presence of one or more drying agents or 
desicants (for example, Silica gel, CaCl2 or NaOH) or under 
nitrogen or an inert gas. Where an ion transport measuring 
means or Structure comprising an ion transport measuring 
means is Stored in water or an aqueous Solution, preferably 
the pH of the water or Solution is greater than 4, more 
preferably greater than about 6, and more preferably yet 
greater than about 7. For example, an ion transport measur 
ing means or a structure comprising an ion transport mea 
Suring means can be Stored in a Solution having a pH of 
approximately 8. 

0296 Glass chips that have been base treated and stored 
in water with neutral pH levels can maintain their enhanced 
Sealability for as long as 10 months or longer. In addition, 
patch clamp chips bonded to plastic cartridges via adhesives 
Such as UV-acrylic or UV-epoxy glues can be Stored in 
neutral pH water for months without affecting the Sealing 
properties. 
0297 We have also tested patch clamp biochips and 
cartridges that were Stored in a dry environment with 
desiccant for 30 days. The chips were re-hydrated and tested 
for Sealing. In one experiment, we got 6/7 Seals for the 
dry-Stored chips. Similarly, we stored mounted chips in dry 
environment and were able to obtain Seals after a few weeks 
of Storage. 
0298 Dehydration can, however, reduce the sealability of 
chemically treated chips. To improve the Seal rate for 
dry-stored chips, NaOH, NaCl, CaCl and other salt or basic 
Solutions can be used to rejuvenate the chips out of dry 
Storage to restore the Sealability. 
0299 The present invention also includes methods of 
Shipping or transporting ion transport measuring means 
modified by the methods of the present invention to have 
enhanced electric Sealing properties and structures compris 
ing ion transport means that have been modified using the 
methods of the present invention to have enhanced electric 
Sealing properties. Such ion transport measuring means and 
Structures comprising ion transport measuring means can be 
Shipped or transported in closed containers that maintain the 
ion transport measuring means in conditions of low CO or 
air. For example, the ion transport measuring means can be 
Submerged in water, acetone, alcohol, buffered Solutions, 
Salt Solutions, or under nitrogen (N2) or inert gases (e.g., 
argon). Where the ion transport measuring means or struc 
ture comprising an ion transport measuring means is Stored 
in water or an aqueous Solution, preferably the pH of the 
water or Solution is greater than 4, more preferably greater 
than about 6, and more preferably yet greater than about 7. 
For example, an ion transport measuring means or a struc 
ture comprising an ion transport measuring means can be 
Shipped in a Solution having a pH of approximately 8. 
0300. In one method of shipping a chip that has been 
treated to have enhanced Sealing properties, the ion transport 
measuring devices comprising base-treated chips are 
Shipped Such that the chips are loaded up side down. The 
package for commercial shipments is designed to hold 
cartridges up side down, although the up side up configu 
ration can also be used for shipping. To allow easy opening 
and facilitate automation in Sequential loading of the devices 
onto apparatuses for use, a blister pack with film Sealing is 
designed. As illustrated in the FIG. 15, a blister pack is 
provided in the form of a molded plastic frame with an 
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opening on both top and bottom SideS for film Sealing. The 
sealing film or “lidstock” is a thin foil with temperature 
activated adhesive and an inert coating Such as EVA (ethyl 
vinyl acetate) polymer. For wet (water) Storage, the blister 
pack is first Sealed from top (the opening side, flipped over, 
and the cartridges are loaded up Side up. A preservative 
Solution Such as water is then injected into each well and the 
rest of the open Space in each chamber of the package. 
Another lidstock film is then used to Seal the blister package 
from the bottom. The blister package can be optionally 
sterilized with radiation for long shelf life. 

0301 Yet another aspect is related to the shipping of laser 
processed glass chips as finished goods between to produc 
tion processes, particularly if the two processes are in 
different production locations. The current invention 
describes a Shipping fixture allowing individual placement 
and Securing of laser-processed glass chips for Shipment. 
The same fixture-chips assembly is then directly used for 
Subsequent chemical processing. FIG. 16 is an illustration of 
the closed (left) and opened (right) shipping fixture. To 
withstand Strong acid and base treatment, the Shipping 
fixtures are molded with inert materials such as Noryl, 
Teflon, and Zeonor. A Stack of these fixtures can be Secured 
in one container for chemical treatments, or for Shipping in 
aqueous Solutions Such as water. The liquid shipping pro 
vides buffering for Vibrations during transportation, giving 
maximum protection of glass chips from being damaged. 

0302) The present invention also includes ion transport 
measuring means treated to have enhanced electrical Sealing 
properties, Such as by methods disclosed herein. The ion 
transport measuring means can be any ion transport mea 
Suring means, including those disclosed herein. The present 
invention also includes chips, pipettes, Substrates, and car 
tridges, including those disclosed herein, comprising ion 
transport measuring means treated using the methods of the 
present invention to have enhanced electrical Sealing prop 
erties. 

0303. The present invention also includes methods of 
using ion transport measuring means and structures com 
prising ion transport measuring means, Such as biochips, to 
measure ion transport activity or functions of one or more 
particles, Such as cells. The methods include: contacting a 
Sample comprising at least one particle with an ion transport 
measuring means that has been modified to enhance the 
electrical Seal of a particle or membrane with the ion 
transport measuring means, engaging at least one particle or 
at least one membrane on or at the modified ion transport 
measuring means, and measuring at least one ion transport 
function or property of the particle or membrane. The 
methods can be practices using the methods and devises 
disclosed herein. Generally, the methods of the present 
invention provide the following characteristics, but not all 
Such characteristics are required Such that Some character 
istics can be removed and others optionally added: 1) the 
introduction of particles into a chamber that includes a 
biochip of the present invention, 2) optionally positioning 
particles at or near an ion transport detection structure, 3) 
electronic Sealing of the particle with the ion transport 
detection structure, and 4) performing ion transport record 
ing. Methods known in the art and disclosed herein can be 
performed to measure ion transport functions and properties 
using modified ion transport measuring means of the present 
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invention, Such as Surface-modified capillaries, pipette, and 
holes and apertures on biochips and channel Structures. 
Methods for Measuring the Surface Energy of the Surface of 
a Chemically Treated Ion Tranport Measuring Biochip 

0304. Another aspect of the current invention originated 
from the need for an inexpensive, fast, and Sensitive method 
to measure Surface energy on Solid/liquid Surface Such as 
that of a chemically treated ion transport measurement 
biochip. 

0305 The method includes: dispensing a drop of defined 
Volume of water or an aqueous Solution on a Surface, 
measuring the time it takes for the drop to evaporate; and 
estimating the relative or absolute Surface energy of the 
Surface based on the evaporation time, and the difference in 
evaporation time with respect to control Samples. 

0306 The method can be used to determine the hydro 
philicity of at least a portion of the Surface of anion transport 
measuring chip. In this case, a drop of water or aqueous 
Solution is dispensed on the Surface of a biochip comprising 
at least one ion transport measuring means, preferably a 
biochip that has been chemically treated to improve its 
electrical Sealing properties. Evaporation is monitored, and 
the time elapsed between the time the drop contacts the chip 
and the time it has totally evaporated is measured. The 
elapsed time is used as an indeX for hydrophilicity. This 
indeX can be used to determine whether a chemically treated 
chip is within the optimal range for achieving high resis 
tance electrical Seals. 

0307 Evaporation can be monitored by diffraction, 
reflectance, or interference at the Surface where the drop is 
deposited, or simply by Visual observation. Evaporation can 
also be monitored by measuring the change in intensity or 
other physical or chemical properties of a dye or tracer agent 
that has been used to color or label the Solution. 

0308 The invention uses the evaporation time of a liquid 
drop on a Solid Surface as a measure of the Solid/liquid 
Surface energy. The method has very low cost (an accurate 
liquid dispenser is the only equipment needed). It is also 
very fast and accurate for low Surface energy Systems. 

0309 The contact angle of a liquid drop on a solid surface 
is a measure of the Surface energy, assuming constant 
liquid/air Surface energy. Very low liquid/solid energy 
results in extremely small contact angles (close to 0 
degrees). For that reason, contact angle measurements might 
not be a very Sensitive method for low Surface energy 
Systems. 

0310. When a liquid drop with fixed volume is in contact 
with a solid surface, the air/liquid surface of the drop will be 
inversely proportional to the liquid/solid Surface energy. 
Lower liquid/solid Surface energy will result in bigger 
spreading of the drop. The evaporation of the drop will be 
proportional to the air/liquid Surface area at any given 
moment. Thus the evaporation time will be proportional to 
the liquid/solid Surface energy. 
0311) Using the drop evaporation technique, we have 
demonstrated that the evaporation time of a 0.25 microliters 
water drop is 2.5 times shorter for a highly hydrophilic glass 
Surface (treated with base) compared to chemically 
untreated glass. 
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Methods of Manufacturing Chips for Ion Transport Mea 
Surement Devices 

0312 Yet another aspect of the present invention is a 
method of making a chip for ion transport measurement 
devices by fabricating a chip that comprises multiple rows of 
ion transport measuring holes and Subsequently breaking the 
chip into discrete Segments that comprise a Subset of the 
total number of ion transport measuring holes. 
0313. In this method, a glass sheet is pre-processed with 
a laser to create patch clamp recording apertures, and 
preferably treated chemically to improve Sealability as 
described in this application. The glass sheet has also been 
pre-Scored with a laser to produce mark lines by which Sets 
of holes can be separated from one another. Preferably, the 
mark lines are continuous slashes that go through the glass 
to a depth of about 50% or more of the thickness of the sheet. 
0314. In some preferred embodiments, an injection 
molded multi-unit well plate is bonded to the glass with 
adhesives So that each well of the plate is in register with one 
of the ion transport recording holes. Units comprising a 
portion of the multi-unit well plate and a portion of the glass 
chip are separated later by two metal plates closing in from 
two sides of the Scored mark lines against the glass sheet, 
followed by bending of the bonded multi-well devices along 
with the metal plates and pulling of the Segments away from 
each other (see FIG. 17). 
0315. This approach allows for low cost, automated 
assembly of Single well or low- density arrays, Such as 
16-well planar patch clamp consumables. This method of 
manufacture improves automation, and reduces individual 
unit assembly time. 
High Density Ion Transport Measurement Chips 
0316. Another aspect of the present invention is a high 
density, high throughput chip for ion transport measurement. 
A high density chip for ion transport measurement com 
prises multiple ion transport measuring holes. The invention 
also encompasses methods of making high-density consum 
able patch clamp arrays for ultra high throughput Screening 
of ion transport function. 
0317. A high density chip for ion transport measurement 
comprises at least 24 ion transport measuring holes, prefer 
ably at least 48 ion transport measuring holes, and more 
preferably, at least 96 ion transport measuring holes. A high 
density, high throughput chip for ion transport measurement 
of the present invention can comprise at least 384 ion 
transport measuring holes, or at least 1536 ion transport 
measuring holes. 
0318. A high density ion transport measuring chip can be 
made using a silicon, glass, or Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
wafer. The wafer is first wet-etched to create wells on the top 
Surface, and then laser drilling is used to form the through 
holes. The dimensions of the wafer and the wells can vary, 
however, in preferred embodiments in which a 1536 well 
array is fabricated, the thickness of the wafer can range from 
about 0.1 micron to 10 millimeters, preferably from about 
0.5 micron to 2 millimeters, depending on the Substrate. 
0319 For wafers in the range of 1 millimeter thick, the 
etching tolerance should be within 2% if the through holes 
are approximately 30 microns in depth. This applies to Si 
wafers etched with alkaline solutions such as KOH or glass 
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wafers etched with buffered HF. With SOI wafers, a defined 
thickness of SiO2 covers the Si wafers, and etching of the 
wells through the Si side with KOH will stop at the SiO, 
interface. This way the thickness of the remaining material 
is consistent acroSS the whole wafer, and even consistent 
among different batches of etched wafers. This permits laser 
drilling on these etched Substrates to be more Standardized, 
and reduces the time needed for laser measurement. In a 
preferred embodiment, the etched Siwells have a volume of 
approximately 2 microliters, assuming a footprint of 
approximately 2 millimeterSX2 millimeters for each well 
that extends as a prism or inverted pyramid shape through 
the Si Substrate during anisotropic etching, leaving a dis 
tance of approximately 1 millimeter between adjacent wells. 
0320 In one design, the bottom of the chip can be sealed 
against a single common reservoir for measuring Solution 
that is connected to a common reference electrode, while 
individual recording electrodes can be connected at the 
upper Surface directly or via electrolyte bridges. 
0321 Alternatively, a structure with 1536 or any pre 
ferred number of individual isolated chambers can be sealed 
against the bottom of the 1536 or any preferred number of 
well plate So that each chamber is in register with a well. In 
Some designs of this embodiment, the top surface of the SOI 
wafer can be a common electrode, with the conductivity of 
Simaterial being adequate to provide electrical connection; 
however, additional metal coating on the top Surface 
(applied before etching as mask layer) can increase conduc 
tivity of the upper surface. Wet etching that creates the wells 
removes this metal coating from the Wells themselves. 
Chemical treatment with acid and/or base can optionally be 
performed on the chip for improved Sealing. 

0322 Another way to make a high density chip is to use 
very thin wafers made of glass, SiO, quartz, Si, PDMS, 
plastics, polymers, or other materials, or a thin sheet, with 
thickness between about 1 micron and about 1 millimeter. 
Laser drilling can be performed on Such sheets to create 
through holes. A separate, “well plate” with 1536 or any 
preferred number of Wells, manufactured by molding, etch 
ing, micro-machining or other processes, is then Sealed 
against the holes via gluing or by using other bonding 
methods. 

0323 FIG. 18 shows a high density array made on a Si, 
glass, or SOI wafer. It is made with a wet etch process, 
which creates the wells on the top surface, followed by laser 
drilling through the remaining of the material on the bottom 
of each of the wells (FIG.19). The laser drilling of the holes 
can be from the front or back side of the chip. 
0324 For high density ion transport measuring chips, 
either a "standard” or inverted drilling configuration can be 
used as described herein. 

Methods for Assembling Ion Transport Measurement Car 
tridges 
Use of Adhesives 

0325 An ion transport measurement cartridge comprises 
one or more upper chamber pieces bonded via adhesive or 
other means to one or more ion transport measurement chips 
that have been treated to have enhanced electrical Sealing 
properties which contain at least one microfabricated ion 
transport measurement aperture (hole), optionally but pref 
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erably drilled by a laser. The one or more ion transport 
measurement chips are optionally laser polished on the side 
of the Small exit hole, and treated with a combination of acid 
and base treatment as described herein. 

0326. The present invention also includes a method of 
assembling ion transport measurement cartridges by bond 
ing the ion transport measurement chip(s) with an upper 
chamber piece. In one embodiment, an ion transport mea 
Surement chip containing one or more ion transport mea 
Suring apertures is bonded to an upper chamber piece via a 
UV-activated adhesive, such that each well of the upper 
chamber piece is in register with a recording aperture on the 
ion transport measurement chip, and the Smaller, exit holes 
from laser drilling of the ion transport measuring holes are 
exposed to the Wells of the upper chamber piece. 
0327. To facilitate efficient assembly, a registration bump 
can preferably be molded on the bottom of the upper 
chamber piece So that when the biochip is pressed against 
the bump and shoulder at the bottom of the upper chamber 
piece, the recording apertures on the ion channel measure 
ment chip are in register with the Wells of the upper chamber 
piece. 

0328 Preferred UV adhesive include, but are not limited 
to, UV-epoxy, UV-acrylic, UV-silicone, and UV-PDMS. 
0329. The UV dose required to completely cure the UV 
adhesive can at times inactivate the treated Surface of the 
chip. To avoid UV radiation to chip Surface areas near the 
recording apertures where Seals are to occur, a mask made 
of UV-permeate glass on which spots of size between 0.5 to 
5 mm are provided by depositing a thin metal layer or paint 
(preferably a dark or black) layer. One Such mask that can 
be mounted to the cartridge being assembled is illustrated in 
FIGS. 20, 21, and 22. 
Pressure Mounting 
0330. As an alternative to glue-based bonding, the upper 
chamber piece can be designed to allow an O-ring type of 
gasket made with PDMS to be used as seal cushion between 
the upper chamber piece and a biochip during a Sandwich 
type pressure mounting procedure (see FIG. 23). 
Biochip Device for Ion Transport Measurement Comprising 
Fluidic Channel Chambers 

0331. A further aspect of the present invention is a 
flow-through fluidic channel ion transport measuring device 
that can be part of a fully automated ion transport measuring 
device and apparatus. This device comprises a planar chip 
that comprises ion transport measuring holes, and upper and 
lower chambers on either side of the chip that are fluidic 
channels. One or more fluidic channels is positioned above 
the chip and one or more fluid channels is positioned below 
the chip. Apertures are positioned in the fluidic channels 
Such that an ion transport measuring hole in the chip has 
access to an upper fluidic channel (Serving as an upper 
chamber) and a lower fluidic channel (Serving as a lower 
chamber). 
0332 A chip of a fluidic channel ion transport measuring 
device can have multiple ion transport measuring holes, and 
each of the holes can be in fluid communication with an 
upper fluidic channel and a lower fluidic channel. The upper 
fluidic channels can be connected with one another, when 
the lower fluidic channels are independent, or the upper 
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fluidic channels can be independent while the lower fluidic 
channels can be connected with one another. In a yet another 
alternative, upper fluidic channels that Service different ion 
transport measuring holes can be separate from one another 
and the lower fluidic channels that service different ion 
transport measuring holes can also be separate from one 
another. 

0333. In FIG. 24, a dashed line outlines the planar patch 
clamping chip, and upper and lower fluidic channels for an 
extracellular solution (ES) and intracellular solution (IS), are 
shown. The upper and lower channels are interfaced at a 
point where the recording aperture of the planar electrode 
resides. Separate fluidic pumps drive the flow of fluids 
through the two (upper and lower) fluidic channels. Record 
ing and reference electrodes external to the fluidic patch 
clamp chip are connected via a electrolyte Solution bridge to 
the top and bottom fluidic channels. A pressure Source Such 
as a pump with pressure controller that can generate both 
positive and negative pressures is linked to the lower fluidic 
channels. A multi-way valve is used to connect the lower 
fluidic channel to different solution reservoirs (IS1, IS2, etc), 
while a multi-way valve is used to connect the upper fluidic 
channel to cell reservoirs, compound plate, wash buffers and 
other Solutions. 

0334. This design has several advantages. The external 
electrodes can be of multiple use, but replaceable. This 
reduces the cost of the biochip. The flow-through fluidics of 
both the upper and lower chambers minimizes the genera 
tion of air bubbles. Importantly, the closed fluidic channels 
allow for controlled delivery of low volume fluids without 
evaporation. 
Methods of Preparing Cells for Ion Tranport Measurement 
0335) In a further aspect of the present invention, meth 
ods for isolating attached cells for planar patch clamp 
electrophysiology are provided. Conventional cell isolation 
methods by non-enzymatic, trypsin, or reagent-based meth 
ods will not produce cells that are in optimal condition for 
high throughput electrophysiology. Typically cells produced 
by available protocols are either over-digested and tend to 
function less than optimally in planar patch clamp Studies, or 
under-digested and resulting in cell clumps with the cell 
Suspension. In addition, the cells isolated by conventional 
methods tend to have large amounts of debris which are a 
major Source of contamination at the recording aperture. The 
current protocols are optimized for better cell health, Single 
cell Suspension, less debris and good patch clamp perfor 
mance. The current protocols can be used to isolate cells for 
any purpose, particularly when cells in an optimal State of 
health and integrity are desirable, including purposes that 
are not related to electrophysiology Studies. 
0336. This invention was developed to produce suspen 
sion CHO and HEK cells that give high quality patch clamp 
recording when used with chips and devices of the present 
invention. ParameterS Such as cell health, Seal rate, Rim 
(membrane resistance), Ra (access resistance), stable whole 
cell access, and current density, were among the parameters 
optimized. The method includes: providing a population of 
attached cells, releasing the attached cells using a divalent 
cation Solution, an enzyme-containing Solution, or a com 
bination thereof; washing the cells with a buffered cell 
compatible Salt Solution; and filtering the cells to produce 
Suspension cells that give high quality patch clamp record 
ings using ion transport measuring chips. 
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Enzyme-Free Cell Preparation 
0337 Enzyme-free dissociation is desirable when an ion 
transport expressed on a cell Surface can be digested by 
enzymatic methods, thereby causing a change in ion trans 
port properties. Enzyme-free methods involve a dissociation 
buffer that is either Ca"-chelator-based or non-Ca"-chela 
tor-based. The former is typically a solution of EDTA, while 
the latter can be calcium-free PBS. In Such methods, 
attached cells grown on plates are first washed with calcium 
free PBS, and then incubated with the dissociation buffer. In 
case of the calcium chelator-based dissociation, the disso 
ciated cells must be washed at least once with a chelator-free 
Solution before they can be used for ion transport measure 
ment assayS. The Suspended cells are then passed through a 
filter, Such as a filter having a pore size of from about 15 to 
30 microns (this can vary depending on the type of cells and 
their average size). 
Preparation of Cells using Enzyme 
0338. In some methods (see Example 6), trypsin is used 
to dissociate attached cells. In Such methods, the cells are 
typically rinsed with a Solution devoid of divalent cations, 
and then briefly treated with trypsin. The trypsin digestion is 
Stopped with a quench medium carefully designed to 
achieve the optimal divalent cation mix and concentration. 
In the methods provided herein, the Suspended cells are then 
passed through a filter, Such as a filter having a pore size of 
from about 15 to 30 microns (this can vary depending on the 
type of cells and their average size). 
0339. Another enzyme-based method uses a preparation 
commercially available from Innovative Cell Technology 
(San Diego). Accumax is an enzyme mix containing pro 
tease, collagenase, and DNASe. Example 6 provides a pro 
tocol for CHO cells using Accumax and filtration. 
0340 Some preferred methods of the present invention 
use a combination of enzyme-free dissociation buffer, Accu 
maX reagent, and filtration to isolate high quality cells for 
patch clamping (see Example 6). 
Pressure Profile Protocol for Ion Transport Measurement 
0341 The present invention also provides a pressure 
protocol control program logic that can be used by an 
apparatus for ion transport measurement to achieve a high 
resistance electrical Seal between a cell or particle and an ion 
transport measuring means on a chip of the present invention 
in a fully automated fashion. In this aspect, the program 
interfaces with a machine that can receive input from an 
apparatus and direct the apparatus to perform certain func 
tions. 

0342 Typically it has required months to years of expe 
rience on the part of an experimenter to master the tech 
niques required to achieve and maintain high quality Seals 
during their experiments. It is an object of the invention to 
produce a pressure protocol for achieving and maintaining 
Seal quality parameters for automated patch clamp Systems. 
The present invention provides a logic that can direct 
mechanical and automated patch clamp Sealing of particles 
and membranes. 

0343. The program logic includes: a protocol for provid 
ing feedback control of pressure applied to an ion transport 
measuring means of an ion transport measuring apparatus, 
comprising: Steps that direct the production of positive 
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preSSure, Steps that direct the production of negative pres 
Sure, Steps that direct the Sensing of pressure; and Steps that 
direct the application of negative pressure in response to 
Sensed pressure in the form of multiple multi-layer if-then 
and loop logic, in which the positive and negative pressure 
produced is generated through tubing that is in fluid com 
munication with an ion transport measuring means of an 
apparatus, and in which negative pressure is Sensed through 
tubing that is in fluid communication with an ion transport 
measuring means of an apparatus. Preferably, these steps are 
performed in a defined order that depends on the feedback 
the apparatus receives. Thus, the order of Steps of the 
protocol can vary according to a defined Script depending on 
whether a Seal between a particle and the ion transport 
measuring means is achieved during the operation of the 
program, and the properties of the Seal achieved. 

0344). An apparatus for ion transport measurement that is 
controlled at least in part by the pressure program preferably 
comprises: at least one ion transport measurement device 
comprising two or more ion transportunits (each comprising 
at least a portion of a biochip that has an ion transport 
measuring means, at least a portion of an upper chamber, and 
at least a portion of a lower chamber, and is in electrical 
contact with at least one recording electrode and at least one 
reference electrode), tubing that connects to the device and 
is in fluid communication with the two or more ion transport 
measuring means of an apparatus, and pumps or other means 
for producing preSSure through the tubing. Preferably, the 
apparatus is fully automated, and comprises means for 
delivering cells to upper chambers (such means can com 
prise tubing, Syringe-type injection pumps, fluid transfer 
devices Such as one or more automated fluid dispensers) and 
means for delivering Solutions to lower chambers (Such 
means can comprise tubing, Syringe-type injection pumps). 
0345 Preferably, in addition to promoting and maintain 
ing a high resistance Seal, the pressure protocol program can 
also direct the rupture of a cell or membrane delineated 
particle that is Sealed to an ion transport measuring means. 
Such rupture can be by the application of pressure after 
Sealing, and can be used to achieve whole cell access. 
0346. In operation, the program directs the apparatus to 
generate a positive pressure in the range of 50 Torr to 2000 
Torr, preferably between 500 and 1000 Torr, to purge any 
blockage of the recording holes. Then the program directs 
the apparatus to generate a positive holding preSSure 
between 0.1 to 50 Torr, preferably between 1 to 20 Torr to 
keep the recording aperture of an ion transport measuring 
chip clear of debris during the addition of cells to the upper 
chamber. After cell addition, the program directs the release 
of pressure and holds the pressure at null long enough to 
allow cells to approximate the aperture. The program then 
directs a negative pressure to be applied draw a cell onto 
(and partly into) the ion transport recording aperture for 
landing and the formation of a gigaohm Seal. Additional 
preSSure StepS as described Example 7 may be required for 
achieving gigaohm Seals if a Seal does not occur upon cell 
landing. 

0347 To achieve whole-cell access, negative pressure is 
increased in progressive StepS until the electrical parameters 
indicate the achievement of whole-cell access. Alternatively, 
the program can direct the application of a negative preSSure 
to a “sealed” cell that is insufficient to gain whole-cell 
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access, and then use a electric “Zap' method to disrupt the 
membrane patch within the aperture and thereby achieve 
whole-cell access. Upon achieving whole-cell access the 
preSSure is released either immediately, or held for a few 
Seconds then released, depending on the cell quality. Finally, 
during whole-cell access procedures, the Seal quality could 
be improved after acceSS has been achieved, then held at 
optimal parameters by a more complex pressure protocol. 
0348 The pressure protocol involves many branch-points 
or “decisions' based upon feedback from the Seal param 
eters. It is easiest to describe the protocol as a Series of Steps 
in programming logic. An example of Such logic (underlined 
items are user-defined parameters) is provided as Example 7. 
Novel Ion Transport Measuring Biochip Designs 
0349 The present invention also includes novel methods 
of making high density and/or multiplex ion transport mea 
Suring biochipS and biochips made by these methods. These 
devices can be used to record ion transport activity of more 
than one particle or cell Simultaneously or in rapid Sequence. 
In preferred aspects, the ion transport measuring biochips 
and biochips made by these methods are designed to be high 
density the ion transport measuring biochips. By “high 
density' is meant that the chips comprise a large number of 
ion transport measuring means. Typically, the ion transport 
measuring means are holes through the Surface of the 
biochip, and a high density transport measuring biochip has 
multiple ion transport recording sites via multiple holes. In 
this way, multiple assays can be conducted Simultaneously, 
or in rapid Sequence, allowing for high-throughput ion 
transport measuring assays that can facilitate, for example, 
compound assayS. 
0350 AS used herein, “high throughput” means high 
quantity of independent data collected in a defined period of 
time. For example, 48 or more assays that can be conducted 
within a short time span where multiple assays are initiated 
Simultaneously or in rapid Succession, then share experi 
mental time as parallel or multiplexed recordings, and ten 
completed Simultaneously or independently but in parallel 
(less than one hour from loading of cells to completing ion 
channel recording, preferably, less than one half hour from 
loading of cells to completing ion channel recording, and 
more preferably, less than fifteen minutes from loading of 
cells to completing ion channel recording). More preferably, 
more than 96 high throughput ion transport measurements 
can be completed in less than one half hour, and more 
preferably yet, the high density ion transport measuring 
devices of the present invention are capable of performing 
more than 100 ion transport assays within one half hour or 
leSS. In Some preferred aspects of these embodiments, high 
density ion transport measuring devices can perform hun 
dreds or over one thousand assays within one half hour or 
leSS. For example, in Some preferred aspects of high density 
ion transport measuring devices described herein, the 
devices can be designed to perform 384 assays or, for 
example, 1536 assays, within one half hour or less. For 
another example, 48 or more assays that can be conducted 
within a time span during which continuous and repetitive 
data Sampling are performed for kinetic Studies with high 
temporal resolution. In another example, multiple lower 
density assays, Such as 16-assay devices, may be utilized in 
parallel to result in a high density assay. 
0351 While the devices herein can be described as 
high-throughput, the designs are not limited to high through 
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put uses and can be used for any number of ion transport 
assays, in assays that can last from Seconds to Several hours. 
MCP-Based Chip 
0352 One aspect of the present invention is an ion 
transport measuring device that comprises a microchannel 
plate (MCP). Microchannel glass plates that comprise an 
array of microchannels and their fabrication are known in 
the art of electronics and optics for their use as electron 
multipliers and photomultipliers. Some aspects of their 
fabrication and use are described in Wiza (1979) Micro 
channel Plate Detectors Nuclear Instruments and Methods 
162: 587-601. In brief, they can be made by providing glass 
fibers that have a core glass and a cladding that comprises 
lead glass. The fibers are arranged together side-by-side in a 
desirable configuration, drawn, Surrounded by a glass enve 
lope, and fused to produce a boule. The boule can be sliced 
(cutting perpendicular to the fiber lengths) to produce Slices 
that are croSS-Sections of the boules. These Slices can be 
finished, for example, by polishing. The cores of the glass 
fibers are then chemically etched away, to form the micro 
channel plate. 
0353 An MCP made for use as part of an ion transport 
measuring device can be made by fusing from 2 to over 
1,000 glass fibers. An MCP ion transport measuring chip 
can, for example, be a high-density ion transport measuring 
chip that comprises 48 or more microchannels that Serve as 
ion transport measuring holes, and preferably, 96 or more 
microchannels that Serve as ion transport measuring holes. 
The core of the fibers (the portion made of etchable glass) 
used to make an MCP chip can be as wide as 40 microns in 
diameter (for chips used for ion transport assays using large 
cells, such as oocytes) but preferably are from 0.2 to 8 
microns in diameter, and are more preferably from 0.5 to 5 
microns in diameter, even more preferably from 0.5 to 3 
microns in diameter, and most preferably about 2 microns in 
diameter. The thickness of the lead glass cladding around the 
core can vary depending on the desired spacing of the 
resulting ion transport measuring holes. The length of the 
fibers used in making an MCP ion transport measuring chip 
are not limiting, and can be of any feasible length. Prefer 
ably, after fusing the glass fibers, the boule is Sliced into 
Sections that are from about 5 microns to 5000 microns 
thick, most preferably from about 10 to about 50 microns 
thick. 

0354) The core glass fibers can be randomly arranged or 
configured into a pattern to make the boule. 

0355. In one design, depicted in FIG. 35, the area Sur 
rounding the ion transport measuring holes on the upper Side 
of the MCP chip can be chemically wet-etched to produce 
microWells that can be used as upper chambers. These upper 
chambers can be used for measuring Solution, cells or 
particles, and test compounds. The MCP chip can be bonded 
to a bottom piece that comprises one or more lower cham 
bers. The MCP plate can also be bonded to an upper piece 
that comprises the ES chambers. 
0356. The surface of the MCP chip can be chemically 
treated, Such as using methods disclosed herein, to enhance 
the electrical Seal of a particle or membrane with the ion 
transport measuring means. The entire MCP chip or a 
portion thereof can be treated to enhance its electrical 
Sealing properties. Preferably, at least a portion of the 
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surface of the MCP chip to which cells or particles are to be 
Sealed is treated. One or both Surfaces, or one or more 
portions of one or both surfaces, of the MCP chip can also 
be coated, or one or more portions of one or both Surfaces, 
with one or more materials that can increase its Sealing 
properties. In Some embodiments, one or both Surfaces, or 
one or more portions of one or both surfaces, of the MCP 
chip can be coated with one or more hydrophobic materials 
that can be used to promote fluidic isolation of individual 
microwells of the MCP chip. Designs in which hydrophobic 
Surfaces are used to promote fluidic isolation of individual 
microwells of a chip are further described as Aspect 19 of 
this application (below). 
0357. In designs in which the bottom piece forms indi 
vidual lower chambers, reference electrodes can be within or 
electrically connected with the upper Wells and recording 
electrodes can be within or electrically connected with the 
lower Wells for ion transport measurement, or recording 
electrodes can be within or electrically connected with the 
upper Wells and reference electrodes can be within or 
electrically connected with the lower wells for ion transport 
measurement. 

0358 In one possible design involving etched microwells 
on the upper Surface, a common reference electrode can 
connect all of the upper microWells. The electrode, which 
can be a conductive material Such as metal, can follow paths 
along the top Surface of the MCP chip and contact measuring 
solution only where it contacts the interior of the microwells. 
The electrode can optionally be coated with a nonconductive 
material where it traverses the chip Surface, and be exposed 
where it contacts the interior of the wells. 

0359 Where a device comprising an MCP chip is con 
figured to have a common electrode that contacts multiple 
lower wells of the device, the same design can be used. 
0360. In designs in which the bottom piece forms a 
bottom chamber that contacts more than one ion transport 
measuring hole, the bottom chamber preferably comprises 
or is in electrical contact with a reference electrode, and 
individual upper chambers comprise individual recording 
electrodes. Alternatively, the bottom piece can comprise 
multiple lower chambers with individual recording elec 
trodes, and the device has a common upper chamber with a 
reference electrode. In this embodiment, compounds can be 
added using compound delivery mechanisms. Such as, for 
example, fluid block delivery, chamber Separators, or other 
mechanisms described herein. 

0361. In an alternative design for an ion transport mea 
Suring device that comprises an MCP chip, upper chambers 
can be constructed by attaching a manufactured piece that 
comprises well openings Such that each well of the upper 
chamber piece aligns with one of the ion transport measur 
ing holes (the microchannels of the MCP). Individual upper 
chambers preferably have a volume of from about 0.5 
microliters to about 5 milliliters, and more preferably from 
about 2 microliters and about 2 milliliters, and more pref 
erably yet between about 10 microliters and about 0.5 
milliliter. The upper chamber piece can be irreversibly or 
reversibly attached to the MCP ion transport measuring chip 
using gaskets, clamps, adhesives, welding, or other means. 
The upper chamber piece can comprise glass, ceramics, 
coated metals, or (preferably) plastics or polymers. In one 
preferred embodiment, the upper chamber piece comprises 
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a separate MCP. In this design, the glass fibers used to make 
the upper chamber piece MCP are of a wider diameter than 
those used to make the ion transport measuring chip MCP. 
The glass fibers used to make the upper chamber piece MCP 
also comprise a cladding of Sufficient thickness to provide 
chamber spacing over the ion transport measuring holes of 
the ion transport measuring chip MCP Conduits can connect 
to the wells of the upper chamber piece for the addition of 
Solutions, cells, or compounds. Alternatively, a fluid dis 
pensing device can interface with the upper chamber Wells 
to dispense Solutions, cells, or compounds. 

0362. A lower chamber piece can also comprise multiple 
chambers that connect to individual ion transport holes of 
the MCP chip. The lower chamber piece can be constructed 
by attaching a manufactured piece that comprises wells 
Spaced Such that each well of the lower chamber piece aligns 
with one of the ion transport measuring holes (the micro 
channels of the MCP). The lower chamber piece can be 
irreversibly or reversibly attached to the MCP ion transport 
measuring chip using gaskets, clamps, adhesives, Welding, 
or other means. The upper chamber piece can comprise 
glass, ceramics, coated metals, or (preferably) plastics or 
polymers. In one embodiment, the lower chamber piece 
comprises a Separate MCP. In this design, the glass fibers 
used to make the upper chamber piece MCP are of a wider 
diameter than those used to make the ion transport measur 
ing chip MCP. The glass fibers used to make the lower 
chamber piece MCP also comprise a cladding of Sufficient 
thickness to provide chamber spacing over the ion transport 
measuring holes of the ion transport measuring chip MCP. 
Conduits can connect to the wells of the lower chamber 
piece for the addition of Solutions, and allowing pneumatic 
control. 

0363. In using devices having individual upper chambers 
and individual lower chambers recording electrodes (or 
connections to recording electrodes) can be provided in or 
attached to upper chambers, and reference electrodes (or 
connections to reference electrodes) can be provided in or 
attached to lower chambers. In the alternative, recording 
electrodes (or connections to recording electrodes) can be 
provided in or attached to lower chambers, and reference 
electrodes (or connections to reference electrodes) can be 
provided in or attached to upper chambers. 

0364. In some preferred embodiments, however, a device 
that comprises an MCP ion transport measuring chip can 
have a single lower chamber that accesses all ion transport 
measuring holes of the MCP chip. In this case, the lower 
chamber can also comprise ceramics, coated metals, glass, 
plastics, or polymers, and preferably connects to conduits 
that connect to preSSure Sources and can deliver and remove 
fluids to and from the chamber. Pressure control may be 
performed from either bottom chambers or upper chambers, 
or both. In these embodiments, the lower chamber prefer 
ably comprises or is in electrical connection with a reference 
electrode during use of the device, and each upper chamber 
comprises or is in electrical connection with a recording 
electrode during use of the device. 

0365. In some other preferred embodiments, a device that 
comprises an MCP ion transport measuring chip can have a 
Single upper chamber that accesses all ion transport mea 
Suring holes of the MCP chip. In this case, the upper 
chamber can also comprise ceramics, coated metals, glass, 
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plastics, or polymers and it preferably comprises or is in 
electrical connection with a reference electrode during use 
of the devices. In this case each lower chamber comprises or 
is in electrical connection with a recording electrode during 
use of the device. Pressure control may be performed from 
either bottom chambers or upper chambers or both. 
0366 The present invention comprises ion transport mea 
Suring devices comprising an MCP chip having greater than 
two through holes, and at least one upper chamber. Prefer 
ably an ion transport measuring device comprising an MCP 
chip has multiple upper chambers that are reversibly or 
irreversibly attached to the MCP chip. Preferably an ion 
transport measuring device that comprises an MCP chip can 
be reversibly or irreversibly attached to at least one lower 
chamber. The present invention also comprises ion transport 
measuring devices comprising an MCP chip having multiple 
microchannel through holes, and an MCP chip having 
multiple microchannel upper chambers. 
0367 The present invention also comprises methods of 
using MCP chips for measuring ion transport activity and 
properties, as well as for other assayS. 
Chip with Hydrophobic Surface Coating 
0368. Another aspect of the present invention is a hydro 
phobic ion transport measuring biochip that comprises ion 
transport measuring means in the form of holes having 
counterbores, where the counterbores are microwell upper 
chambers, and where the Surface of the biochip has a 
hydrophobic Surface. 
0369 A hydrophobic ion transport measuring biochip of 
the present invention can have any number of holes, from 1 
to more than one thousand. In preferred embodiments, a 
hydrophobic ion transport measuring biochip is high-den 
sity, and can be used for high throughput Screening (Such as, 
but not limited to, compound Screening), and has 384 or 
more ion transport measuring holes. In Some embodiments, 
a hydrophobic ion transport measuring biochip can have 
1536 or more ion transport measuring holes. 
0370. A hydrophobic chip having microwell upper cham 
bers can be made by providing a Suitable Substrate, Such but 
not limited to a glass, quartz, Silicon, Silicon dioxide, or one 
or more polymers, and coating the Substrate with a hydro 
phobic material. Suitable materials for providing a hydro 
phobic coating include plastics and polymers, Such as, for 
example, polyethylene, polyacrylate, polypropylene, poly 
Styrene, or polysiloxane. After coating the chip, two or more 
holes are made, Such as by laser drilling into the chip. The 
laser drilling has the effect of melting and burning the 
polymer in the area Surrounding the drilled hole, provided an 
uncoated (hydrophilic) Surface in the area where a cell (or 
other particle) can Seal. Preferably, a counterbore is also 
drilled into the chip, where the counterbore can Serve as a 
microwell on the upper Surface of the chip. 
0371 This design provides upper microwells (made by 
laser drilling) that are in liquid fluid isolation from one 
another, as the hydrophobic Surface between wells repels 
aqueous liquids Such as buffers and measuring Solutions. 
The ion transport holes and areas immediately Surrounding 
them (Such as counterbore microwells) have hydrophilic 
Surfaces that have been exposed by the laser drilling and 
therefore will retain buffers and solutions. The upper 
microWells can be connected to a common reference elec 
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trode that is coated with a nonconducting (and hydrophobic) 
material, Such as a plastic or polymer used to coat the chip 
Surface and traverses the Surfaces of the chip. The electrode 
can be uncoated where it contacts the microWells, So that the 
microWells are in electric communication without the poS 
Sibility of Solution exchange or mixing between wells (see 
FIG. 36). 
0372. One preferred embodiment of the electrode on the 
hydrophobic chip is a metallized layer on the Substrate 
coated by deposition, growing, condensing, or other means. 
The metallized layer can be removed at and near the 
recording Sites by laser shots or masking. The hydrophobic 
layer is then coated on top of the metallized layer to allow 
for fluidic liquid Separation between two adjacent recoding 
Sites, leaving a ring of metallized layer uncovered near the 
recording sites to allow for electrical connection of each 
recording sites (in form of a hole, or a hole and a microwell) 
with the metallized layer which Services as a reference 
electrode. The metallized layer can be made of any conduc 
tive material or materials including metals, non-metals, 
metal derivatives, or combinations thereof. 

0373 AS alternatives, individual recording electrodes can 
also be physically or electrically connected (such as through 
electrolyte bridges) to each of the upper chamber microw 
ells. In these designs, there can be individual or common 
lower chambers that engage the chip, and the one or more 
lower chambers comprise or are electrically connected to 
one or more reference electrodes. 

0374. Where the coating material is resistant to treatment 
chemicals, Such as base and/or acid, the Surface of the hole 
on the hydrophobic chip can be chemically treated, Such as 
by using methods described herein, to enhance the electrical 
Sealing properties of the chip. 

0375. The present invention also includes methods of 
making the hydrophobic chip described herein, devices 
comprising the hydrophobic chip described herein, where 
the devices can employ any feasible lower chamber, elec 
trode, fluidic and pneumatic designs. The present invention 
also includes methods of using a hydrophobic ion channel 
measuring chip to measure ion channel activity or properties 
of one or more cells or particles. 

Flexible Ion Transport Measurement (ITM) Chip 
0376 Another aspect of the present invention is a method 
of making a flexible ion transport measuring biochip that 
comprises a flexible sheet of material, preferably coated with 
glass, comprising multiple ion transport measuring holes. 
The flexible sheet of material can be wound around a spool 
and unwound to form either a curved or an essentially flat 
Surface for ion transport measurement. Alternatively, the 
flexible sheet of material can be curved to form a tube, on 
the Surface of which ion transport measurement assays can 
be performed. 

0377 The method comprises: providing a substrate that 
comprises a sheet of flexible material; creating (for example, 
by laser drilling, chemical etching, micromachining, mold 
ing, etc) at least two holes in the Substrate that extend 
through the Substrate; and optionally coating the Substrate 
with SiO2 or glass to provide an ITM chip. 

0378. The Substrate can comprise any material that can be 
provided as a thin sheet (for example, of within the range of 
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between 5 and 5000 microns in thickness) and has a flex 
ibility that allows the sheet to be curved completely around 
(Such as to make a tube) yet is hard and rigid enough to allow 
manufacture of ion transport measuring holes through the 
Substrate (that is, holes of a diameter within the range of 
from about 0.2 to about 8 microns in diameter, although 
larger diameters can be used depending on the cell type to 
be assayed). For example, rubber, plastics, polymers or other 
flexible sheet materials can be used. One Such material is 
polyimide or Kapton. Kapton sheets of from about 5 to 5000 
microns in thickness, preferably from about 10 to about 200 
microns in thickness, can be laser drilled to produce through 
holes of within the range of from about about 0.2 to about 
8 microns in diameter, preferably from about 0.5 to 5 
microns in diameter, and more preferably from about 0.5 to 
about 3 microns in diameter. Counterbores that can be used 
as microWells can also optionally be drilled into the poly 
imide sheet, as described herein. From 2 to over 50,000,000 
holes can be drilled into a single polyimide sheet, depending 
on the application, which can be further rolled around a 
Spool. For example, where a flexible biochip is to be used as 
a “chip roll” in which section of the flexible biochip are used 
to be used Sequentially, the sheet can comprise a very large 
number of holes, a subset of which are to be used in any 
given assay. 

0379 Before or after laser drilling of holes in the flexible 
Substrate, the Substrate is preferably treated or coated with a 
material that allows for efficient and high-resistance Sealing 
of particles Such as cells to the ion transport measuring 
holes. The treatment or coating can comprise any material 
that promotes high-resistance Sealing of particles Such as 
cells to the ion transport measuring holes of the chip, and can 
comprise organic or inorganic molecules, Synthetic mol 
ecules (for example, polymers) or naturally occurring ones, 
in liquid or non-liquid form. The coated Surface can be 
hydrophobic or hydrophilic, charged or uncharged, and can 
be linked to the substrate covalently or non-covalently. In 
one preferred embodiment, the Substrate is coated with 
glass. 

0380. If the coating is a naturally rigid material, such as 
glass, the coating should be thin enough, or physio-chemi 
cally altered to permit curving of the coated flexible sheet. 
The coating thickness can range from a Single molecule 
layer to Several micrometer. The optimal thickness for the 
degree of curvature that is desirable (depending on the 
application) can be determined empirically. The degree of 
curvature required in the use of the device that comprises the 
flexible biochip can also be adjusted (for example, by 
adjusting spool diameter, if the Substrate is to be wound 
around a spool, or by adjusting tube diameter, if the Substrate 
is to form a tube structure) to accommodate the coating if 
neceSSary. 

0381. The coating can be applied in any appropriate way: 
Vapor deposition, dipping, Soaking, direct application, 
Spraying, “painting', chemical grafting etc. If the coating is 
a polymer, in Some cases polymerization can be promoted on 
the Substrate Surface. The coating can be adhered to the 
Substrate by absorption or chemical bonding. A glass coating 
can be applied, for example, by vapor deposition (if the 
Substrate material is resistant to the heat required, or by 
allowing Solgel (hydrolyzed siloxane) to polymerize to glass 
as it dehydrates on the Substrate Surface. 
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0382. The surface of the flexible chip or portions thereof 
can optionally be chemically treated, Such as by using the 
methods described herein, to improve the electrical Sealing 
properties of the chip. 
0383. In one aspect of this embodiment of the present 
invention, an ion transport measuring device can be made 
using a flexible ion transport measuring biochip of the 
present invention that is wound around a spool (see FIG. 
37). In this embodiment, the leading edge of the flexible 
biochip extends from the Spool to either a Second Spool, or 
to a guide into which is inserted. The Second Spool or guide 
is positioned at a particular distance from the first Spool Such 
that an expanse of the flexible biochip is extended to be used 
for ion transport assays. The extended portion of the flexible 
biochip can be essentially flat or somewhat curved. Prefer 
ably, the extended portion of the flexible biochip comprises 
multiple ion transport measuring holes that matches the 
number of Wells in multi-Well plate for compound testing. 
Preferably, the extended portion of the flexible biochip 
comprises at least 12 ion transport measuring holes, more 
preferably, at least 24 ion transport measuring holes, even 
more preferably, at least 48 ion transport measuring holes, 
and yet more preferably, at least 96 ion transport measuring 
holes. For example, the extended portion of the flexible 
biochip can comprise 384 or 1536 ion transport measuring 
holes. 

0384. The present invention includes flexible ion trans 
port measuring biochips made using these methods, and 
devices that include flexible ion transport measuring bio 
chips. 
0385 An upper chamber piece can engage the upper side 
of the flexible biochip and a lower chamber piece can engage 
the lower side of the flexible biochip. In preferred aspects of 
these embodiments, the upper and lower chamber pieces are 
reusable, and the flexible biochip is Single-use. In these 
aspects, the upper and lower chamber pieces reversibly 
engage the flexible biochip for ion transport assayS. Upon 
completion of a set of assays, the upper and lower chamber 
pieces disengage and move away from the flexible biochip, 
a new section of the flexible biochip is unwound from the 
Spool as the leading edge is pulled through guides and the 
old portion is optionally wound on a Second Spool, Similar 
to camera film winding (in an alternative the used section 
can be pulled through guides and clipped off, Similar to use 
of a tape dispenser). The new section of the flexible biochip 
that is unwound from the spool is to be used in the 
Subsequent assay. The upper chamber piece and lower 
chamber piece (preferably one or both is reusable, but this 
is not a requirement of the present invention) now move to 
engage the new extended portion of the flexible biochip. 
0386. In aspects in which the extended portion of the 
flexible biochip is Somewhat curved, Such as by curving 
against the surface of another, “chamber spool” (FIG.37B), 
in which the contact Surface of the Spool also comprises the 
upper or lower chamber pieces, the upper and lower cham 
ber pieces can be adapted to fit a curved biochip. 
0387. The upper chamber piece, the lower chamber piece, 
or both can be part of a chamber “wheel” in which multiple 
chamber pieces, each of which is used in performing a Set of 
assays, can Sequentially engage the flexible biochip. For 
example, a first Set of assays can be performed using the first 
extended portion of the flexible biochip and a first lower 
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chamber piece that is part of a chamber wheel that can rotate 
below the Surface of the flexible biochip. Upon completion 
of the first set of assays, the used portion of the flexible 
biochip is pulled away from the wheel as a new portion of 
flexible biochip comes into proximity with the chamber 
wheel. During this period of time, the chamber wheel rotates 
So that the used chamber piece moves away from the assay 
Site, and a new chamber piece also attached to the wheel 
engages the new extended portion of flexible biochip at the 
assay Site. 

0388 Various upper and lower chamber configurations 
can be combined with the flexible biochip. For example, an 
upper chamber piece that engages the flexible biochip can 
have multiple upper chambers, Such that each ion transport 
measuring hole is associated with a Single upper chamber, 
and a lower chamber piece can also have multiple lower 
chambers, Such that each ion transport measuring hole is 
asSociated with a Single lower chamber. It is also possible to 
have a single lower chamber that accesses all of the ion 
transport holes used in an assay and multiple individual 
upper chambers. In other cases a Single upper chamber that 
accesses all of the ion transport holes used in an assay and 
multiple individual lower chambers. Different chamber 
arrangements can have different electrode connections and 
connections to fluidic and pneumatic channels. 

0389. In one preferred design, both the upper chamber 
piece and the lower chamber piece comprise multiple cham 
bers that align with the extended portion of the flexible 
biochip Such that each ion transport measuring hole is 
asSociated with a single upper chamber and a Single lower 
chamber. In this design, cells, extracellular Solutions, and 
compounds can be added to the top chambers either by 
individual conduits or by fluid dispensing Systems. Pneu 
matic conduits connect with the lower chambers to produce 
high resistance Seals. Electrodes can be provided in the 
reusable chamber pieces, or can be provided in fluid con 
duits or as part of the ion transport recording machinery that 
can be brought into electrical contact with the chambers 
through electrolyte bridges. 

0390. In yet another aspect of a flexible ion transport 
measurement biochip, the flexible biochip can form an at 
least partially tubular structure. The flexible biochip can 
form at least a portion of a tube. Where the flexible biochip 
does not form the complete circumference of a tube, the 
Same flexible Substrate material or a different material can 
form the remainder of the circumference of the tube. Where 
the flexible biochip does not form the complete circumfer 
ence of a tube, the same flexible Substrate material or a 
different material can form a basin or bottom Surface of a 
trough-like Structure that is continuous with the curved chip 
but can be at least in part flat or have a lesser degree of 
curvature. In this embodiment, the interior of the “tube' can 
form a single intracellular chamber, and an “upper chamber 
piece can fit around the tube to provide upper chambers. In 
this aspect, cells, measuring Solution (Such as extracellular 
Solution) and compounds can be added to individual upper 
chambers that can also contain, or be in electrical connection 
with, recording electrodes. The inner tube chamber can be a 
common chamber that has fluidic and pneumatic connec 
tions for providing measuring Solutions and applying pres 
Sure for Sealing of cells or particles to ion transport mea 
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Suring holes. Preferably in this embodiment the lower 
chamber comprises or is in electrical connection with a 
reference electrode. 

0391 The present invention also includes a method of 
using a flexible biochip for measuring ion transport activity 
or properties. The flexible biochip can be part of a device in 
which sections of the flexible biochip are sequentially 
unwound for Sequential Sets of assays, or can be used as an 
at least partly curved Surface. 
0392 The flexible biochip concept can be applied to not 
only ion transport assays, but also other high-throughput 
tests, in which a expanse of the biochip is used for testing at 
a time, where the top and optional the bottom Surface of the 
biochip can be engaged in activities Such as reagent delivery, 
detection, Separation, etc. 
Theta Tubing-Based Chip 
0393 Another aspect of the present invention is a method 
of making a multiplex ion transport measuring device using 
theta tubing. Either Semicircular or rectangular theta tubing 
can be used, however, in Some cases rectangular theta tubing 
can be preferred because the Septum between the theta 
openings (referred to herein as “compartments”) is typically 
of a more uniform thickness in rectangular theta tubing. In 
this method, multiple Segments of theta tubing can be 
Stacked on top of one another or arranged Side-by-Side, 
where each Segment comprises an ion transport measuring 
means (recording site). 
0394. The method comprises: providing at least two 
Segments of theta tubing, each of which comprises an upper 
compartment and a lower compartment, where the upper 
compartment and lower compartment is separated by a glass 
Septum, cutting an opening in the top of the theta tubing 
Segments to provide access to the upper compartment; using 
the access at the top of the upper compartment to make at 
least one hole through the glass Septum that Separates the 
upper and lower compartments of each piece of theta tubing, 
and attaching the at least two Segments of theta tubing one 
on top of another, Such that the bottom compartment of a 
Second theta tubing Segment is on top of the upper com 
partment of a first theta tubing Segment. 
0395 Preferably, openings cut in the top that are made to 
provide acceSS for laser drilling or etching or the hole are 
Sealed prior to Stacking the theta tubing Segments on top of 
one another. FIG. 38A depicts a theta segment in which a 
hole has been cut in the top for laser access. For example, 
plastic, rubber, or even glass can be used to close the 
opening using adhesives or heat for Sealing. For example, 
the opening in the top of the top compartment can be Sealed 
when the theta Segments are Stacked on top of one another, 
preferably by placing a gasket (Such as a piece of flexible 
rubber, plastic, or Silicone) over the opening and Stacking the 
next theta Segment on top of it. The gasket can be held in 
place by adhesives clamps, or f heat can also be used to 
attach the Stacked units to one another. Sealing of the hole 
can be done Such that a port is left in the top of the top 
chamber. In embodiments where the units are attached 
Side-by-Side, the port can be used for adding compounds or 
cells. 

0396. In the assembled device, each theta tubing segment 
comprises at least one (preferably one) ion transport record 
ing site, and each theta tubing Segment comprises an ion 
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transport recording unit, having an upper chamber (upper 
compartment of the theta tubing segment) and a lower 
chamber (lower compartment or opening of the theta tubing 
Segment). The multiple ion transport measuring units can be 
arranged vertically (FIG. 38B), with the upper and lower 
chambers of each unit open on either Side. In an alternative 
design, multiple ion transport measuring units can be 
arranged side-by-side (FIG.38C), with the upper and lower 
chambers of each unit open each open on either Side. 

0397) The open sides of each chamber are used to attach 
conduits for fluid flow, cell and compound delivery, and 
pneumatic control. In Some preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, depicted in FIGS. 38B and 38C, indi 
vidual conduits for providing extracellular Solution, com 
pounds, and cells, are attached to one side of each upper 
compartment of the theta Structure, and individual conduits 
lead out of each upper chamber at the opposite Side of the 
theta Structure. In these designs, individual conduits provid 
ing intracellular Solution can be attached to one side of each 
lower compartment of the theta Structure, and individual 
conduits for outflow of intracellular Solution lead out of each 
lower chamber at the opposite Side of the theta Structure. 
Pressure can be applied either from the intracellular inflow 
conduit or the intracellular outflow conduit. 

0398. Many different arrangements are possible for pro 
Viding Solutions, compounds, cells or particles, and pressure 
to a theta multiplex ion transport measuring device. For 
example, cells can be introduced to the lower chamber, and 
preSSure for Sealing of cells can be applied to the upper 
chamber. Conduits can be arranged in any way that can 
provide pressure for particle Sealing and fluid flow for the 
addition of Solutions, compounds, and particles Such as 
cells. 

0399. In making the device, commercially available theta 
tubing can be used. The glass tubing can be cut into 
Segments of any size that will allow the Segment to function 
as ion transport measuring unit. For example, in Some 
preferred embodiments, the Segments can be from about 0.1 
mm to about 80 mm in width, more preferably from about 
1 mm to about 10 mm in width. The volumes of the upper 
and lower chambers of the units can be the same or different. 
Preferably, the extracellular chamber has internal measure 
ments of at least 20 microns by 20 microns, and the 
intracellular chamber has internal measurements of at least 
10 microns by 10 microns. 
04.00 Dimensions of the ion transport measuring through 
holes that are made (for example, by laser drilling or 
etching) into the theta separator segments are preferably 
from about 0.3 to about 8 microns in diameter. The ion 
transport measuring holes can also include etched or laser 
drilled counterbores, as described previously in this appli 
cation. 

04.01 AS described herein, the surface of the theta seg 
ment can be treated or coated to promote Sealability of the 
Surface as described previously in this application. 

0402 From two to 100 or more theta segments can be 
attached in vertical or parallel orientation (see FIGS. 38B 
and 38C). Attachment can be through the use of adhesives, 
gaskets, and the like. AS mentioned above, the opening in the 
upper chamber can be sealed before or during attachment of 
the units. Conduits for the addition of Solutions, cells, and 
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compounds, and for the application of preSSure can be 
attached both open ends of the chamber in any functional 
Way, and can also use gaskets, adhesive, adaptors, etc. 
Electrodes, if provided within the chambers, can be inserted 
into chambers before or after assembling the multiplex 
Structure. 

0403 Electrodes can be situated within upper and lower 
chambers of the Segments. Alternatively, for a theta multi 
pleX device, an electrode provided external to a chamber can 
be in electronic contact with one or more upper chambers 
through an electrolyte (Solution) bridge. For example, one or 
more electrodes can be provided in one or more conduits 
leading to one or more upper chambers of the device, or 
provided as part of the ion transport recording machinery 
(signal Source/amplifier) Such that the electrode or elec 
trodes are in electrical contact with an ion transport mea 
Suring Solution. Similarly, one or more electrodes can be 
provided in one or more conduits leading to one or more 
lower chambers of the device, or provided as part of the ion 
transport recording machinery (signal Source/amplifier) Such 
that the electrode or electrodes are in electrical contact with 
an ion transport measuring Solution. In Some preferred 
embodiments of the present invention in which a device is 
used for whole cell ion transport measurement, the upper 
chamber of each theta ion transport measuring unit is the 
“extracellular chamber that comprises or is in electrical 
contact with a reference electrode. In this case, multiple 
upper chambers can optionally be in electrical contact (for 
example, through conduits that provide Solution bridges) 
with a single reference electrode. 
0404 Many other electrode arrangements are possible, 
however, including but not limited to a Single reference 
electrode in electrical contact with multiple lower chambers 
(which can be “intracellular” or “extracellular” chambers of 
the units), individual reference electrodes for each lower 
chamber, individual reference electrodes for each upper 
chamber, etc. Recording electrodes can also be provided 
within chambers or in electrical contact (for example, 
through conduits that provide Solution bridges) with cham 
bers. 

04.05 The present invention also includes ion transport 
measuring devices made using the methods of the present 
invention. These ion transport measuring devices comprise 
at least two attached theta tubing Segments, wherein the 
theta Separator Segment of each of the theta tubing Segments 
comprises an ion transport measuring hole. Preferably, the 
upper and lower chambers of each theta tubing Segment 
comprises or is in electrical contact with at least one 
electrode. Preferably, the theta ion transport measuring 
device comprises conduits that attach to upper and lower 
chambers of each theta tubing Segment. The theta ion 
transport measuring device can comprise any functional 
arrangement of electrodes or electrical connections to elec 
trodes, and any functional arrangement of fluidic and pneu 
matic structures (Such as conduits, valves, and can connect 
Systems for controlling fluid flow and pressure (for example, 
pumps), and electronic equipment for ion transport mea 
Surement. 

0406. The present invention also includes methods of 
using ion transport measuring devices comprising at least 
two attached theta tubing Segments to measure at least one 
ion transport activity or property of at least one particle 
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(Such as a cell). Methods of ion transport measurement are 
well known in the art and also described herein. The present 
device can be used for any type of ion transport measure 
ment, including whole cell, Single channel, outside-out patch 
and inside-out patch recording. The multiplex theta device 
can be used for testing the effect of known and unknown 
compounds on ion transport activity of cells and particles. 

Fluidic Systems 
0407. The present invention provides novel fluidic sys 
tems for delivering Solutions, compounds, and particles 
(Such as cells) to compartments of ion transport measuring 
devices. These fluidic Systems can in many cases be applied 
to a number of chip designs and device designs that may 
vary in their structures, electrode arrangements, and pressure 
Systems. 

Upper Chamber Conduit with Openings for on Transport 
Recording Sites 

0408. One aspect of novel fluidic systems of the present 
invention is an ion transport measuring device comprising 
an upper chamber conduit that comprises multiple openings 
each of which accesses a Single ion transport measuring 
hole, schematically depicted in FIG. 39. The device com 
prises: a biochip comprising at least two ion transport 
measuring holes, at least one conduit on the upper Side of 
Said biochip, in which the conduit comprises at least one 
opening for each of Said at least two ion transport measuring 
holes, at least one inlet, and at least one outlet. Each conduit 
can have more than one opening. Preferably, the chip of the 
device comprises 2 or more holes, more preferably 16 or 
more, more preferably yet 48 or more, and most preferably 
96 or more. In a variation, the conduits comprise interfacing 
piezo actuators that can change the Solutions dispensed over 
the ion transport measuring sites very quickly. 

04.09 Different compounds and/or solutions can be deliv 
ered to the recording Site through these channels. Measuring 
Solutions (Such as ES) and cells or compounds can be added 
at the channel inlet. A reference electrode is provided within 
or in electrical connection with the upper chamber. In one 
embodiment of this aspect of the present invention, there are 
additional openings at the top of the upper chamber channel 
over the ion transport recording sites. Particles Such as cells 
can be added through these openings. Interfacing piezo 
actuators that can change the Solutions dispensed over the 
ion transport measuring Sites very quickly can also be 
localized to opening over the ion transport recording sites. 
Preferably, a lower chamber piece engages the ion transport 
measuring device, where the lower chamber piece prefer 
ably comprises individual chambers, Such that each ion 
transport measuring hole of the biochip accesses its own 
lower chamber. The lower chambers preferably comprise or 
are in electrical connection with individual recording elec 
trodes and have connections to a pump or other pressure 
generating device, and conduits for the addition and removal 
of measuring Solution. 
0410. In using this type of device, a single cell type can 
be added to this type of device for screening different 
compound Solutions. Alternatively, different cell types or 
particles comprising differention transports can be added at 
differention transport recording sites. Immediately after cell 
addition, pressure applied from the bottom of the chip can 
allow the cells (or other particles) to Seal at ion transport 
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measuring holes. In this way, a particular ion transport 
recording site has particular type of cell or particle Sealed to 
it. Compounds can be added through the channel inlet, and 
ion transport recordings can Simultaneously measure the 
response of various cell types or ion channel types to a given 
compound. Optionally, the upper chamber channel can be 
flushed to remove the compound of interest, and a Second 
compound can be added by pushing or pumping a Second 
compound-containing Solution into the channel. In this way, 
multiple compounds (or different concentrations of one or 
more compounds) can be assayed for their effects on one or 
more cell types or one or more ion transport types. 
0411 Alternatively, the solution-delivering channels 
can be tipS Such as pipette tips, in this case, Solutions or 
compounds are filled into the tips by Suction, and delivered 
out to the recording Sites by positive pressure through the 
Same tip. 
0412. In other related designs, the upper chamber channel 
may not have openings localized over ion transport record 
ing Sites, and after the addition of particles Such as cells, a 
compound-containing Solution can be added through the 
channel inlet. After ion transport measurement, the channel 
is flushed with Solution lacking compound, and then a new 
compound-containing Solution can be added through the 
channel inlet. In this case, replica assays can be conducted 
Simultaneously using the Same type of cell or ion transport. 
0413. The present invention includes ion transport mea 
Suring devices that include upper chamber channels with 
openings at multiple ion transport recording Sites, including 
devices that comprise ion transport chips as they are known 
in the art and described herein, including, for example, 
planar chips, flexible chips, and MCP chips. Where feasible, 
chipS used in the devices having upper chamber channels 
can be treated, Such as using methods described herein, to 
improve their Sealing properties. 
0414. The present invention also includes methods of 
using ion transport measuring devices that include upper 
chamber channels with openings at multiple ion transport 
recording Sites to measure ion transport function and prop 
erties. In preferred embodiments, the methods are high 
throughput. 
0415 One use of such conduits is to deliver tiny amount 
of compounds in drops to cells already Sealed to the record 
ing sites in low volume of Solutions. In this case, the Surface 
of the chip can comprise a hydrophobic material, with the 
exception of the Surface immediately Surrounding ion trans 
port measuring holes or microWells, to reduce fluid flow 
between ion transport recording sites in the absence of 
directed fluid flow through the chamber, for example, by 
coating chips with a hydrophobic material as described 
above in Aspect 21. Fusion of the compound drop and the 
Small Volume of Solutions at the recording Sites allows for 
fast and efficient compound delivery. The fused drops will 
not fuse together to cross-contaminate recording Sites Since 
the drops are bounded by the hydrophobic coating. Wash out 
can be achieved by flushing the entire upper chamber with 
wash Solution and Subsequent removal of wash Solution. 
After washout, recording sites are ready to receive the next 
delivery of compounds. 
Upper Chamber Channel Strips 
0416 Yet another aspect of the present invention is an ion 
transport measuring device comprising a biochip that com 
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prises multiple ion transport measuring holes, in which the 
device has at least one upper chamber channel that has 
access to two or more of the multiple ion transport measur 
ing holes. The device also has at least one lower chamber 
channel that that has access to two or more of the multiple 
ion transport measuring holes. The one or more upper 
chamber channel Strips are arranged approximately perpen 
dicularly to the at least one lower chamber channel. The 
device also comprises a compound delivery System for 
delivering compounds or Solutions to individual ion trans 
port measuring sites. 

0417. In preferred embodiments, the device has multiple 
upper chamber channels, each of which has access to two or 
more ion transport measuring holes, and multiple lower 
chamber channels, each of which has access to two or more 
ion transport measuring holes. The upper channels extend in 
the m direction, and the lower channels extend in the n 
direction, Such that each ion transport measuring hole that 
contacts a particular upper channel Strip (for example, M) 
contacts a different lower channel (for example, lower 
channel N, N, N, N, Ns, or N), and each ion transport 
measuring hole that contacts a particular lower channel (for 
example, N) contacts a different upper channel Strip (for 
example, upper channel Strip M1, M2, Ms., M., Ms, or M). 
0418. In some preferred embodiments, each upper chan 
nel Strip comprises, or is in electrical contact with, an 
independent recording electrode, and each lower channel 
comprises, or is in electrical contact with, an independent 
reference electrode. Alternatively, each upper channel Strip 
can comprise, or be in electrical contact with, an indepen 
dent reference electrode, and each lower channel can com 
prise, or be in electrical contact with, an independent record 
ing electrode. 

0419. In preferred embodiments, the upper channel strips 
are used as extracellular chambers that, during ion transport 
assays, comprise measuring Solution, cells (or other par 
ticles), and, preferably, compounds to be tested. Various 
designs can be used that allow individual compounds (or 
compound concentrations) to be localized to individual 
recording Sites within an upper chamber channel. For 
example, the "piped in compound delivery System 
described above, in which individual conduits (pipes) 
deliver compounds directly over an ion transport measuring 
Site can be applied to this channel matrix device. Preferably, 
however, peizo controlled tips deliver compounds directly 
over an ion transport measuring Site. In this case, the upper 
microfluidics channels fill by hydrophilicity to wet all indi 
vidual recording Sites with measuring Solution. Preferably, 
the biochip has depressions or microWells at the ion trans 
port recording sites that promote retention of Solution (Such 
as recording Solution and compound-containing Solution) at 
the ion transport recording sites. The upper chamber chan 
nels have a low diameter to length ratio that retards mixing, 
and the compounds are delivered to individual recording 
Sites Simultaneously So as to prevent hydrostatic pressure 
from forcing them to flow into adjacent chambers. 

0420 Before or after compound delivery, ion transport 
recording takes place by Sequentially recording using refer 
ence electrode 1 (in combination with all possible recording 
electrodes), then using reference electrode 2 (in combination 
with all possible recording electrodes), then using reference 
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electrode 3 (in combination with all possible recording 
electrodes), etc., and optionally return to electrode 1 for a 
next cycle. 
0421. In a related aspect, upper chamber channel Strips 
can contaction transport recording Sites along the upper Side 
of an ion transport measuring chip, and each ion transport 
recording Site can have an independent lower chamber that 
comprises or is in electrical contact with a recording elec 
trode. Preferably, the biochip has depressions or microwells 
at the ion transport recording sites that promote retention of 
Solution (Such as recording Solution and compound-contain 
ing Solution) at the ion transport recording sites. A common 
reference electrode is present in the upper chamber channels, 
in which the electrode is a narrow Strip of conductive 
material (for example, metal) built along the Surface of the 
interconnected upper chamber channels. The electrode Strip 
is coated along its upper Surface with a nonconductive 
material (for example, a polymer), and is exposed to Solution 
only at recording sites. In this way the upper chamber 
channels remain in electrical communication, but fluid com 
munication between ion transport measuring sites is mini 
mized. 

0422 The present invention includes ion transport mea 
Suring chips that comprise upper chamber channels, and 
devices comprising ion transport measuring chips that com 
prise upper chamber channels. The chamber Strips concept 
can be applied together with the various chip designs, 
including for example, the flexible biochips described above 
that provide the ion transport measuring holes. 
0423. The present invention also includes methods of 
using includes ion transport measuring chips that comprise 
upper chamber channels to measure ion transport activity 
and properties of particles Such as cells. 
Compound Delivery into Upper Chamber by Fluidic Pipes 
0424 The invention also includes devices that comprise 
a Substrate that comprises at least two ion transport mea 
Suring holes (ion transport measuring chip); at least two 
lower chambers that engage the ion transport measuring 
chip, Such that each or the at least two ion transport 
measuring holes is in register with an individual lower 
chamber; at least one upper chamber that has fluid access to 
the at least two ion transport measuring holes, and at least 
two conduits or "pipes' that can be positioned over the at 
least one upper chamber, where each of the at least two 
conduits aligns directly over and in close proximity to an ion 
transport measuring hole (see, for example, FIG. 40). 
0425 The device can have a single common upper cham 
ber, or can have a Series of upper chamber channels that may 
or may not connect with one another. Where they are 
non-interconnecting channels, more than one reference elec 
trode and more than one inflow and outflow conduit is 
required. 

0426 In preferred embodiments, an upper chamber com 
prises a reference electrode, and is connected to inflow and 
outflow conduits such that fluid flow of measuring solution 
can be established through the upper chamber. Cells can be 
added through the inflow conduit, and after Sealing of cells 
at ion transport measuring Sites, compounds can be added at 
individual recording Sites through the fluidic pipes. In pre 
ferred embodiments, the ion transport measuring chip com 
prises an array of ion transport measuring holes, and an array 
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of fluidic pipes can be moved over the chip. The structure 
Supporting the pipes engages a structure on the chip that 
precisely aligns and gauges the travel of the tubes So that 
they are positioned just over the recording apertures and can 
provide concentration clamping of delivered compounds in 
the immediate vicinity of the cell. 
0427. The pipes can deliver tiny amount of compounds in 
drops to cells already Sealed to the recording sites in low 
Volume of Solutions, Such as those in the microWells of 
hydrophobic chip. Fusion of the compound drop and the 
Small Volume of Solutions at the recording Sites allow for fast 
and efficient compound delivery. The fused drops will not 
fuse together to cross-contaminate Since the drops are 
bounded by hydrophobic coatings. Wash out can be 
achieved by flushing the entire upper chamber with wash 
Solution and Subsequent removal of wash Solution. The 
recording Sites are now ready to receive the next delivery of 
compounds. 

0428 The present invention also includes methods of 
using ion transport measuring devices that comprise pipe 
arrays for delivering compounds at ion transport measuring 
Sites of upper chambers. In broad outline, Such methods 
include: providing measuring Solution in the lower chambers 
of the device, providing particles in measuring Solution in an 
upper chamber of the device, Sealing particles at ion trans 
port measuring holes, providing continuous flow of measur 
ing Solution through the upper chamber; halting the flow of 
measuring Solution through the upper chamber, positioning 
an array of pipes over the upper chamber; delivering com 
pounds continuously at recording Sites through the pipes, 
and measuring ion transport function or properties. The 
upper chamber of the ion transport measuring device can 
optionally be flushed after ion transport measurement, and 
optionally new compounds can be added to upper chamber 
recording Sites using the pipe array. The proceSS can be 
repeated multiple times. 
Nozzle Delivery of Compounds 

0429 The invention also includes devices that comprise 
a Substrate comprising at least two ion transport measuring 
holes, an upper chamber that comprises or is in electrical 
contact with at least one reference electrode, in which the 
upper chamber accesses the two or more ion transport 
measuring holes, and a compound delivery System that can 
deliver compound or Solution to each ion transport mea 
Surement Site individually, in which the compound delivery 
System comprises a fluidicS block that comprises funnel 
Structures terminating in outflow nozzles that can be aligned 
over the chip Such that a single nozzle is positioned over 
each ion transport recording site (see FIG. 41). Preferably, 
the device comprises or engages at least two lower chambers 
in register with the two or more holes of the chip. During ion 
transport measurement, each of the individual lower cham 
bers preferably comprises or is in electrical contact with a 
recording electrode. 
0430. When the fluidics block is aligned over the chip, 
the outflow nozzles are positioned close to the Surface of the 
measuring Solution of the upper chamber, but not in contact 
with it. Preferably, the nozzle is at the end of a funnel 
Structure, the nozzle diameter is greater than ten times the 
diameter of the cells, and the funnel size is large enough to 
allow the compound solution within it to flow out of the 
nozzle over Sufficient time that more compound Solution can 
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be delivered to the funnels (Such as by dispensing pipette 
tips) without creating bubbles within the funnel or nozzle 
aca. 

0431. In using the device, lower chambers are filled with 
measuring Solutions, and the the upper chamber is filled with 
measuring Solution and cells (or other particles) are added. 
Cells (or other particles) are sealed to the ion transport 
measuring holes by applying Suction to the lower chambers. 
By controlling fluid flow through the upper chamber, an 
even but shallow bath is produced that has continuous flow. 
Optionally the inflow into the upper chamber will be by 
microfluidicS channels opening near each aperture. The 
fluidics block for compound addition is positioned over the 
holes on the chip Such that the outflow nozzles are close to 
the Surface of the measuring Solution in the hole within the 
upper chamber, but not in contact with it. After control 
currents are recorded, compounds are added to the fluidics 
block from above. As long as the block is held above the 
measuring Solution of the upper chamber, the compounds do 
not flow beyond into the upper chamber due to the surface 
tension of the small droplets that form at the bottoms of the 
nozzles. The Voltage protocol Sweeps are coordinated Such 
that once the drugs are requested, the entire block may be 
lowered to contact the upper chamber measuring Solution, 
and brought down to within half of a nozzle width of the 
cells Such that the drug-containing Solution is allowed to 
flow out of the nozzles by gravity to clamp the concentration 
of drug in the immediate vicinity of the cells. 

0432. The present invention includes ion transport mea 
Suring devices that include a biochip comprising ion trans 
port measuring holes and a compound delivery System that 
can deliver compound or Solution to each ion transport 
measurement site individually using a fluidicS block that 
comprises outflow nozzles that can be aligned over one or 
more upper chambers of a chip Such that a single nozzle is 
positioned over each ion transport recording site. In pre 
ferred embodiments, the devices are high-throughput 
devices that comprise at least 48, at least 96, or at least 384 
ion transport measuring Sites and a multiplicity of nozzles 
for dispensing compounds at the ion transport measuring 
sites. Preferably, the number of dispensing nozzles of the 
fluidics block is equal to the number of ion transport 
measuring Sites of the ion transport measuring chip. 

0433. The devices of the present invention can comprise 
ion transport chips as they are known in the art and described 
herein, including, for example, planar chips, flexible chips, 
and MCP chips. Where feasible, chips used in the devices 
having upper chamber channels can be treated, Such as using 
methods described herein, to improve their Sealing proper 
ties. 

Chamber Separator 

0434. In yet another aspect of the present invention, an 
ion transport measuring device comprises a Substrate com 
prising at least two ion transport measuring holes, a common 
upper chamber, and a physical Separator unit that can be 
lowered onto the chip to Separate the common upper cham 
ber into multiple individual chambers. Preferably, the device 
comprises or engages one or more lower chambers. 
0435 The physical separator unit can be lowered into the 
upper chamber (which can be in the form of a tank with ion 
transport measuring holes in the bottom) after measuring 
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Solution and cells (or other particles) have been introduced 
into upper chamber and preferably after particles have been 
Sealed to the ion transport measuring holes. The physical 
Separator can reversibly fasten on to the Substrate. The 
physical Separator can comprise any fluid-impermeable 
material, and preferably comprises a compressible material 
where it contacts the Surface of the chip to form Seals against 
the chip So that the attached Separator forms fluid-imper 
meable Separated channels. For example, the Separator unit 
can comprise multiple electrodes, each of which can contact 
a separate chamber when the Separator engages the chip. In 
this case, Sealing can occur after the Separator has been 
positioned to form the chambers. 
0436 The device can also engage a lower chamber that 
can comprise a reference electrode. 
0437. After cells have sealed to the chip and the separator 
unit has formed Separate upper chambers, compounds can be 
added to the individual upper chamber, either by conduits or 
fluid dispensing Systems. Ion transport recording can then be 
performed using upper chamber recording electrodes and a 
bottom chamber reference electrode. 

0438. It is also possible to have multiple lower chambers 
that engage the chip. In this case the lower chambers can 
optionally have recording electrodes. In this case the upper 
chambers can comprise or be in electrical contact with 
independent reference electrodes, or alternatively, a com 
mon electrode (for example, an electrode that traverses the 
upper Surface of the chip) can contact or be brought into 
electrical contact with the multiple upper chambers and be 
used as a reference electrode. 

0439. The devices of the present invention that comprise 
physical Separator units for forming chambers can comprise 
ion transport chips as they are known in the art and described 
herein, including, for example, planar chips, flexible chips, 
and MCP chips. Where feasible, chips used in the devices 
having upper chamber channels can be treated, Such as using 
methods described herein to improve their Sealing proper 
ties. 

Pneumatic and Electronic Matrix 

0440. In a related aspect, the present invention includes 
an ion transport measuring device comprising: a biochip that 
comprises multiple ion transport measuring holes, in which 
the device has at least one upper chamber channel that has 
access to two or more of the multiple ion transport measur 
ing holes. The device also has at least one lower chamber 
channel that that has access to two or more of the multiple 
ion transport measuring holes, where each lower chamber 
channel has separate pneumatic connections for generation 
preSSure for Sealing particles at ion transport measuring 
holes. 

0441 The one or more upper chamber channels are 
arranged approximately perpendicularly to the at least one 
lower chamber channel. The device also comprises a com 
pound delivery System for delivering compounds or Solu 
tions to individual ion transport measuring sites. 
0442. In preferred embodiments, the device has multiple 
upper chamber channels, each of which has access to two or 
more ion transport measuring holes, and multiple lower 
chamber channels, each of which has access to two or more 
ion transport measuring holes. The upper channels extend in 
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the m direction, and the lower channels extend in the n 
direction, Such that each ion transport measuring hole that 
contacts a particular upper channel (for example, M) con 
tacts a different lower channel (for example, lower channel 
N, N, N, N, Ns, or N), and each ion transport measuring 
hole that contacts a particular lower channel (for example, 
N) contacts a different upper channel (for example, upper 
channel Strip M1, M2, Ms., M., Ms, or M). 
0443) In preferred embodiments, the upper channels are 
used as extracellular chambers that, during ion transport 
assays, comprise measuring Solution, cells (or other par 
ticles), and, preferably, compounds to be tested. Various 
designs can be used that allow individual compounds (or 
compound concentrations) to be localized to individual 
recording Sites within an upper chamber channel. For 
example, the "piped in compound delivery System 
described in Aspect 26, above, in which individual conduits 
(pipes) deliver compounds directly over an ion transport 
measuring Site can be applied to this channel matrix device. 
Preferably, however, peizo controlled tips deliver com 
pounds directly over an ion transport measuring Site. Pref 
erably, the biochip has depressions or microWells at the ion 
transport recording Sites that promote retention of Solution 
(Such as recording Solution and compound-containing Solu 
tion) at the ion transport recording sites. 
0444 Immediately following compound delivery, ion 
transport recording takes place by Sequentially recording 
using by applying pneumatic pressure to lower channel 1 to 
Seal particles at ion transport holes that access lower channel 
1, then by applying pneumatic pressure to lower channel 2 
to Seal particles at ion transport holes that access lower 
channel 2, then by applying pneumatic preSSure to lower 
channel 3 to Seal particles at ion transport holes that access 
lower channel 3, etc. 
Device having Compound Delivery Plate 

0445. Yet another aspect of the present invention is an ion 
transport measuring device that comprises a Substrate com 
prising at least two ion transport measuring holes, at least 
two upper chambers in register with the two or more ion 
transport measuring holes, at least two lower microWells, 
each of which is positioned around an ion transport mea 
Suring hole, and each of which is connected to a common 
lower chamber channel; and a compound delivery plate, in 
which the compound delivery plate has drug delivery sites in 
register with the lower microWells, where the compound 
delivery plate can reversibly come into contact with the 
lower microwells. In this design, depicted in FIG. 42, the 
two or more upper chambers are connected to a pneumatic 
System for Sealing cells to the ion transport measuring holes 
on the lower Side of the Substrate and each of the upper 
chambers comprises or is in electrical contact with an 
individual (recording) electrode. 
0446 Electrical and pneumatic connection to the upper 
Wells of the ion transport measuring chip can be provided by 
a separate adaptor plate. Preferably, each independent upper 
well connects to a separate recording electrode. 

0447 The lower channel (which accesses the lower 
microwells) is connected to conduits to provide fluid flow of 
measuring Solution through the channel. The bottom Surface 
of the chip, with the exception of the microwell Surfaces, is 
preferably hydrophobic to aid in maintaining fluid Separa 
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tion between microwells when fluid is removed from the 
lower chamber. A reference electrode can preferably be 
provided on the lower Surface of the chip, connected to the 
compound delivery plate, or in electrical contact with the 
lower channel. 

0448. In some preferred designs, at the time of operation 
of the device, the drug delivery Sites have compounds 
Spotted, or printed on them in drops or dried form. In Some 
other preferred designs, the drug delivery Sites of the com 
pound delivery plate are apertures through which droplets of 
compound-containing Solution can be pushed up from 
below. 

0449 In operation, measuring solution is added to the 
upper chambers, and measuring Solution and cells are intro 
duced into the lower chamber channel through conduits. 
Pressure is applied to the upper wells (either individually or 
commonly connected to pressure controls) to pull cells up 
from the lower channel into the lower microwells and seal 
them against the ion transport measuring holes of the chip. 
Sealing occurs in the presence of complete Solution Super 
fusion of the bottom chamber. After the seals have formed, 
Solution is removed from the channel, with the exception of 
the microWells, which in the case of coated Surface elec 
trodes, are in electrical connection with the electrodes. At 
this time compounds are applied to the microWells as the 
delivery plate is brought into contact with the lower Surfaces 
of the microWells. Ion transport measurement can then be 
performed. 

0450. The same device can be used in inverted orienta 
tion, with cells Sealing to the top of the chip, and the 
compound delivery plate is positioned above the chip to 
apply compounds from the top side of the chip. 

Devices Featuring Multichannel Pipeting Delivery of Com 
pounds 

0451 Yet another aspect of the present invention is an ion 
transport measuring device that comprises a Substrate com 
prising at least two ion transport measuring holes; at least 
two upper microWells each of which is positioned around an 
ion transport measuring hole, and each of which is con 
nected to a common upper chamber channel; at least one 
lower chamber; and a compound dispensing System that can 
dispense compound Solution into the upper microWells. In 
this design, the one or more lower chambers are connected 
to a pneumatic System for Sealing cells to the ion transport 
measuring holes on the upper Side of the Substrate. 

0452. The upper channel (which accesses the upper 
microwells) is connected to conduits to provide fluid flow of 
measuring Solution through the channel. The top Surface of 
the chip, with the exception of the microwell Surfaces, is 
preferably hydrophobic to aid in maintaining fluid Separa 
tion between microwells when fluid is removed from the 
upper chamber. 

0453 The compound delivery system can comprise con 
duits or fluid dispensing tips, for example, of a multichannel 
pipeting System, that can be arranged in an array that can 
align with the array of microwells. The compound delivery 
System can deliver compound Solution over the microWells 
in droplets that localize to the microWells and do not spread 
to other wells due in part to the hydrophobicity of the chip 
upper surface, as depicted in FIG. 43. Preferably, the 
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compound drops are very large compared to the microwell 
Volume, So that there is little compound dilution when it is 
delivered. 

0454 Various electrode arrangements can be used with 
this device. For example, the upper Surface of the chip can 
comprise a common reference electrode that is coated with 
a hydrophobic material except where it contacts the indi 
vidual microWells. In this case, the device has multiple 
independent lower wells, each of which is associated with a 
Single ion transport measuring hole. Each lower well com 
prises or is in electrical contact with an independent elec 
trode that can be used for ion transport recording. The lower 
well electrodes can optionally be provided by a separate, 
replaceable adaptor plate that can also optionally comprises 
connections to pneumatic devices for preSSure control. In an 
alternative, the device can have a Single bottom chamber that 
comprises a reference electrode. Individual recording elec 
trodes can be provided in connection with the upper microw 
ells. For example, the recording electrodes can be attached 
to the compound delivery System, Such that positioning of 
the compound delivery System over the microWells can also 
Serve to position and dip an electrode into the microwell. 

0455. In operation, measuring solution is added to the 
lower chambers, and measuring Solution and cells are intro 
duced into the upper chamber channel through conduits. 
Pressure is applied from the bottom of the chip to seal cells 
against the ion transport measuring holes of the chip. Sealing 
occurs in the presence of complete Solution Superfusion of 
the upper chamber. After the Seals have formed, Solution is 
removed from the upper channel, with the exception of the 
microWells, which in the case of a coated Surface electrode, 
are in electrical connection with the reference electrode. At 
this time compounds are applied to the microWells by 
position the compound delivery System over the biochip and 
dispensing compound drops over the microWells. Ion trans 
port measurement can then be performed on the cells Sealed 
at the microwells. 

0456. The lower well electrodes can optionally be pro 
Vided by a separate, replaceable adaptor plate that can also 
optionally comprises connections to pneumatic devices for 
preSSure control. This adaptor plate design can be applied to 
all designed for biochips, fluid delivery mechanisms, as well 
as electrical and/or pneumatic control Systems known in the 
art or described in this entire application. 
Further Embodiments 

0457. The present invention includes chips, devices, and 
methods for ion transport measurement that can be used to 
efficiently assay test particles Such as cells. The devices 
allow ion transport assays that can be used in a variety of ion 
transport measurement applications, including but not lim 
ited to determining the effects of compounds (Such as 
compounds of interest or test compounds) on ion transport 
activity. The assays can also be used to assess cell condition, 
"Sealability”, responsiveness to compounds or treatments 
before performing a battery of tests using the cells, or to 
rapidly determine the effects of growth conditions, devel 
opmental Stages, hormone responsiveness on the ion trans 
port activity of cells. In Some embodiments, the ion transport 
measuring devices can be used for other assays in addition 
to ion transport measurement assays. In Some embodiments, 
the ion transport measuring devices can designed Such that 
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cells in a chamber of the device can be microscopically 
Viewed before, during, and/or immediately after an ion 
transport measurement assay. 

0458 Another aspect of the present invention is a device 
for ion transport measurement that comprises a chip having 
at least one ion transport measuring hole and an upper 
chamber piece comprising at least one chamber, where the 
one or more upper chambers comprise at least two openings, 
and where one of the two or more openings is on one side 
of the one or more ion transport measuring holes and the 
other of the two or more openings is on the other side of the 
one or more ion transport measuring holes. In this device, 
the upper chamber is a “flow-through' perfusion chamber 
that accesses at least one ion transport measuring hole 
(depicted in FIG. 44). 
0459. In some embodiments of this device, one of the two 
or more openings comprises a reservoir at its end where cells 
and, potentially, compounds can be added to the upper 
chamber Such as by a fluidic System or pipette. 
0460 The upper chamber can comprise an electrode, or, 
during use of the device, can be in electrical contact with an 
electrode that can be part of the Signal amplifier machinery, 
or can be provided in tubing leading to the chamber. 

0461). In preferred embodiments, the device has a single 
upper chamber with two upper chamber openings, one on 
either side of the one or more ion transport measuring holes, 
Such that measuring Solution buffers, or compound contain 
ing Solutions (such as Extracellular Solution, ES) can flow 
through the upper chamber. For example, measuring Solu 
tion can be pumped through the upper chamber to fill or 
wash the chamber. In preferred embodiments in which one 
opening comprises a reservoir at its end, particles Such as 
cells and compounds can optionally be added via the reser 
voir. In the alternative, either particles, compounds, or both 
can be added to the upper chamber at an opening that is not 
connected to a reservoir. Preferably, the upper chamber of 
the flow-through upper chamber device is transparent, So 
that cells in the upper chambers can be viewed microscopi 
cally. 

0462. In using the device, the upper chamber of the 
flow-through upper chamber device can engage a lower 
chamber piece. The lower chamber piece can be in the form 
of a tray or tank, and preferably has at least one inlet and at 
least one outlet for allowing measuring Solution (Such as IS, 
intracellular solution) to flow into the chamber and for the 
application of preSSure for Sealing particles to the one or 
more ion transport measuring holes. In Some preferred 
embodiments, such as that depicted in FIG. 45, the lower 
chamber is also a single flow-through channel, with an 
opening at one end for the introduction of Solutions Such as 
measuring Solution, and an opening at the other end for 
outflow of Solutions, and preferably, connection to pneu 
matic devices for applying pressure to Seal particles to the 
one or more ion transport measuring holes. 
0463 The present invention also includes ion transport 
measuring devices with flow-through upper chambers that 
are reversibly or irreversibly attached to lower chamber 
pieces, Such as, for example, the Single flow-through chan 
nel lower chamber piece described above and depicted in 
FIG. 45. In the preferred embodiment of FIG. 45, the device 
comprises a biochip having a single ion transport measuring 
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hole, a flow-through upper chamber and a flow-through 
bottom chamber, where the cells can be viewed through the 
top of the upper chamber using a microScope. 
0464 Another aspect of the present invention is an ion 
transport measuring device comprising a chip having at least 
two ion transport measuring holes, an upper chamber piece 
comprising a single upper chamber; and a lower chamber 
piece comprising two or more isolated bottom chambers 
(depicted in FIG. 46). Preferably, each lower chamber is 
connected in at least two conduits for inflow and outflow of 
measuring Solution (Such as IS) and the application of 
preSSure for Sealing cells. Preferably, the upper chamber is 
connected in at least two conduits for inflow and outflow of 
measuring Solution and for the addition of cells and, option 
ally, compounds. In the alternative, the upper chamber can 
have openings (for example, at the top) where Solutions, 
cells, and optionally compounds can be added. The common 
upper chamber can be open, or can have a transparent top So 
that cells in the chamber can be viewed microscopically or 
fluorescence measurement can be performed from the top. 
0465 Preferably, during operation of the device each of 
the lower chambers comprises or is in electrical contact with 
an individual electrode. Preferably, during operation of the 
device the upper chamber comprises or is in electrical 
contact with a common electrode. 

Simple Chip 

0466 A further aspect of the present invention is a glass 
chip comprising at least one ion transport measuring hole 
(see, for example, FIG. 47). The chip can be single use, and 
can insert into or assemble with Structures that comprise 
upper chamber pieces and lower chamber pieces. 
0467. The chip can comprises any solid material such as 
metals, ceramics, polymers, inorganic and organic hybrid 
materials, plastics, Silicon dioxide, or glass, and the ion 
transport measuring holes can be etched, laser drilled, cut, 
punched out, or bored into the material. In preferred embodi 
ments, the chip is a glass chip and the ion transport mea 
Suring holes are laser drilled. Preferably, the chip is Surface 
treated, Such as by using methods described herein. 
0468 Preferably, during use, the chip is inserted into or 
assembled with an upper chamber piece having isolated 
upper chamber wells and a lower chamber piece having 
isolated lower chamber Wells, but other designs are possible. 
For example, the chip can be inserted into or assembled with 
an upper chamber piece having isolated upper chamber 
Wells and a lower chamber piece having a common lower 
chamber well, or can be assembled with an upper chamber 
piece having a common upper chamber well and a lower 
chamber piece having isolated lower chamber wells. 
0469. In preferred embodiments, the chip is single-use 
and disposable, and the upper and lower chamber pieces, as 
well as associated electrodes (which can be part of the signal 
amplifier machinery or electrodes that can be attached or 
connected to the wells), are reusable. 
Devices Comprising Chips having Wells made of Compress 
ible Material 

0470. In a related aspect, the present invention comprises 
a chip comprising at least one ion transport measuring hole, 
in which the chip comprises at least one upper well on its top 
Surface that comprises a layer of wax. 
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0471. The chip can comprises any hard material such as 
metals, ceramics, polymers, inorganic and organic hybrid 
materials, plastics, Silicon dioxide, or glass, and the ion 
transport measuring holes can be etched, laser drilled, cut, 
punched out, or bored into the material. In preferred embodi 
ments, the chip is a glass chip and the ion transport mea 
Suring holes are laser drilled. Preferably, the chip is Surface 
treated, Such as by using methods described herein. 
0472. Preferably, the wax on the upper Surface of the chip 
forms individual wells, after a single ion transport measur 
ing hole is created on the top Surface of the chip (see, for 
example, FIG. 48). As in the previous embodiment, during 
use, the chip is assembled with one or more Structures to 
form an ion transport measuring device. In this case, how 
ever, the chip comprises upper chamber Wells on its Surface, 
and the chip engages a structure that preferably comprises as 
upper piece top Surface that forms the top of the upper Wells, 
as well as a lower chamber piece. The wax-formed upper 
chamber Structures on the upper Surface of the chip are at 
least Somewhat compressible, allowing Sealing of the upper 
chamber Structures to the upper piece Surface when the 
device is assembled. 

0473. The upper piece top Surface that engages the chip 
can also include conduits and, optionally, electrodes that can 
connect with the one or more upper chambers of the device 
when the device is assembled. 

0474 Preferably, the chip comprises multiple wax 
formed upper chambers and the lower chamber piece it 
assembles with has multiple isolated lower chamber wells, 
but other designs are possible. For example, the chip can 
have a single wax-formed upper chamber, and can be 
assembled with a structure that comprises multiple isolated 
lower chambers. In an alternative, the chip comprises mul 
tiple wax-formed upper chambers and the lower chamber 
piece has a Single common lower chamber. 

0475. In preferred embodiments, the chip having wax 
formed upper chambers is single-use and disposable, and 
the lower chamber piece and the Structure that comprises the 
upper piece top Surface, as well as associated electrodes 
(which can be part of the signal amplifier machinery or 
electrodes that can be attached or connected to the wells), 
are reusable. 

0476 Another material that can be used for forming wells 
on the Surface of a biochip is any photoresist, Such as SU-8. 
SU-8 is a photo-curable epoxy oligomer, commonly used for 
computer chip manufacture. To make one or more wells on 
the surface of a chip using SU-8, the liquid form of the 
oligomer is distributed on the Surface of the chip. A mask is 
used to pattern one or more wells. Light induces polymer 
ization of SU-8 in areas not covered by the mask. After 
polymerization, the unpolymerized SU-8 is washed away to 
leave chamber walls that comprise SU-8 polymer. 
Chip with O-Ring Upper Chambers 

0477. In a related aspect of the present invention, a chip 
comprising at least one ion transport measuring hole is 
provided with at least one O-ring that forms an upper 
chamber around the at least one ion transport measuring hole 
(see, for example, FIG. 49). The chip having O-ring upper 
chambers can be assembled with at least one Structure to 
form an ion transport measuring device. 
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0478. The chip can comprises any hard material such as 
metals, ceramics, polymers, plastics, Silicon dioxide, or 
glass, and the ion transport measuring holes can be etched, 
laser drilled, cut, punched out, or bored into the material. In 
preferred embodiments, the chip is a glass chip and the ion 
transport measuring holes are laser drilled. Preferably, the 
chip is Surface-treated to increase its Sealing properties, Such 
as by using methods described herein. 
0479. To assemble an ion transport measuring device, the 
chip preferably engages a Structure that preferably com 
prises as upper piece top Surface that forms the top of the 
upper wells that can be reversibly attached to the top of the 
chip, as well as a lower chamber piece that can be reversibly 
attached to the bottom of the chip. The upper chamber 
O-ring Structures on the upper Surface of the chip are at least 
Somewhat compressible, allowing Sealing of the upper 
chamber Structures to the upper piece Surface when the 
device is assembled. The O-ring can also be sealed to the top 
of chip Surface using an adhesive. 
0480. The upper piece surface can also include conduits 
and, optionally, electrodes that can connect with the one or 
more upper chambers of the device when the device is 
assembled. 

0481 Preferably, the chip comprises multiple O-ring 
upper chambers and the lower chamber piece has multiple 
isolated lower chamber Wells, but other designs are possible. 
For example, the chip can have a single O-ring upper 
chamber, and can be assembled with a structure that com 
prises multiple isolated lower chambers. In an alternative, 
the chip comprises multiple O-ring upper chambers and the 
lower chamber piece has a Single common lower chamber 
well. 

0482 In preferred embodiments, the chip having O-ring 
upper chambers is single-use and disposable, and the upper 
piece Surface and lower chamber piece, as well as associated 
electrodes (which can be part of the signal amplifier machin 
ery or electrodes that can be attached or connected to the 
wells), are reusable. 
Method for Performing Excised Patch Voltage Clamp 
Recordings 

0483 Excised voltage clamp recordings such as inside 
out or outside in configurations as known in the art of 
Voltage clamp Studies can be performed by any planar or 
non-planar electrode configurations known in the art, or 
described in this application or previous applications. This is 
done by adding magnetic beads labeled with antibody(s) 
against common cell Surface markers after the cell is Sealed 
to the ITM sites; incubation to allow for bead binding to the 
cell Surface; and applying magnets to the beaded Sealed cells 
from the open access. Magnetic forces will remove the 
beads, together with asSociated cell membrane, which 
allows the formation of “excised patch” configuration at the 
ion transport measuring sites for Single channel or macro 
patch recordings. 

Method of Shipping Ion Transport Measuring Chips 

0484. The present also provides methods for shipping ion 
transport measuring chip and devices in which the upper and 
lower chambers of the devices or chips are pre-filled with an 
ion transport measuring Solution. For example, where the 
devices are intended for use in performing ion transport 
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measurement assays on whole cells, the devices can be 
packed with upper and lower chambers filled with intracel 
lular solution (IS). This can reduce the time required to 
perform an assay, and also can reduce the complexity of the 
machinery that interfaces with the device and provides 
fluidic controls and conduits, Since the machinery does not 
need to add measuring Solution to, for example the lower 
chambers of a device, but instead can simply flush the upper 
chamber with an appropriate measuring Solution Such as 
extracellular solution (ES) prior to adding cells. This 
increases the efficiency and reduces the time needed for 
assays, Such as high throughput Screens. (In cases Such as 
that described in Aspect 28, where cells are distributed in 
lower chambers, the machine flushes the lower chamber 
with, for example, ES, prior to adding cells.) 
0485 The devices or chips can be shipped in blister packs 
that lock in the measuring Solution, and the entire assembly 
can optionally be kept refrigerated until use. The measuring 
Solution used can be specialized for different types of ion 
transport assays, different cell types, and the like. The 
measuring Solution can also be simplified for more general 
use with more than one cell or assay type. 
0486 To use devices shipped in measuring solution, after 
flushing extracellular Solution through and adding cells to 
the one or more upper chambers, a vacuum can be applied 
to the one or more intracellular chambers that already 
contain IS to Seal cells to ion transport measuring holes. 

Ion Channel Chip Having Chemical Surface Modification on 
Plastics and Methods of use 

0487. Another aspect of the present invention is an ion 
channel chip having chemical Surface modification on plas 
tics, Such as a plastic Surface or Substrate, and methods of 
use. Preferably, the plastic surface is modified to improve the 
chip's ability for form tight Seals for ion transport measure 
ment. Preferably, plastic Surfaces can be plasma etched, 
which makes the Surface clean and creates chemical func 
tional groups that can be used for further chemical reactions 
and/or polymerizations to provide functionalities on the 
Surface. These modifications are preferably made after holes 
are provided on the chip, Such as through laser drilling. A 
variety of formats of holes can be provided, preferably in a 
standard format or footprint, such as between 1 and 1536 
holes or more on a chip. These chips can be used in methods 
of determining ion channel activities, including high 
throughput methods. 

0488. In one embodiment the ion channel chip includes a 
Substantially planar polymer plastic Substrate treated with an 
ionized gas, at least one hole, also referred to as an aperture, 
positioned Substantially perpendicular to the plastic Sub 
Strate and a gasket positioned about the aperture defining the 
perimeter of a chamber. The ionized gas treatment may 
include exposure to a gas Such as plasma gas. Preferably the 
ionized gas treatment forms at least one functional group or 
moiety positioned Sufficiently close to the aperture Such that 
a cell can simulataneously contact the functional group or 
moiety and the aperture. This permits and enhance Seal 
between the chip and a cell. 
0489 Chips of the present invention are preferably planar 
or Substantially planar in configuration and made of thin 
plastic, also referred to as polymer plastic, material. The 
plastic material can be any that can be laser drilled to form 
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a hole, also referred to as an aperture or throughbore, useful 
for ion transport measurement. 

0490 The plastic material chosen for the chip can be any 
appropriate plastic material, including but not limited to 
polyimide (such as but not limited to KaptonTM), polyolefin 
or copolymers thereof (such as but not limited to ZeonorTM), 
polyacrylate, Silicon containing polymer, wax, paraffin wax, 
Parafilm TM, fatty acid based polymers, acrylics or the like 
and combinations thereof or copolymers thereof. The plastic 
materials are generally characterized as being thin films 
between 5 and 300 in thickness, preferably a thin film that 
is rigid or flexible. 

0491. The laser and its wavelength can be chosen based 
on the characteristics of the plastic, Such as the material, 
thickness, transparency, opaqueness, color and energy or 
electromagnetic absorptive or reflective characteristics. A 
variety of lasers are commercially available, Such as EXci 
mer Excitation, MO:YAG excitation and Argon and/or 
Krypton excitation lasers. Preferably lasers are in the visible, 
UV or infrared spectrum. The choice of laser, and the power 
of the laser to be used, that matches a candidate chip material 
can readily be determined by test drilling a material with one 
or more lasers and determining the effectiveneSS and desir 
ability of the resulting hole. For opaque materials, Such as 
but not limited to plastics, lasers preferably in the visible 
Spectrum are used. Solid State laserS or copper vapor lasers 
described herein or known in the art preferable. Preferred 
laser wavelengths are between about 157 nanometer and 
about 590 nanometers, although others can be use. Such 
determination can be made using visual inspection, Such as 
through microscopy, including optical and electron microS 
copy. The resulting hole and Surrounding Surface is prefer 
ably the size, Shape and texture that are appropriate for use 
in ion transport measurement methods. The resulting Surface 
Surrounding or generally about the hole is preferably Smooth 
where a Seal is to be made during ion transport measurement 
methods. 

0492. Once a plastic chip has been provided with one or 
more appropriately configured laser drilled holes, it is then 
treated with a plasma to modify the surface. Plasma refers to 
ionized gases, Such as oxygen, air, a combination thereof or 
other appropriate ionizeable gases. The characteristics, 
determination and duration of the plasma used can be 
determined using routine experimentation and Screened 
using ion transport measurement methods described herein 
or in the applications incorporated by reference herein. 

0493 Generally, the plasma treatment cleans the surface 
of the material and Surface of the hole. Such cleaning 
includes removing or reducing conduction Substrates and 
unwanted contaminants. The plasma treatment preferably 
results in a change in charge of the Surface and/or Surface 
Surrounding the hole to charged or more charged, where the 
preferred charge is negative, and/or the hydrophilicity to 
hydrophilic or more hydrophilic. The plasma treatment can 
also result in the removal or reduction or carbonation and/or 
conductive Surfaces and/or materials. Not wishing to be 
limited to a particular mechanism, the plasma would also 
create chemical reactive functional groups on the Surface, 
Such as the Surface of the hole. These functional groups can 
be used in further modification of the characteristics of the 
Surface by, for example, further chemical reactions and/or 
polymerizations to create new or additional functionalities 
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on the Surface, Such as the Surface of a hole and/or environs 
thereof. Such modifications preferably would result in a 
more hydrophilic and/or electronegative characteristic of the 
Surface, more preferably the Surface of the hole and Sur 
rounding environs on the chip. The resulting functional 
groups exposed on the Surface of the Substrate would be 
believed to include, but not be limited to, hydroxyl groups, 
carboxyl groups, free radicals and the like. The resulting 
modified Surface would result in a Surface that would 
provide a high quality Seal for use in ion transport measure 
ment. 

0494 Surfaces can be modified to contain negatively 
charged groups, including but not limited to, Sulfate, phos 
phate, borate, Silicate, carboxyl, thiosulfates, thiophoS 
phates, thiocarbonates, borates and the like. The negatively 
charged groups can be provided alone or in combination. 
The choice of chemistry of the modification is within the 
routine skill of an artisan and can be made using chemical 
reactions known in the art. The amount of charge can be 
varied by altering the negatively charged groups, a combi 
nation of negatively charged groups, the chemical reaction 
used, the duration of the chemical reaction and the like. 
Other functional groups that can be added, alone or in 
combination with the negatively charged groups, include, 
but are not limited to positive charge, neutral charge or 
hydrophobic. 

0495 Once a surface has been modified, the resulting 
chip can be tested for the ability to form a tight Seal in an ion 
transport measurement. The devices and methodologies 
described herein and in the applications incorporated by 
reference can be used the Screen chips to determine prefer 
able modification methodologies. Generally, it is desired to 
create negatively charged and hydrophilic characteristics of 
the Surface of the hole and/or Surrounding Surfaces is 
desirable. 

0496 The size and shape of the chip can be varied 
depending on the instrumentation to be used for ion trans 
port measurement using the chip. Preferably, the chip has a 
footprint that is appropriate for existing ion transport mea 
Surement, Such as those described herein and in the appli 
cations incorporated by reference. For example, 16 holes 
arranged in a linear chip in a linear configuration can be used 
in these devices and methodologies. The density of the holes 
and number of holes can also be varies. Preferably, the 
footprint of the chip would be that of a standard microtiter 
plate that has, for example, between 9648 and 1536 wells, or 
greater, preferably in multiples of 96. The holes would 
preferably form a matrix where the holes would generally 
align where wells would be in Such Standard microtiter 
plates. In that way, existing robotics and instrumentation 
could be used to provide reagents and materials to locations 
on a chip. 

0497 Another example of the chip and method of making 
includes a Kapton chip drilled by laser at about 248 nm, 
which results in an exit hole the size of about 2 micrometers 
in diameter. The entrance hole would be about 100 microme 
ters in diameter with a thickness of about 150 micrometers. 
The drilled chips are plasma treated for about three minutes. 
The plasma treated chips are exposed to a 5% Solution of 
S0-triethylamine complex in DMF and shaken for about 30 
minutes. The resulting chips are washed with water and 
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Stored in water. The resulting chips are used in ion transport 
measurement as described herein or in the applications 
incorporated by reference. 
0498 Higher throughput ion transport measurement is 
made possible using chips with higher hole density and hole 
numbers. For example, a chip having 384 wells can perform 
384 Simultaneous ion transport measurement assays as 
opposed to the relatively Small number of holes in existing 
ion transport measurement chips having between about one 
and Sixteen holes. 

Bilayer-Bilayer Junction for Forming Tight Seals and 
Method of use 

0499 Surface modification has come to play an important 
role in a large number of technologies from different disci 
plines, including adhesion, corrosion inhibition, and chemi 
cal Separation Sciences. The last decade has witnessed an 
increasing expansion and interest in Supported lipid bilayers 
as models of biological membranes and as a physiological 
matrix for Studying a number of phenomena, including 
membrane-receptor, cell-cell interactions. Another aspect of 
the present invention is the introduction of a lipid bilayer, or 
portion thereof, to produce an interaction, via a Spanning 
divalent cation, with the lipid bilayer of a cell or portion of 
a cell that is to be the subject of the measurement. Such 
bilayer-bilayer junction for forming tight Seals and method 
of use are claimed. In this method, a lipid bilayer may be 
provided to cover the Surface or a portion of the Surface of 
a chip used for ion transport measurement. The lipid is 
preferably attached to a Surface of a chip, Such as through 
covalent or non-covalent attachment. Preferably, head 
groups of a lipid bilayer are attached to the Surface, and a 
second, inverted layer of lipid is attached via van der Waals 
forces (a hydrophilic exclusion phenomenon) on top of the 
first layer Such that the polar head groups of the Second layer 
are oriented outwards from the Substrate. The Surface thus 
has a charge that would promote the formation of a tight Seal 
for use in ion transport measurement. Any appropriate 
bilayer can be used, preferably having a negatively charged 
Surface. In a specific example, one preferable lipid bilayer is 
one comprising phosphatidyl-ethanolamine lipid. The lipid 
head group is attached to the Surface of a hole. The Surface 
of the hole can be of any appropriate material, Such as 
plastic, glass or a combination thereof, Such as those 
described herein, in the applications incorporated by refer 
ence, or described in the art. The attachment can be covalent 
or non-covalent. Preferably, covalent attachment of lipid 
head group to the glass Surface will be achieved through PE 
liposome fusions using methodologies known in the art. In 
this configuration the negatively charged lipid head group 
moiety, from the lipid outer layer, and the negatively charged 
Species, of a target membrane, Such as a cell membranes, can 
be bridged using divalent cations that can coordinate 
between the two polar head units without the necessity for 
forming a covalent or ionic bond. The resulting interaction 
between the membranes is expected to form a tight Seal for 
ion transport measurement. The area of membrane bilayer 
that is then left bound within the hole on the chip can be 
ruptured using methods described herein, in the applications 
incorporated by reference or as known in the art. Examples 
include positive pressure, negative preSSure and treatment 
with chemical or biological agents that can form pores in 
biological or Synthetic bilayers. The resulting Structures can 
be evaluated for the formation of tight Seals and efficacy in 






































